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PLAN EXODUS OF TENT DWELLERS
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Ak DR. J. H. JACKSON, gets
Clarence Williams, Early, B. Williams and
Walker A. Mason, as to their
feelings about moving from

IFcomments from

Tent City into the farm that
Reverend Jackson's group,
the National Baptist Convenbought in
tion, Inc. lust
Fayette County. It is a 400

acre farm for the working
convenience by the families of
Tent City. Center photo shows
the official opening of the
Brownsville cooperative store

Saturday, March 18, in Haywood County, another besieged area. From left are Mrs.
Nola W. Bond, manager; Rev.

A. E. Campbell, who opened
the store with an address;
Miss Ruby Johnson, clerk;
and Al Rawls, Haywood bolsi-

nessman and member of the
co-op. Right photo illustrates
the well.stocked shelves of the
store with members of the
store's working personnel.

From left are Miss Johnson, Preston Brooks, who led the
Miss opening prayer; Roscoe Tyus,
butcher;
M. Jones,
Sarah Shannon, Mrs. Bond, Porter; Mr. Turner, member
Reverend Campbell, Emmett of the co-op and Mr. Rawls.
Taylor, Leon Sanders, Elder (Withers photos)
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Owen Founders In Tenn.-Ky.
Audience To Cong. Churches
Hear B. Hunt Drop Race Tags

0Egghead's Delight

40 Seniors Win
LeMoyne Grants

2

Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor
of the Mississippi Blvd. Chris- One of the big items to come day morning.
tian church, Owen college trus- before the eighty-sixth annual Officers of the Tennessee-Kentee and former principal of the meeting of the Tennessee-Ken- tucky conference are: ModeraBooker T. Washington High tucky Conference of Congrega- tor, Rev. John Charles Mickle,
LeMoyne college this week Winners of one-year scholarschool of Memphis, will be the tional Christian Churches in also host minister; Vice-Modawarded scholarships valued at ships are Melvin Bolton of She!.
principal speaker for the Found- Memphis will be the uniting of erator, Rev. William T. Green,
$17,610 to 40 high school seniors by County
Training School,
Negro Dean of Men, Fisk university;
Caucasian
and
ers Day program at Owen col- the
in Memphis and Shelby County. Robert Williams of Hamilton,
churches into one unit with the President of Women's Fellowlege, March 22 at S p.m.
will be Lutherine Rhodes of Douglass,
Additionalawards
ship, Mrs. Bobbie BlakeleY
states.
made after other high school Bennie King
The Owen College Alumni Atof
Dougless,
Jones; President of the Li,'seniors take the edliege
sociatton is sponsoring the ac- The sessions, which begin men's Fellowship, Moyse H..
Robert Bolton of Hamilton, Detrinee examinations Saturday, lores Jordan of Douglass, Lutivities for the annual Founders March 17 at Second Congregational church, will band to- Jones, it-, President of the PilDay observance
hlarch 18, it was announced by cille Jackson
of
''aIllilton,
grim's Fellowship, Miss JunienJohn C. Middle. personnel direc- Richard Allen of Carver, RayDean Thomas I. Willard will gether all the Congregational ne Briscoe.
tor at LeMoyne.
mond Neal of Melrose and
speak at the 11 a.m, program and Evangelical and Reformed
to be held in the College Chapel. persuasions for constitutional
Mr. Mickle also
explained Carol Clayborn of Hamilton.
•
a all
students
receiving Winners of $200 scholarships:
Owen college was founded in adoption in July of this year in
scholarships will be eligible to Marie A. Franklin of Manassas,
41111111161
1954 as S. A. Owen Jr. college Philadelphia, Pa. The new conapply for national defense stn. Mabel Knox of Lester. and Au- BISHOP JOHNSON, Is shown 40 years ago. The names of in foreign lands. Headquarters under the auspices of the 'ren- stitution of the United Church
dent loans.
brey Walton of Booker T. Wash- (seated), in a rare photo with the original members are gone are in Philadelphia, Pa. More nessee Baptist Missionary and of Christ will be based on geoor graphical lines and not on race.
Convention,
Four-year full tuition awards ington.
his bride Rose and four orig- but the cturch membership pictures next week with the Educational
went to Ardie S. Myers of Les- Winners of $150 scholarships: inal members of his church today stands at more than second In a series on the life which Dr. S A. Owen, pastor Opening session begins at
of the Metropolitan Baptist 7:30 p.m. with the closing worter high, Doris Benton of Ma- Geraldine Gray of Booker T. when he founded It more than 50,000. Churches are spread of Bishop Sherrod Johnson.
church, is president. The col- ship at 11 a.m. Sunday, March
all over the U. S. with many
nassas high, Freddie B. Ray of Washington, Alene Bromley of
lege graduated its first class in 19. Music will be rendered by
Booker T. Washington, Bertha Lester, Canary Williams of B.
June, 1958. The name of the the choir of the Second ConMorrison of Booker T. Washing- T. Washington, '...eonard James
college was changed in 1957. gregational church. Rev. Charton, Ray Fulton of Booker T. of B. T. Washington, Martha
The commander of Autress
Owen college was accredited les Mickle is pastor.
Washington, Vernell Logan of Jones of B. T. Washington, Bar.
Russell Post No. 27 of Ameriof Manassas,
by the Southern Association of Mrs. Hollis F. Price. wife of can Legion, 393 Beale at., is apCarver high, Joseph Campbell bare Holliday
Colleges and Secondary Schools LeMoyne college president, will pealing to community organizaof Manassas high and Lena B. Atoms Lytle of Melrose, Clara
J. Martin of Hamilton, Augustus
in December. 1958 and admitte4 give the opening address on tions and business establish31 binson of Hamilton high.
to full membership in the Amer- Friday night She will base her ments to contribute to the anFour alternates selected for Kelly of Douglass, Gloria Shot.
ican Association of Junior Col- tall- on her experience of at- nual "Boys State." an Amerithe four-year awards automa- well of Manassas, Peggy Wright
of
leges.
Stricken with a heart attack
(Number One In A Series)
tically receive their first year's of Lester and Ivory Johnson
tending meetings of the World can Legion project which elect
tuition free at LeMoyne. They Melrose.
Council of Churches at Salon- delegates to send to Nashville
Bishop Sherrod C. Johnson is while delivering one of his powoff
scholarships:
far
sermons in the
are Rosetta Dillard of Booker Winners of $100
ka, Greece and Spittal. Austria. to teach them the activities ineven erful
seem,
would
it
so
Or
dead.
Mitchell
Jamaica,
land of Kingston,
T. Washington, Jim Ella Aus- Pellmetrie Stone of
Following the address the local volved in city, county and state
Saturday night, March 18, is
n of Douglass, Edward Wil- Road, Dorothy Jones of Mitchell though reports still filter into Bishop Johnson was taken to the big night at Bruce Hell on
Women's fellowship, Mrs. Sam government and how to become
of
Blakemere
well-known
M.
this office that the
ims of Geeter and Juanita Road and Ann
Crowder, president, will spon- better citizens.
the home of one of the overCollege
campus.
LeMoyne
the
back."
"come
will
minister
Lester.
ardner of Melrose.
sor a reception in the church The commander, Grover C.
seers of the Jamaica., branch
Starting at 8:30 p.m., Fred
of the Church of the Lord Jesus
parish hall.
Burson said "as chairman of
present
of
will
Cook
WREC-TV
Mrs. Bobbie Blakeley Jones Boys State for the city of MemChrist of the Apostolic Faith.
his Jazz Workshop in Concert
evewill speak at the Saturday
He was advisee to rest and
phis. I am appealing to all clubs
featuring the orchestras of Onninis session when the Holy churches, business establishcancel all his future engagezie Horne and Larry Muhobercelebrated.
he
will
Communion
ments and individuals to please
ments. He was told to put off ac.
Mrs. Jones attended the church contribute to the project," which
his trip back to the United The jazz festival, sponsored
Falls,
Hill
Buck
at
meetings
States.
by LeMoyne's Student Council The annual membership drive Pa., In which the national and has been scheduled for June 7is expected to attract a sell-out at the Abe Scharff Branch YM- international outreach of the 13.
Four days later he died.
In the past sponsors have been
CA officially came to an end last churches were considered.
Dr. Alfred A. Phillips, prom- crowd.
inent physician in Kingston, It will he a battle of music— Friday night with a total of 290 The Rev. Horace Jerome obtained for the delegates.
The cost to sponsor a boy is
said the Bishop suffered from modern jazz, that is — waged
Traylor, minister of First Conhypertension and a pronounc- by some of the City's top mu- members and $2,235 Goal for gregational church and presi- $25 which is spent for lodging
sicians. Both band directors are the drive had been set at 1,000 dent of Zion college, Chattanoo- ane board. Cost of transportaed heart condition.
This happened on February pianists. Each has his own style members and $10,000. However, ga, Tenn., will be the Chaplain. tion is in addition. To be eligi28. His death set off a wave of and it will be interesting to note membership reports are still ho- Thi Rev. Percel 0. Alston, ble, boys must be in the 11th
qualificaconflicting reports that the news how differently each orchestra me received.
assistant superintendent of the grade, among, other
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR. ways tries to give its custo- study designing and made him
Convention of the South of Con- tions.
The
largest
number
of
Page
(See
JAZZ,
2)
2)
BISHOP,
Page
mem(See
incapable of lifting anything
mers the best.
Churches, Commander Burson went on to
berships obtain by a single divi- gregational Christian
It has been said that if Ne- BORN IN 1957
heavier than a needle. He is the
C., will speak appeal to veterans and ex-WAN.
Greensboro,
groes would concentrate more BHS, 248 Vance, was born in production manager of BHS.
Mon was the Church division, at the Saturday morning ses- AC to join Post 27, which meets
on preparing themselves for a 1957. A Mississippian, Berkley IN A RUT
headed by A. C. Williams with sion. The Rev. Aurelius D. the first and third Tuesday of
career
business
self-sustaining
the AmerBuckles, an Alabaman, Albert Albert J. Henry was born in
142. Next highest was the II. L. Pinckney, minister of Plymouth every month. He said veterans,
rather than kicking up so much J. Henry. and a Missourian, Alabama. His wife, Mrs. GerCongregational church, Louis- ican Legion can help
Jackson's
with
division
38.
Next
at
sit
to
trying
of a fuss about
Leonard J. Small, had each trude Henry, is night superviville, Ky., will preach on Sun- widows and dependents."
was the Special Gifts division
ak white man's lunch counter, taught
tailoring in GI schools sor of nurses at Crump Me•
Mellen in due time the integration located in Memphis since 1947 morial hospital. They have two
headed by Dr. E. Frank White,
able achievements.
The fifth anniversary of E.
issue would straighten itself and doing tailoring on the side. children. Mr Henry quit as
Crump hospital will be cele- The educational facilities of who was co-chairman of the
out.
to head of a department at the brated March 19, Sunday, 2 p.m. the hospital include the only drive. The Frank Lewis division
These people argue that the Mr. Buckles is married
Veterans' Administration hosin the program institution of a three year dura- came in last with 22 members.
whole segregation and integra- Mrs. Bertha Buckles, who has pital to enter Tuskegee Institute Taking part
distinction of being
will be the Melrose high school tion which lends itself for the
tion problem has its roots im- the unique
W. C. "Bill" Weathers, genthe few expert silk fin- because, as he said. "I was chorus .The invocation will be training of the Negro nurse. As
bedded deeply in economics. one of
eral chairman of the 1961 drive
to
had
I
intation.
20
1000,
regim,
of
nurses
tired
December,
of
S.
of
Rev.
Owen
A.
the
have
by
They
area.
led
the
in
'Once the Negro becomes in- ishers
learn how to do something be- the Metropolitan Baptist church. graduated. The present enroll- was praised for obtaining the
dependent economically, then four children. In 1947 Mr. Buckcause I realized that I was ac- Oscar M. Marvin, administra- ment includes 11 freshmen. 10 highest number of memberships Sorry, readers and writers, 1. In what century were pins
greatest
the
make
to
had
les
he won't have to worry about
complishing nothing." He re- tor of the hospital will welcome juniors and five seniors. Facul- during an annual drive in the but there was no winner to last invented?
a
result
As
Ile.
his
of
decision
the white man except to worry
ceived a B.S. degree in Me- the members of the staff and ty members include the follow- last five yisirs. Dr. White was week's quiz But there is some 2. What is the Koran?
had
he
operation,
serious
a
of
competitor,"
about him as a
singled out for congratulations consolation. This week's cash 3. What is the greatest book
a major visitors.
ing:
to forego his already budding chanical Industries with
says one disciple.
rete-,eistet in the second highin the world?
in tailoring in 1949 and came Others taking part in the cere- Mrs Tabitha Reeves,
make
and
concern
has been uppea to $15.
contracting
One chief argument against
Tri-State 4. Who was the first Christian
to Memphis to teach tailoring monies will include Dr. Leland tor; Mrs. Arlene Norton, edu- ist amount of cash during the
New
the
some
of
in
Many
start
new
completely
a
the
around
this theory centers
tailor- in a GI school, while doing the Atkins, member executive advi- cational director; Miss Mary drive.
Defender's quiz answerers miss- Martyr?
doubt of Negroes supporting an other industry; he chose
work on the side. He is Junior sory committee; Dr. M. K. Cal- L Shannon, instructor; Mrs. J. T. Chairman, chairman of ed only one of the questions. S. The names of 48 of the se
ing.
this
True,
business.
all-Negro
Deacon of St. Stephen Baptist
University of Ten- Mary B. Hall, instructor; Mrs. Lb. Committee of Management The one that seemed to give United States can he found On
has been a sore spot with Ne- He went to a local GI school, church and also head of t h e lison, dean,
medium of exchange.
nessee Medical college; James Henrietta L. y n n, instructor; for the branch YMCA said most people trouble was No. a USA
groes in business. But not so to completed the course, finished
tailoring department at BHS.
L. Vensen, Instruc- "while the drive is officially 5: What is Muhammad's real Give the name of that exthe Negroes in business who first in his class and was hired Leonard J. Small. in 1950. be- W. Moore, commissioner of fi- Miss Jessie
nances and institutions and Rev. tor and A Ray Anderson. M.D., over we will continue to solic- name? Look on page 14 to find change.
strive to keep their firms work- as an instructor, subsequently came an
Correct answers to these cluesemployee of the Ten- Blair T. Hunt, who will give Student health physician.
it memberships for the next sev the correct answer.
attending Tennessee ti&I State
ing at top efficiency.
nessee Department of Employ- th- benediction.
Members of the committee era) weeks in order to ob:ain Of the many coming the clos- dons will he found on page 14
As one w' te firm reported university extensior. classes. He
ment Security after 11 notice- Afterwards there will be re- staging the anniversary Pro- those memberships premixed to est, perhaps Mecann Reid, 1756 of next week's Tri-State DeWe sell most of our Negro is a symbol to all physically
able dwindle in students at the freshments and guided tours gram are. Mrs. Ruby Hines, the various volunteer campaign LaPalorna st apt. 2. He miss- fender. Good tuck! Turn to page
customers the hest in the store handicapped people who have
GI school where he taught. He through the hospital and through Miss Margaret Jenkins, Bennie worker.. However, we cannot ed, hut only by a hair, question 14 of this issue to find last
because Negroes don't want the thought of giving up and quitweek's answers. Fill out and
the first Negro veter- the school of nursing.
became
Moore, Jr., Miss Dorothy Slate, permit any other memberships 1.
hi-between stuff, they always ting Ile has turned his handian's employment representative In the background of Z. 14. Mrs, Jersey Mitehen, Mrs. Ora to be sold at the "special cam- Here are the questions for mail coupon with this week's
cap into an asset.
want the best."
111611114111.
this week:
•
BAS Custom Tailors, Inc. al; The op.iration caused him to (See SUPPORT, rage 2) Crump, there is a list of sot- Gric• and Mrs. Ida Jamison. 91101 Brice."

Legion Seeks
Help For
Boys State

Faithful Say Bishop Saturday
Johnson To Return' Big Night

el

For Jazz

•

i

Business Forum

Do Negroes Support
All-Negro Businesses?

•

Price 15c

Anniversary Program
For Crump March 19

o

YM Drive Ends
With Over
$2,000 Total

2

Bishop

DEFENDER

Week Of Mar. 18-24, 1961

Writers Expounds On
Censorship Of Books
LADY CHATTERLY'S LOV- In an attempt to settle the
Penguin
ER - bona fide literature or thing once and for all,
Books of London handed copdirt for dirt's sake?
In the April issue of Esquire ies of their unexpurgated ediMagazine novelist Sybille Bed' tion of Lady Chatterly to the
gives her account of the corner cop, thus making a
''ford
recent tribulations and trial of court decision on the book imthe Crown vs. Lady Chatterly perative.
The trial was one for the
(Penguin Books Ltd.)
Even though Americans are books, and is recorded in destill faced with various forms tail (with appropriate comof censorship in movies. tele- ment) in Esquire's piece.
vision, etc., we have, at least, Some of the more printable
bedn able to hop down to the quotes from courtroom convercorner drugstore and purchase sation include: "The plot, you
an unexpurgated account of the may find, is little more than
"Lady's" amorous adventures padding, until we reach the hut
prosecution.)
again." (The
In any number of editions.
But the literary-minded Eng- "The book is in fact concernlishman has only recently earn- ed with the relationships beed this privilege. For more tween men and women, with
than thirty years, D. H. Law- their sexual relations, and with
rence's controversial tale of the nature of marriage - all
love between Constance Chat- matters of great importance
tee,. and her husband's game- to us all." (A witness.) "Why
keeper has been circulated this is going to be the upperover-the-counter in watered- middle-class English version of
down versions, or under-the- our Tennessee Monkey Trial.'
table, full strength.
(An American observer.)

THE DRUMMING LOG
' by .10triit MADSON
ConseneatIon Department
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation

811,.., it. GILL& -1,.vely
Ilymelia Walker of Booker T.
Washington high school was
crowned Miss Jubilect last
week in very impressive sur-

Continued From Page I
was. false to the belief that
Bishop Johnson will soon return to hie flock. Even now, a
prayerful vigilance is constant
ly kept going in anticipation of
the Bishop's return.
NO ONE TO LEAD
Bishop Johnson, unlike most
of the other religious leaders
such as "Daddy" Grace, did not
have anyone close to him who
,ould take over the reins of
the church he founded so many
years ago. He was the supreme
head, which evidently accounts
for an much of the confusion
and unbelief of his death in th
4'hurch.
The Bishop's tremendous reigious feeling combined with
its amazing sense of business
- ransactions and powerful ora.:ons swiftly took the minister to
the top of the religious heap.
Starting out over 40 years ago
.s the result of a split with another minister, the determined
.,aing minister soon surpassed
:is dissenter twice-fold.
At the time of his death his
daily ser.nons were broadcast
on 70 radio stations and through
loundings. flanking her are a network of 100 'member
first alternate ,left, Miss Lois churches in major cities.
Jubirt of Douglass and second
NEXT WEEK: Bishop Johnalternate Miss Hattie M. Guy son's private life and his denial
of Mt. Pisgah.
LEE REMICK, daring young
of medical care.
movie star, (left) and Odetta,
great folk singer who has taken America by storm, are featured stars in the William
Fulkner story of lust and degradation, "Sanctuary." The

AVC Praises Kennedy
Move Against Job Bias

1111llIIlIlllIIlIlIlIllIlllllllllIlIlIIlllIlIIlIIllllllllllIIlll

English TV Addicts
See. Red At Antics
Of "Mad Slasher"

At 22 They Can
Find Adventure In
France Or Anywhere
LONDON - (UPI) - Two
young women looking for adventure placed this ad in the
London Times:
"Two well educated Englishit
girls, 22, consider anything -7
legal south of France for mid
April-October."
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OLD FASHIONED
PIT BARBECUE
Every Bit• Good
Becalms It's Cooked With
Mississippi Hickory Wood
Courteous - Curb Service
ALLEN • ANNA's DRIVE IN
5180 Bo. Bellevue - Hinny 61 8o
Read Allen • Lana., Story In
This Week's Defeader

H & R GARAGE
Henry Reed
Proprietor
Auto Repairs
Brake Service
Body & Fender Work
Painting
547 Linden
Res. FA 4-9007 JA 6-4640
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movie opens March 24 for a
first run in Memphis at the
New Daisy Theatre. With a
ORA-JEL6
setting in the South, the story
promises to be a bombshell of
entertainment.
el 10 mIlm19••Mmm'
•SPENCER CORSETIERE•
• Mn. Emma R. Green 1
782 David St.
•
•
Phone FA 4-2525
•
•
Registered Spencer Corsetiere
111
Individual Designer
•Spencer Foundation & Bre•
•Appointments-Home Visits--li
Invited
INDIANAPOLIS - (UPI) - .M•■••MinMill•.
Governor Welsh has signed into
law two civil rights bills Passed by the Indiana legislature,
one of them a Fair Employ- To sell Mrs. Islands Old faohloned
ment Practices act and the Butter Bits. Mak• sip to $30 per
week. Contact Mrs. lames Roberts
other an act providing equal
390 A-Butler Are
accommodations in public
545-800
places.
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Ind. FEP Bill
Becomes Law
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WANTED—TEEN AGERS
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POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

'Rhapsody'
Opens Tour
On July 1

NAACP Hits Federal
Aid For School Bias
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Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH

•

High Road Was
Blocked; Bandits
Took Low Road

Support
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Says Recession
At Rock Bottom
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WASHINGTON - The Ameri- ployment Opportunity.
and neither do the VA installacan Veterans Committee Nation- TEXT OF LETTER
FEB MEAT
tions in dispensing their servstarted at a high school beaver and gro(ndhog. I still al Board, meeting in Washing- The text of the letter follows: ices."
"T h e American Veterans RAPS GUARD BIAS
!Acme when we were teasing think the finest wild meat rare
W A R SO P, ENGLAND
the girls with a big bullsnake. ever eaten was a young mus- ton, D. C., praised the presi- Committee is proud of any part
One of the girls screamed: krat done to a turn over a dential executive order aimed that we may have played in the "We are also quite disturbed -(UPI)-The mad slasher of
with
segergation
and
discrim!Why did you catch that horrid slow hickory fire in a trapper's at ending discrimination in emWarsop is at it again.
thing?" and limp hollered camp. it's sweet, delicate, ton- ployment by the federal govern- President's Executive Order of ation as well as the barring of
The mad slasher, who is also
back: 'We're gonna eat it!"
der, and goes mighty well after ment and by contractors doing March 6, 1961. We certainly will non-Whites from enlistment known as "the man who hates
I limp only said that for you've laid fifty drown sets in
be willing to do anything pos- which we are uncovering in our
business with federal govern- sible to make
effect, but there was no turn- a November river.
the President's current audit of the National television," creeps up on teleing back. We were committed.
Eating crow, blackbird, star- ment.
Committee on Equal Employ- Guard. This discrimination is vision aerials and slashes
Bo we skinned the snake, cut ling or hawk IS just eating
them in two.
The AVC called the executive ment Opportunity more effecalmost absolute as high up is
It up, and spitted it on a stick bird, and that's alio
,
: all you order particularly gratifying
Outraged television viewers
tive, and are willing to help in the National Guard Bureau in
to roast beside the marshmal- can say for it. It's
for a in view of the
conversations that regard.
say he always strikes at the
lows. Reveling in the girlish change,.but it's nothing you'd
the Pentagon itself.
held with White House person- "We are enclosing a copy of
Shrieks, we at it
get addicted to.
"There are no non-White mili- height of suspense on top pro) It wasn't bad. Roast bullTo capture the spirit of all nel, the head of the Veterans the 1060 AVC Audit of Negro tary personnel in the
The two were among a new
National grams. So far he has attacked
snake, as I recall, gets bigger this, we never put these crit- Administration, the head of the Veterans
and Servicemen. Con- Guard Bureau, and the non- more than 50 times.
group of nearly 100 measures
With the chewing and tastes ters into pies or stews. We
Civil
Rights
Commission
and
tained
in
it
is
a
great deal of White civilian employees are Police said victims had form- on which Welsh acted on the
Something like a setting hen took them straight, turned over
fhat's drowned in horse trough. a slow fire, for two reasons: other government officials in information
concerning
dis- virtually segregated at the Na- ed a team of vigilantes to look next to last day for him to fol*tut it isn't bad eating when 11 we owed at least that much recent weeks, based on the crimination in Federal employ- tional Guard Bureau. When it for the mad slasher bus that he low up the doing of the lawfou're sixteen, hungry, and to Jim Bridger, and 2) our study made by the organization ment, in Veterans Administrais completed, the study of the struck again Saturday night makers who went home early
irli are watching you be mothers wouldn't allow the
tion and military installations. National Guard will be sent to with his metal snippers.
last Tuesday morning.
brave.
stuff in their kitchens. These of discrimination against Ne.
"We
are
particularly
gro
veterans
disturband
servicemen.
"We haven't found the culyou."
N For the next two years - experiments were so successWelsh also permitted to beRECORDS FOR EVERYONE
more from w an tin g to be ful that we started calling each
In identical letters to Vice. ed by such discrimination be- The letter was signed by prit yet," the local police ger- ployment Act late Thursday and
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
mouotain men than from being other "01' Hogs", and saying President Lyndon Johnson and cause the Armed Services them- Mickey Levine, national chair- geant said, "But we will."
the equal accommodations bill.
hungry - we went on a binge "Waugh! This chile is froze
Phone JAL 5-6348
selves on the same military in- man; and J. Arnold Feldman,
Welsh also permitted to beroe Iniun cookery. If it walked, fey meat!" We were • bedding Secretary of Labor Arthur Gold. stallations do not discriminate,
aminimminimininnimmuounimouniummi
executive
director.
crawled, flew, imam or ran, mountain men, ready for any- berg, the veterans organization
come law without his signature
we ate It. We chewed our way thing, and so It was that one offered any assistance it could
three bills setting at $70G the
through a regiment of black- day we tried eating fox.
give to the newly created Presmaximum salaries of first or
Ibirdss crows, robins, bugs, musIt was a big old dog fox, ident's Committee on Equal Emchief deputy officers of Lake
krats, skunks, groundhogs, bob- trapped in mid-February with
county, permitting osteopaths to
cats, mussels, hawks and sala- romance on his mind and a
manders. Some of this eating winter's hard hunting behind
practice in public hospitals, and
*as a tittle rank, but much of him. He smelt like a wet civet
declaring the Kankakee river in
rrearly itched todeath
• was pretty good And we eat, and under the thick fur we
1
2years.Then[Auntie
Indiana to be a navigable 7/
learned a lot.
could feel the bands and packs
'mew
+voider cremallow
stream subject to police authf.To this day, walking In from of winter-hardened muscle. He
I'm happy,"writes Mes.
ority.
et hungry fishing trip, I may promised to be about as toothP.Ramsay ofL.A.Calif
ditch large grasshoppers, de- some as a belt knife, but we
Here's blersed relief from
NEW YORK - Emphatic op- their schools, or do you believe eral government, or either of
tortures of vaginal itch,
Mg them, nip off the tips of took him home anyway and
rect•I itch, chafing, rash
the large thighs, and pull orit butchered him and fried him on
position to the allocation of any that the problems of segrega- them, to refuse to continue the
and eczema with an mining new scientitill
Ow delicate slivers of meat. the laundry stove in the base- DETROIT, Mich. -(UPI)fonnelncelledLANACANE.Thisfasvecting
tion or desegregation should be subsidization of defiance by cerfederal
funds
to
states
which
We never did learn to like ment
medicated creme kill. harmful bacteria germs
The 2nd edition of Rhapsody In
solved separately from those of tain of the states of the ruling
while it mothes raw, irritated and interned
freshwater clams, but maybe
I'm here to testify that foxes Rhythm is scheduled to start on still maintain segregated school
tissue.
Stops scratching-so speeds healing.
education?"
of
the
nation's Supreme Court
weren't handling them taste just like they smell.
Don't suffer!Get LANACAM at druggists.
tour July 1st. This year's show systems was announced again
-The
Dug
-(UPI)
ST.
LOUIS
kIght Crawdads are delicious,
on
constitutionality."
That was the rankest, meanAll
funds
presently
going
to
Out tavern here features burit mean a lot more cleaning est, sorriest meat that ever will be entirely different from this week by the NAACP.
the states for education, includ- The NAACP branded as not
n eating.
glar alarms on the doors, winsoured a frying pan. But it last year's show.
ne of our big surprises was accomplished what scolding Booking agencies in Kansas A memorandum remindinj all ing school lunch programs, re- "valid" any talk of separating dows and roof. Co-owner
DURHAM
allcunk. Older skunks tend to mothers and shuddering girl
local units of the NAACP in 45 search, land grant alloactions, problems of desegregation in Charles Swan acknowledged
STEEL FOLDING
City,
Mo.;
Boston,
Mass.;
"re a bit beeUey in flavor, but friends could never do - it
agricultural monies, etc., should public educatior. from the prob- he had overlooked the floors.
CHAIRS
a young animal tastes a lot converted WI from mountain Pittsburgh, Pa.; and Montreal, states of a national convention be withheld, the NAACP declar- lems of education.
Modern Design.
Burglars didn't. They dug a
Handsome AppearAke prime 'possum which, in men into normal, srnalltovrn Quebec have expressed interest resolution opposing allocation ed, "if the programs
administer- Any attempted separation, it tunnel, entered the tavern
ance Rugged Con
turn, is sort of like pork. A. boys. We knew when we were in this year's show. Rehearsals of fderal monies for
structIon. V e re
education to ed with said funds are racially said, "would mean merely un- through a trap door, and com%all can do worse than eating
Durable
licked_ That old fox was strong- are scheduled to start in June.
young skunk.
those states which have continu- segregated or discriminatory." tangling and improving educa- pleted the tenth breakin at the
er and tougher than the best
Rudy Pitts dr Tina Dixon are ed to defy the Supreme
4 Same thing
with muskrat, of us.
tio for white youth while leav- tavern by rifling four coinCourt URGES REVIEW
mentioned as the show's fea$2
5Cl
an_el up
ruling of 1954 was sent to local
The NAACP statement also ing desegregation to the re- operated machines.
tured spot. They are a Louie officers last Friday by Roy WilCONTACT US
urged a review of the present sourceful whimsies of chanee,
Prima-Keely Smith type act. kins, national executive secreFOR VOLUME PRICES
allocations to states "which politics, bigotry and manifold MOUNTAIN RIVER
BERNATSKY BROS.
tary.
have instituted desegergation on economic and personal pres-. Boise, Idaho-The St. Joe riv500 S. Main St. - JA 5-0888
of a number of Republicans that Branches of the NAACP were a minium. token, or extreme- sures . .. the continued crip- er in Idaho is the highest naviMemphis, Tenn.
Kennedy's anti-recession pro- asked to write their senators ly long-term basis, or under pling of more than two million gable river in the world.
posals should be scrapped be- and Congressmen calling upon legislative or administrative Negro youth preparing for life
cause some statistics indicate them to support an amendment machinery designed to postpone in 1980."
the business outlook is brighten- denying funds to such states.
indefinitely compliance with the
ing.
The NAACP position was 1954 ruling."
I WASHINGTON -(U P I) - program sitll is needed.
,
But he said a temporary in- made more explicit in a state- In such states the NAACP
Commerce Secretary Luther H. Hodges said legislation to come tax cut probably would
not ment submitted to The New suggested that federal funds
Hodges says the recession has help areas which have suffered be needed to pump more pur York Herald Tribune in answer should be allocated "on
the bafrom
chronic
unemployment
Continued From Page 1
chasing power into the economy to its question: "Do you feel sis of the average of pupils in
"hit the bottom" and the econthe so-called depressed areas- Kennedy had promised to con
that federal money should be daily attendance in integrated in the state of Tennessee.
omy is recovering but that Pres-. was particularly essential.
sider such a cut if business did withheld from school districts school districts only."
FIRST IN CLASS
Pent Kennedy's anti-recession
Hodges rejected the contention I not improve by spring.
which have not desegregated "The Constitution is the fed- He is a graduate of Tuskegee
eral compact of all the states," Institute, class of 1948 with a
the NAACP statement declared, B.S. in Commercial Industries
"and the three branches of the with a major in garment mak-•
•
BR. 6-4121
federal government, as well as ing. In 1948 and 1049, he attend-•
the governments of the states, ed the American Gentlemen Deare obligated to uphold and pro- signing school, New York City,
tect it.
where he finished first in his
Don't- Let
'It seems to us well within class.
this obligation to uphold and
Get You Down!
He is a member of Kappa Alprotect for the legislative and pha Psi and also a member of
Nagging skin irritation that makes Palmer's "Skin Success" Ointexecutive branches of the fed- First Baptist Church Lauderyou want to scratch can be re- ment contains II important indale. He has two children and
lieved. You don't have to suffer gredients combined in a special
his wife, Mrs. Dorothy W.
another day. Clear away that way. Must help you fast or your
awful distress with thin interna- money beck. Get "Skin Success"
Small, is a second grade teachfamous skin medicine. Ointment - only 35c. The ecotionally
er at Ford Road school.
Palmer's "Skin Success" Oint- nomical 75e size contains four
As you can see, BHS Custom
ment works like magic to rescue times as much.
Continued From Page 1
Tailors was started with the
your troubled skin with blessed And Guard Your Complexion
with the deep-acting foamy
relief.
will take off on the same tune. basic fundamentals needed for
medication of PALMER'S "SKIN
There will be a battle of vo- any business: experience, eduGet fast. dependable !relief from SUCCESS SOAP." It fights germs
calists, too Cyd Mosteller will cation, training, a will to sacriugly, itching misery of rashes, that often aggravate ugly blemishes and perspiration odors.
vocalize for the Muhriberac fice for a principle and, of pimples, eczema, teller.
crew, and Juanita Reddick will course, faith in God that through
do the vocal numbers for him anything is possible.
Home's outfit.
Onzie Horne is bringing a
COMPLETE
guest vocalist - Charles CampHOME REMODELING
bell-who will solo and then tie
FIBRE GLASS
up with Mitt Reddick on a speAWNINGS
cial arrangement by Home of
CAR PORTS
PLANNING A PARTY? - DANCE? - TEA?
JAMES CARROLL SOMET. mother of honoree and Miss worth Weathers, C. C. Augh- Maurice Scott, Gwendolyn "spoonful."
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
Spacious Ballroom, Lounge, Taproom
Muhoberac made a hit with Deluxe Conibination Doors &
vine, II, son of Mr. and Mrs. Julia Scott, Mrs. Clarice M. tery and M. Aughtery, Keith Callian,
Blackmon, LeMoynites when his orchestra
Larry
Windows As Low As
JAMBS C. Somerville, Sr. 5079 Murphy, aunt, sent a check Springfield, Denise Spring- Rena
LeMondue, John ChildLeMoyne'
Horn Lake NI., celebrated his from St. Louis. Guests includ- field, Audrey Fletcher, Theo- ers, Gail R. Childers, Sharon played for the Miss
$5.00 Per Mo.
Coronation Ball last December.
third
birthday, Saturday, ed Gerald Green, Barbara J. dore Fletcher, Steven Berkley, I,. Boyle,
NO MONEY DOWN
Glenda Boyle, Vicare beconcert
Tickets
to
the
March 4 with a party at the Smith, Lynette P. Williams, Ronald Mebane, Roy Betts kie Denton and Calvin NewFHA TERMS
ing sold by LeMoyne students
Lakeview Country club, 4 to Peggy Hollingsworth, William and Mary Betts, Karen Os- horn, Jr. Many adults came,
Call or Visit
and may he purchased at the
• 6 p. m. The main dining room F. Owen, Lynne M. Earls, borne, Donna Osborne, Barry including Clarence W. SomerSoft Lite Fibre Gloss end ConMost Reasonable Rates - Available with or
Office.
LeMoyne
Business
a of the club was decorated with Phillip Earls, Cheryl Brooks, Somerville, Carolyn Middle- ville, Mr. and Mrs. E C.
without Band
Home's orchestra will be struction Ce., Inc. of Memphis
4 balloons. Games conducted by Renita Haywood, Judith Wil- brook', Walter Middlebrook, Murphy and paternal grandWH 8-4079
For Further Information Call —
composed mainly of band direcMrs. Sallie Thomas, god- liams, Henry and Kimetra Derrek V.
Clark,
Roger parents Mr. and Mrs. James tors in city and county high
1211 S. Parkway I.
JA 5-8333
JA 5-1256
Hamilton, Letetia and Dil- Clark, Hoisel Scott, P. Somerville.
school&
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TO ALL CLUBS
FOR RENT

The ELKS, "Star Light" Ballroom
401 Beale St.
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'The Forbidden Man'

DID YOU KNOW THAT St. son Printing company of NashLeMoyne is one of 14 small
ak Jude Children's Hospital mi- ville.
colleges to receive matching
l. der construction here was de- CHARLES TOWNSEND has
grants of $5,000 from the CIT
signed by Paul Williams, a recovered from a recent illFoundation, philanthropic arm Gina Allen, who grew up in \sullen short stories for nation.
Negro architect from Califor- ness He is back in the swing
of CIT Financial Corporation, it the aura of chalk dust as the al magazines, textbooks, and a
nia Tho cost of his work is re- of things. We are glad of his
was announced this week in New daughter of teachers, has writ- personal
experience
beok,
ported to be in the neighbor- rapid recovery. As a matter of
ten a novel whose theme is that RUSTIC'S
York.
FOR KEEPS. Hushood of $100.000. However, he fact, he was subbing at Capeleveryone suffers when bigots band Ted, a
former chemistry
To receive the $55,000 awards, control
has donated his time and talent ville school last week.
the schools.
professor, is a dairyman.
each of the colleges has been
to St. Jude hospital, according
As she says, "We all pay a TIIE
FORBIDDEN
MAN,
challenged to raise at least a prohibitive
to reports.
price
for prej- published March 17 by Chilton
like amount from local business udices."
WHERE'S THE BODY? 'AtBook Division, is priced at $4.95.
sources within two years.
tendants at Victory Funeral
In her novel, THE FORBIDLeMoyne President Hollis F. DEN MAN, nearly everyone
Home in Orange Mound where
Price said the grant, once it is pays a price when Negroes and
alarmed last Saturday aftermatched, will be applied to the whites become embroiled in a
noon when they looked out and
Cook,
Mr.
while
orchestras
JAZZ
OUTING
—
From
left,
jazz
workshop
makes
Its
college's
current library build- controversy over whether Eli
s a w well-dressed citizens
Larry Muhoberac, Fred Cook stand at Bruce Hall, Le- television announcer and jazz ing fund.
alighting from six automobiles
Alexander, a Negro schoolteachand Onzie Horne will be the Moyne college. Mr. Muho- spokesman, does the narratnear the business establishThe CIT Foundation's annual er, may teach in the desegrewill
pit
and
Mr.
Horne
attractions
Saturday
berac
ing.
featured
attendants
thought
ment. The
awards go to all privaidy-stip- gated high school.
night, March 18, when the
the men dressed in dark suits
ported, four-veer, non-specializ- The setting of the novel is a
were headed for their parlors. The
ed liberal arts colleges or uni- small Southwestern town. When SLATON, Tex. — (UPI) —
Queens of Hearts Bridge
They knew no body was laid club was entertained by Mrs.
versities that were accepted as the high school is integrated, It Five persons were killed and
out there.
full members in the previous remains nearly-white: the Ne- one passenger was critically inElizabeth Franklin as hostess
An expression of considera- during a recent monthly
year by any one of the six rec- gro students who attend the jured Sunday night in a headmeetble relief manifested itself on ing at the spacious home
ognized regional U. S. accredit- school are chiefly athlete:. and on collision of two automobiles,
of
Id. J. Edwards' face when he Mrs. Arrand Taylor.
ing associations.
as such are "accepted." Alex- one of them carrying four sacks
discovered that the well-dress- Immediately after
LeMoyne was lifted from the ander is not. Maintaining that and a can full of live rattlecocktails,
ed group was from Mississippi southern fried chicken was the
approved list to full membership he has a right to teach under snakes.
a
Boulevard Seventh Day Ad- featured item for dinner.
last December in the Southern the teacher tenure law, he The Texas Department of
vertist church. They went to Prizes at bridge were won
The Memphis-Shelby County records, the child had Stopped Association of Colleges and Sec- fights for this right. But the Public Safety identified t h
the area to pass out tracts in by Queens Jacqueline Smith,
bigoted head of
the
school victims as Eldon Estes
Eli
Chapter of The American Red breathing when firemen arrived ondary Schools.
sr., 52; his son, Eldon jr., 19, a
a "Visitation Day" program Doris Erb
Hall, G wendoI yn Ora-Jel quickly relieves tooth- Cross will honor 435 volunteers at the Negro home. Lt. Felts
Other predominantly Negro board uses oblique methods to
headed by P. L. Bond, leader Isabel. Guest prizes were won
Texas Tech student, and Mrs.
with awards, including two na- and Pvt. Leach immediately be- colleges receiving the grant are torture him.
of the church's Missionary So- by Nedra Smith and Patricia ache. When pain str ik e s tional life saving awards, 16 gan giving artificial respiration Bethune • Cookrnan, Daytona Every inquisitor knows the Patricia Eli Baucurn, 28, all of
squeeze tube and apply to cavciety.
Walker.
Awards of Merit and 59 Certifi- which they learned in the Red Beach, Fla., and Wiley college, "value" of solitary confinement. Sweetwater; and Benito Cisb
"ROARING 20'S DANCE" Other club members attend- ity and around gum. Within cates of Appreciation, at the Cross first aid course given to Marshall, Tex.
In Alexander's case his torture neros. 19, of Southland, Texl
seconds
pain
is
gone.
Naturally
Is the name given to the ball ing were Barbara Knowles,
chapter's annual Volunteer Rec- all Memphis Fire Department
is an assigned classroom and and Gilberto Fernandez, 15, of
Arthur
0,
Dietz,
chairman
of
for
permanent
relief you must ognition Ceremony, Monday personnel.
planned by Alpha Gamma Chi Mollie McCright, Billie Jean
teaching schedule, but no stu- Slaton.
CIT,
said
the
grants
provide
see
your
dentist.
However Ora- night March 20, it was announc- Included in the Awards of
sorority for March 24 at Cur- Shoemaker, Elois Washington,
dents. When he is finally given Hospitalized in critical condi"good
smaller
colleges
with
fiJel
is
an
invaluable
aid
to
keep
re's Tropicana club. The so- Della Robinson and Martha
ed by Norfleet R. Turner, Merit will be special awards to nancial assistance at a stage pupils, they are the worst in the tion at Lubbock, Tex., about 20
around se house, for you never chapter chairman.
rors are expected to appear Whitney.
Sam Cooper, campaign chairschool: the hoodlums, misfits miles northeast of Slaton, was
know
when
toothache
20's,
when
pain
will The two national life-saving man of the 1960 Shelby United in their growth when they usual- and mentally retarded. Despite William D. Ferguson, 19, of
like the dames in the
The featured event of t h e
ly need it the most."
strike.
If
it
dance
cames
h
e
at
doing
t
night
or
they were
awards will be presented to Lt. Neighbors campaign; Dr. Clifevening was a "Dance Party"
this, his excellency as a teach- Mount Pleasant, Tex.
on the week end when your B. C. Felts and Pvt.W. L. Leach ford C. Woods, manager of Kencraze of that era, the "Charles- for members and guests.
er earns results — some of his Authorities said the Elis an4
dentist
is
away,
Ezell
is
exOra-Jel
is
Mrs.
Thelma
your
ton."
of the Memphis Fire Depart- nedy V. A. Hospital; Captain F.
students actually begin to learn. Mrs. Baucum were believed
best firstaid treatment.
pected to wing-off with the
ment who were credited with J. Weddell, jr., commanding ofLater, when violence erupts have been in one car and CisOra-Jel is invaluable, too, for saving the life of four-year-old ficer of the U. S. Naval Hospital
"Charleston." Crese Burlison,
anew, there are unhappy reper- neros and Ilernandez in the
denture irritation. When the Rennie Howell of 2589 Supreme and Rear Admiral David J.
Ford, Melvin
jr., Marion
cussions to Alexander's lonely other. It was not immediately
denture slips and rubs against on January 26.
,,,,,_Greer, Miss Anna Crawford,
Welsh for the U. S. Naval Acstruggle.
,
determined in which auto Fez
111111\Irs. Mary Beale, Mrs. Martha Dr. C. Eric Lincoln, adminis- gums or roof of mouth, apply
Department
According to Fire
tivities at Millington.
Is the book strictly friction? guson was riding.
Jones, Anthony Paige and trative assistant to the presi- Ora-Jel. It soothes and relieves
Also to be presented at the
Mrs. Allen, of Las Cruces, N. The rattlesnakes were thought
many others are expected to dent of Clark college, Atlanta, the soreness.
March 20 ceremony will be ?14
M., declares that it is, although to have been captured in the
how the Ga., will be chapel
r e all y display
One
of
the
most
chevrons.
difficult
times
stripes
and
service
speaker for
as she says, "It COULD hap- annual Sweetwater rattlesnake
"Charleston" is suppose to be LeMoyne college students next for mothers is when baby starts
These will be presented to chappen anywhere, even though it hunt. Officials said they were
done. Oh, yes Haywood Nichols Wednesday morning, March 22, teething. When sharp Baby teeth
ter volunteers having served
used the unable to determine from the,
Election of officers was held did not happen here. I
and WLOK's 'llunky Dory" at 10:30 in Second Congregation- start cutting through tender
periods of service from one to
Southwest as a setting, because wreckage which car was carduring
a
regular
meeting
of
the
20
years.
know about the craze.
gums th pain is awful. But now
al church.
this is the area I know and love. rying the snakes.
This year's Volunteer Recog- 35th Ward Precinct 2, last Tues- The setting also gave me a third
IF YOU SEE SOME NEW
Dr. Lincoln a former Mem- the pain can be relieved easily
day
evening.
Elected
chairman
the
will
be
Ceremony
nition
DANCE STEPS being done by phian and a graduate of Le- and quickly. Just gently apply
dimension — the Spanish — in
largest in the history of the was Mrs. Beecher Dobbs. Other my examination of group relaMrs. Theresa Hines of Rayner Moyne, received the Ph.D. de- Ora-Jel. Instantly it relieves.
officers
elected
wete:
Mrs.
Eva
ChapCounty
gree
drug
Memphis-Shelby
she
relast
Ora-Jel
is
on
sale
at
all
summer from Boston
it.. you will know that
tions."
ter, according to Mrs. Robert D. Timberlake, vice - chairman;
stores.
ceived her Free Dance Les- university.
Mrs. Allen's father was a
Mrs.
Beatrice
Thornton,
secchairrecognition
Dyke,
jr.,
MurVan
Arthur
local
Another LeMoyne graduate,
sons at the
LeMoyne College's debate
school superintendent and her
retary;
Mrs.
Mable
Young,
asman.
a
Recently
the
ALUMNI
Studio.
Rev.
MEET
•
Dance
Eugene
Waller,
ray
will
squad, under the direction of
sistant secretary; Mrs. Earnes- mother a teacher, so she has
telephone call was received by deliver the LeMoyne chapel ser- The Owen college alumni as- Prof. Harristn Lee, has had reDr. Nobel Guthrie, chairman
long been interested in the
tine Buntyn, treasurer;
mon
of
a
on
informing
her
Wednesday,
March
sociation
will
hold
a
regular
Services
Hines
29.
chapter's
Safety
Mrs.
markable success this season. of the
problems of education. After
free course in dancing which Speaking at chapel services meeting at 7 p. m., March 17, The LeMoynites have won 10 reported that the two life sav- Appointed were: Mrs. Bessie attending meetings on integrashe had won. Mrs. Hines made Wednesday of this week was the in the Humanities lab at the engagements and lost only one. ing awards, to be presented this Claybrook, chaplain; Mrs. Geor- tion and teacher-tenure laws,
Currently, LeMoyne is tied year, bring the Fire Depart- gia Curtis, Mrs. Bessie Clay- her husband said, "Why don't
It clear that she and her hus- Rev. Dewitt Alcorn of the CME college. All members are urged
band, who is the city editor of church. He too is a graduate of to be present and on time. Fi- with Morehouse college of Atlan- ment's total to four such brook, Mrs. Annie B. Walk, and you stay home and write a
nal reports will be made con- ta in conference competition.
the Tri-State Defender, were LeMoyne.
awards. The other two awards Mrs. Fordie Burton. Refresh- book instead of going to meetcolored. Immediately the worn- LeMoyne President Hollis F. cerning the annual Founders The LeMoyne squad has won are held by Fire Chief E. A. ment committee; Mrs. Ida ings?" A graduate of the Medi!) 248 Vance—JA 7-9320
e i's voice on the telephone be-, Price was chapel speaker Mar. day observance, March 23, at four from Clark college of At- Hamilton and District Chief Jes- Bramlett, Mrs. Martha Sutton School of Journalism at NorthMemphis, Tennessee
and Mrs. Connie White, sick
lanta, three from Arkansas AM se Butcher.
the college.
t rayed confusion. She said 8.
western, she had previously
committee:
Club
reporters
Mrs.
& N of Pine Bluff, one from Taloh000000! and hung-up.
reported
that
Dr. Guthrie also
ladega college in Talladega, only one life-saving award was Hazel Hudson and Mrs. Ida
V
A POPULAR TEACHER at
Ala., and two from Miles Col- presented in Tennessee last Robinson.
Springhill school promised the
lege, Birmingham, Ala. Le- year, that went to a 14-year-old
Presiding during the election
!mon of Alpha Gamma Chi
Moyne's single loss was to Memphis girl, Joanne Humph- was Mrs. Miley Johnnican of
korority that she would be marMorehouse.
the City Beautiful Commission.
ried by April. She also promisries.
The LeMoyne debaters still
WESTERNHOUSE DIVISION
ed members of her church,
The Volunteer Recognition The "Bronze Queen" Contest,
must meet Morehouse and Tal- Ceremony at which the awards a city-wide annual affair, was
her family and friends. Please
We Make Surveys of Homes, Stores
ladega in retugn engagements, will be presented will be held discussed during the meeting.
don't disappoint us. April. is
Churches & Businesses
both in Memphis.
is scheduled to take place at
It
rapidly approaching.
Hall
the
Gooch
Fellowship
in
Long famed for its educational international affairs, foreign The
LeMoyne aggregation, at the Idlewild Presbyterian 8 p.m. April 12 in Bruce Hall
WHAT A •QUIZ I Many of our program and cultural environ- language clubs, foreign titres
readers who are participating ment, Fisk University continaul- and social activities of a varied bolstered by Edgar Young, War- Church at 8:00 p.m. Monday on LeMoyne College's campus.
1161 Union Ave.
ren Moore and Jolene W. Saw- night, March 20. All Red Cross Among guests attending was
in the Cash Quiz Contest, ap ly attracts students from widely nature.
Coll us at any vista
Free Estimates
peering in each issue of our separated geographical areas Africa, the West Indies, Cen- yer, will participate in a tour- volunteers are urged to attend Mrs. Theresa Manning, also a
nament scheduled to be held at the meeting, Mrs. Neander W. representative of City Beautiful
BR 4-8700
•
office trying to learn the an- outside the continental limits of tral America, Canada, Hawaii,
•
Sales Representative — Arthur Ross Jones
ewers to the questions by en- the United States. Fifteen for- and Japan are represented in Atlanta University, Atlanta, Wade, chairman of volunteers Commission.
•
Ga.,
April
8.
said.
gaging in a conversation about eign countries are represented the thirty-one students from
The meeting was held at the
••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••t
the "Cash Quiz." T h e other in the Fisk enrollments for the foreign countries who have enhome of the newly elected chair11•1%
niaht a man on night-duty was current academic year. In a rolled at Fisk in 1960-1961. The
man, Mrs. Dobbs. The next :••01•111•••M•111 U U U Ill•
swamped by telephone calls.
list
of
scheduled
those
students and their
regular meeting is
very real sense the University
We are very sorry that we can- boasts of being a coeducational, homelands is as follows:
for April 4 at the home of Mrs.
not give the answers. But keep international, interracial, and in- Patricia C. Amorosa, Port-auHazel Hudeon, 150 Vaal ave.
trying to out Quiz the Quizzer. tercultural educational institu- Spain, Trinidad, W. I., Julius
A
GENE ROBINSON, a s t u- tion.
Anamelchi, Owerri, Nigeria, W.
Per
dent at Tennessee State A & I
1
A.,
Mervan
Anderson,
St.
ElizaSAVE
UP
TO
Gal
University is home for a spring The university coordinates the beth, Jamaica, Joyce E. Barbreak. He is really taking this international and intercultural rett, St. Whitfieldtown, JamaiDr. George W. Gore, former'Celebrities' Banquet to be held
"break" business sincerely. exchanges among its North ca, Evans P. Beddoe, San Fer- Dean of Tennessee A & I State in the University Cafeteria at
Dr. William G. Pollard, execuWe notice that he is "breaking" American and foreign students nando, Trinidad, Leroy F. Cort, university will speak here dur- 700 p.m. Friday.
tive director of the Oak Ridge
his neck trying to get a primarily through its Interna- Georgetown, B G., Henrietta ing the Tennessee Education
Five special interest groups— Institute of Nuclear Studies, Oak
"break" with a certain "dish." tional Student Center, which is Cox, Cape Palmas, Liberia, W. Congress March 16-17.
Guidance, Human Relations, Ridge, Tenn., will be guest of
GROUND IS BEING CLEAR- a member of the International A., Ifsien-gen Chu, laipei, Tai- According to G. W. Brooks of Clinic, Special
Education, and LeMoyne college's division of
ED in. the 1100 block on Mis- House Association. The Center wan, China, Nehemiah E. Doug- Clarksville, TEC Executive Sec- Citizenship—will meet Friday
natural sciences on March 23,
sissippi for a future YWCA, to effects the exchanges through las, Bull Bay. Jamaica, Cleve- retary, more than 3,000 teachmorning, 9:00-10:15. Student Na- it was announced by Dr. Walter
replace the one now located on interracial cultural programs, land Eneas, Nassau, Bahamas,
ers from over the state will tional Education Association W. Gibson, chairman of the diVance Avenue. We don't like lectures and debates, panels on Victor 0. Frazer, St. Thomas,
gather at Tennessee A & I State members will attend the con- vision the new site for a YWCA. It
V. ,I., Anne Maryse Guignard, university for the convention.
Dr. Pollard will address a 11111111•111•11111111•a1•NomaNn
•• 011
vention as a participating det
simply doesn't fit into t
St. Marc, Haiti, Ernest Jamie- It will open Thursday with an
students
partment for the first time this general assembly of
area since it is
son, Cristobal, Canal Zone, Pa- all day sessions by supervisors
and faculty at 10:30 a.m. in ammigmem
Nashville
becoming
h aa
high-crime-rate area.
nama, Nozomu
Kawamura, of schools one a concert by A & year. Representatives from Le- Bruce Hall on the subject: "The
Starts Tomorrow
MRS. MARY CLEMENTS, a
Bunkyo, Tokyo, Japan, William I's concert band at 8:00 p.m. in Moyne and Knoxville Colleges Origin of the Universe."
March 19
teacher, starting humming the
is well as A & I will participate. Following his lecture, Dr. PolT. Kinaha, Kahina, Maui, Hasong "There's Going To Be
5—Big Days-5
The executive committee of lard will attend a luncheon on
waii, Joseph Bern Magucha, the University Auditorium.
Keynoting the convention will which William H. Fort of NashScme Changes Made." A few
Kisii, Kenya, E. Africa, Thelma
the campus and meet with scimonths ago she started to singMeadows, Nassau, Bahamas, be Dr. H. Gerthon Morgan of ville is chairman, will meet ence majors and faculty memof
Institute
Child
the
Study
at
ing the song very quietly. Last
Thursday night.
Joel Mgbejume, Port Harcourt,
bers of the college.
week she sang the song very
Nigeria, Windsor Morgan, Port the University of Maryland,
LAST
loudly. When we investigated
Harcourt, Nigeria, Martin Mu- who will speak at 10:45 a.m.
the loud singing, we discover- Man lives by choice and the tisya, Mile Gully. Jamaica, Sol- Friday in Kean Hall. C. B. RobCHANCE
ed that she had divorced her choices that he does or does not omon 0. Pela, Nairobi, Kenya, inson
of Chattanooga, TEC
TO SEE
husband.
make determine the quality of E. Africa, Hyacinth Parris, Ja- president, will preside. CamANOTHER POPULAR WOM- his life, Dr. James S. Thomas maim BWI., Donald C. Perry, eron High School's Mixed
AN who lives in a fashionable of Nashville, Tenn., declared at Toronto, Canada, Leslie H. Pot- Chorus, directed by Mrs. Barsub-division is humming "Why Bennett college Sunday in an lard, Georgetown, B. G., Dorian bara J. Terry; and an elemenCan't We Get Along." Her hus- address marking the opening of Powell, Jamaica, BWI., Edith tary school band, directed
by,
band, also popular, is singing the college's 35th annual Home- Ramsey, St Thomas, V. I., Andrew Goodrich, will furnish
A 'Jazz Workshop in Concert'
"Please .
. Mrs. Custer, I making Institute.
Elaine J. E. Stowe, Bermuda, music. Both music groups are
Don't Want To Go."
Featuring Two Big Bands
The speaker, representing the Swanstowe-Eembroke, Alva Al- from Nashville.
DR. JOHN E. JORDAN, who Board of Education of the Meth- len Swan, St. Thomas, V. I., Dr. Gore, who is President
Conducted
by ONZIE HORNE
recently became a father for odist Church, keyed his address Louise V. Watson Nassau, Ba- of Florida A. and M.
University
the first time, received a half to the institute's theme: "The hamas, Yoshimi Takekeshi, Na- at Tallahassee, will be guest
And
LARRY
MUHOBERAC
page in the current "Who's College Woman's Quest for Ca- va-Ken, Japan.
speaker at the first annual
I
Who in Tennessee" Why! reer Fulfillment."
Presented by Fred Cook and Sponsored by
1.1
1,A A
Mayor Henry Loeb didn't even "The essence of abundant liv"LI
LeMoyne College's Student Council
make it. Also mentioned in the ing," he declared, "is to find
CECILB.DEIMUES—THE TEN COMMANDMENTS HEN BRYiNLR UTTER
Atty. Russell B. out what you are to do in life
book were
57071 Ogee FM mower
ROB ON'DE CTRtO •
Sugarmon and Elder Blair T. and to make responsible choicHunt. Atty. Sugarmon receiv- es. The abundant life which
ed about three inches of space Jesus came to h,eing..it availaand Elder Hunt about six inch- ble to all who are willing to
Renovating — Upholstering — Refinishing
es. Commissioner "Buddy" provide responsible answers for
Starts FRIDAY, MARCH 24! First Runt
Dwyer made it and other Mem-. three main questions.
Member
Upholstering
of
Association
phians.
"What shall I do with my
The book is printed by the life? How shall I live my life
STUDENTS $I
ADULTS $2
of Memphis, Tenn.
Lee Remick
Historical Records Association in reference to quality? How
(Tickets are being sold by LeMoyne
Ky.
trader
Hopkinsville,
the
of
shall I grow in my life that
Students
and
at
Office)
Business
LeMoyne
Phone WH 6-1678
833 E. Mclemore
supervision of Frank C. Bass., the challenge before me is !ergIt was published by the Bend er than I?"
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Doc Speaks
At Bennett

FIRST TIME AT REGULAR PRICES! •

BIG JAZZ
FESTIVAL

VETERANS

Mattress & Upholstering Company

BRUCE HALL
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LeMoyne College

Saturday, March 18, 8:30 P.M.

A STORY OF SIN AND REDEMPTION!
Odetta

zitSANCTUARY

DEFENDER
Week Of Mar. 18-24, 1961

FINER WOMANHOOD — Zeta Phi Beta sorority climazed
Its Finer Womanhood Week
recently at the St. Paul Baptist church. Above, sorors
pose with the guest speaker,
Mrs. Lullelia W. Harrison,

executive secretary of Houston, Tex. and Mrs. Julia S.
Polk, South Central Regional
director of Jackson. Also
seated left and right center
are Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo,
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter basi-

‘'And they all with one con- observed. Yet we must keep
sent began to make excuse. our eyes ever opened to the
The first said unto him, 'I possibility of living on life's
h ave bought a piece of greatest plateau. Making a livground and I must need go ing as important as it is must
and see it! I pray thee ex- not be done at the cost of ev.cuse me.' And another said erything else.
u nto him, 'I have just THE THIRD MAN
And now we come to the
bought a yoke of oxen and I
must go and prove them; I third man. I would like to come
pray thee have me excused.' but I have just gotten married.
And the third came and said What a flimsy excuse! What
, not liked to have
I have just married a wife man wont'
and therefore I cannot come." carried his bride to a dinner
to meet all of his friends? But
„
Luke 14:18-20
here a man uses this for an
Today we live in a world of
excuse not to go. This whole
excuses. Everyone , is busily
story is marked with excuse
snaking excuses for his shortafter excuse. Mainly our lives
comings. In this parable we see
are marked the same way. Ofinvited
people
to
who
man
a
times the opportunity to do
a
party.
house
for
to
his
come
something worthwhile presents
Nothing -Nas offered in request
itself and what do we do?
to attend but weak excuses.
Make an excuse. We fail to
Jesus says this parable is liken
grow into the statures we could
unto the kingdom of God. Many be because we are so proned
will be invited but few will to make excuses. These men
accept. How tragic it is that in failed to enjoy the dinner belieu of doing our duties we of- cause they chose rather to hide
fer weak excuses.
behind excuses. But Jesus said
In the first instance a man the Kingdom of heaven is the
has just bought a piece of land same way — many people will
so he had to go out and inspect never enjoy the joys of the reit. This man's basic concern in deemed because they have
life — like many of ours was chosen rather to make excuses.
his material wealth. He put Knowing that certain things
this concern above everything are our responsibilities we
else. I wonder if this is not a spend a whole life time making
type of person among us today. excuses. This is a part of our
Many people will be denied en- knnotpleasuresisldf
trance to the greater values of nature we must starve out. Hislife because they are too con- torically men have been makcerned about the things they ing excuses. Adam when quesown or hope to own. We can- tioned about his behavior told
not attend church, we cannot God — 'the woman you gave
work in the Sunday school or me caused me to eat of the
sing in the choir or work with fruit.' Down the line men have
the young people because it constantly beep proned to place
demands too much time from the blame of their downfalls
our home.
upon someone else. History
Then there is a second type should have taught is better
for us. A man who has just throughout all of these generabought a yoke of oxen. He tions.
wants to see how productive I have told peoph on numerthese oxen are so his desire to ous occasions — we have nomake money minimizes his body to blame for our status
sense of duty and he must go in life but ourselves. I know
down to the field and see how that this is a hard pill to
these oxen are going to per- swallow but it is true neverform. His sole concern was theless. We go no higher in life
With making money. There is .than we aim. We fall to the
that group prevalent among us'gutters of life because we have
this very day. Far too many of no goals. Each time the thing
us are concerned about nothing Is self centered. We have no
but making money, how, does blames that can be placed upDot enter onto the picture.
on anyone else. We must look
A few nights ago a man ask- ourselves in the face and be
ed how many people in his realistic. No excuse or number
television audience were will- of excuses will ever satisfy our
ing to make money under any deepest longing for really makcondition amazingly. The num- ing us measure up to the best
ber holding up his in admission that is in us. We have ourselves
that they would was pathetic. and ourselves alone to blame.
About two thirds of the audi
ence sat with raised hands. CHANGES NAME
Such an admission on the part The Five-One Social and Civic
of supposedly intelligent people club has changed its name, Sc.
Is a sad state of affairs. So we cording to the club's president
criticize the man who would be Mrs. C,orine Williams of 250
concerned about his method of Hernando it. She told the Tri
production while this very State Defender "we have changthing demands most of our ed the name to the Fifth Ward
time and energy. As important Democratic club. She said the
as making a living may seem club was organized sometime
there are rules of morality ago by Atty. Russell B. Sugarand spirituality that must be mon.

leus and Week Chairman
Mrs. Debora S. Thompson and
Mrs. Mauddean T. Seward.
The program culminated a
variety of activities centered

around the theme "Rededication to the Founding Ideals
Through Service in the Sixties." Rev. S. H. Ilerring Is
pastor.

AT OWEN — The Grambling lege's Roger Williams hall auCollege choir (above) of ditorium, April 5, 8 p. m.
Grambling, La., will be pre- Robert E. Williams, bead of
sented in concert a Owen col-

is sponsored by Owen
the music department, directs
the 47 voice choir which has college as a public service to
won national acclaim. The the community.

Honor Program For
Rev. Kelly M. Smith

•

FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
isms Jackson, Mrs. Bernice HarClaiming much interest is the Iris, Rochester Neely, Miss MilRev. Kelly Miller Smith, min- Old Mariners' church. Follow- 16th Annual Tea of the Joyful dred Halyard, Miss Geraldine
ister of First Baptist church, ing this he made his annual Circle of the First Baptist Mitchell, Willie Mitchell, Mrs.
Eighth avenue north, will be appearance as All-University Church Chelsea. The Tea stands Delocha Herron, Mrs. Sarah
honored at both services Sun- Service speaker at Howard out in the community as a most Warren, Mrs. Shadye Parker,
day, March 19, marking his university, his alma mater.
beautiful and well attended af- Mrs. Freddie Gatlin, Mrs. A.
Rev. Charles Dinkins, Pres- fair.
tenth anniversary as pastor.
B. Allen, Mrs. Elvira Franklin,
The youthful minister was ident of Owen college, Mem- It will be held Sunday, March Mrs. 011ie Alexander, Mrs.
recently cited by Fellowship phis, will preach the anniver- 19 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Louise Mitchell, Mrs. Ores SteHouse of Cincinnati, Ohio, at a sary sermon on March 19 at The First Baptist church, wart, Mrs. Janie Hunt, Mrs.
banquet given in his honor at 10:55 a. m. Subject: "Fruit that Chelsea is situated at 500 N. Nancy Nelson, Mrs. Louise MitSheraton - Gibson Remains." "Food for Christ" Fourth at.
Cincinnati's
chell, Mrs. Janie Hunt, Mrs. Olsubject
of the
presented a will be the
was
hotel. He
Rev. P. L. Rowe is the pastor. lie Alexander, Mrs. E. G. Shaw,
servm..
7:30
p.
at
the
plaque citing his outstandipg sermon
Mrs. Cornelia Suggs, Miss ShiFRIENDSHIP BAPTIST
Rev. James M.
contributions as a minister and ices when
ley Harrison, Miss Beverly J.
The
Friendship
Baptist
church
Springfield,
of
Pastor
Lawson,
reRev.
Smith
a civic leader.
Williams, Miss Etta Dean Lofturned last week from Old (Tenn.) Methodist church, will of 1355 Vollentine ave. present- ties, Miss Marie Franklin, Billy
Detroit, preach. A reception will follow, ed the Owen College Choir in a Moore, Richard Sutton, Elmer
church,
Mariners'
Mich., where he conducted according to Mrs. Robert T. recital, recently, at the stately Harrison, Betrand Shores, Miss
Noon-Day Lenten Services for Smith, general chairman; and sanctuary. Some of the selec- Shadye Parker and Mrs. ThelSpringer,
J.
D.
THE COMING MARRIAGE a niece of Mr.
a week sponsored by the De- Mrs. Harvey Sims, co-chairman tions rendered were "Steal ma Nichols.
Away," "Beautiful Saviour," Thomas Franklin w a s the
of Gwendolyn Yvonne Spring- principal of Booker T. Wash. troit Council of Churches and in charge of the reception.
Memschool
of
High
ington
"On Great Lone Hills" and
or is announced this week by
chairman and Mrs. A. B. Allen
niece
of
grand
Tennessee,
phis
others.
her mother Mrs. Alberta
is co-chairman.
of
Sengstacke
Rebecca
Miss
Soloists were Herman Hayes,
Springer Myers. Miss SpringThe Emmanuel Episcopal
Miss Erma Dockery and Miss
er is betrothed to George Savannah, Ga., and the late
church has made plans for its
of
founder
Abbott,
senior
Robert
S.
the
appearGreenwood, son of
Pearl Watkins. Others
Annual Lenten Tea to be held
ing on the program were Mrs.
Greenwood of Chicago. The the Chicago Defender. George
on Palm Sunday at .the home
of
a
owner
is
Greenwood
Uni.
the
Mrs.
Merle
attended
Bernice
Harris
and
bride-elect
of Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight
Mebane.
versity of Illinois in Urbana trucking firm. Their vows will
of 1865 S. Parkway E.
at
April
23
on
solemnized
be
George
and
their
assistants
graduate
of
Captains
a
and is
The public is invited.
Mary
Brasanswer
Roscoe
Hunt,
and
were
Williams College of Physical Park Manor Congregational
question
The Christian Men's Fellow- FBI, a
Education. She is a teacher Church in Chicago. Mrs. ship at Mississippi Boulevard period followed.
well, Mrs. Catherine Humpin the public school system of Myers is Bud Billiken and Christian Church heard an exThe Christian Men's Fellow- hreys, B. R. Shaw, Mrs. BeaChicago at Wendell Phillips Youth Editor of the Chicago planation of the functions of ship was organized at the trice Grandberry, Mrs. Irma High fashion styling
High school. Miss Springer is Daily Defender.
superbly to.lnred
the FBI from C. M. Kelley, in church 11 years ago. The mem- Taylor, Mrs. Merle Mebane,
— at an economy price!
charge of the local area office bers have failed only one time Mrs. Eva Pugh, Mrs. Louise
at
the
Rowland.
breakfast
Lonnie
the
and
to
have
Mitchell
monththe
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
during
in Memphis,
UNIFORM COMPANY
ly breakfast at the church re- church the first Sunday morning Committee members who carIA 6360
314 SO MAIN ST
in each month. A speaker "of ried out the plans for the occently.
After Kelley, who came to interest" is invited to address casion were Noble Gatlin.
Memphis to accept his position the organization.
November, 1960, explained the The breakfast was sponsored
method and objective of the by E. F. LaMondue, Sr., and
dperiiciyesared
t
E. F. LaMondue, jr., father and
son.
Guests included Dr. E. Frank
milk
White and James Bradfield.
Both are members of Centenary Methodist church. Bradfield
is president of the Methodist
Men, an organization similar to
the Christian Fellowship at the
Mississippi Boulevard Christian
church, of which .1. T. Chandler is chairman.

FBI Invades Church
But To Give Lecture

CHOIR ROBES

Honeyed Cereal Crunch Sundae Pie

Lauds N.J.
Boycott Of
Meeting

SAVE 80*

s,4)

•:::

)each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK

Illth

AT YOUR FOOD STORE

TRENTON, N.J. — (UPI) —
The New Jersey Civil War commission was hailed for seceding
from a National meeting at
Charleston, S.C., because Negro members have been denied conventior lodgings.
Dr. John Hope Franklin, a
Negro instructor at Brooklyn
(N.Y.) college and vice-chairman of New York's Centennial
commission, said he was de- Dr.
Earnest A. Smith, presilighted by the New Jersey acdent, Rust
college, Holly
April—the Eighth Annual Spring Cereal and Milk Festival tion boycotting the fourth na- Springs Miss., will be guest
jointly sponsored by the Cereal Institute and the American Dairy tional meeting of the National speaker during Religious EmAssociation—is the time to alert nutrition-minded homemakers Civil War Centennial commis- phasis Week at Alcorn college.
to the virtues of this food team. The cereal and milk serving is sion. The meeting is scheduled
Dr. Smith is a native of Alaa good source of many nutrients. Few servings can make such for April 11-12.
bama, a graduate of Rust and
a contribution to the satisfaction of daily nutritional needs at
Everett J. Landers, execu- and Drew university. He holds
such low cost.
Honeyed Cereal Cninch Sundae Pie with butterscotch sauce tive director of the New Jersey a doctorate degree from Gamis a unique way to combine this nutritious team of cereal and commission, said Charleston of- mon Theological Seminary, Atmilk into a delicious but easy-to-make dessert. This pie can be ficials told him they could not lanta, Ga.
made ahead and frozen or it can be served immediately. If arrange hotel accommodations Reverend Smith is a minister,
frozen, remove from the trainer and allow to mellow for a short for Mrs. Madeline A. Williams,
an educato‘r and an administratime before serving.
Negro member of the New Jer- tor of national repute. He was
Honerwl Cereal Crunch Sundae Pie
sey group. They also said she elevated to the presidency of
1% cups puffed wheat, regular
could not eat or attend social Rust Colleo:e in 1957, having
1 tablespoon buster or
or presweetened
margarine
functions with her colleagues. served the Methodist denomina1/4 cup honey
% cup flaked coconut, toasted
Landers said officials told him tion in many different areas of
2 tablespoons sugar
1 quart vanilla ice cream
that Mrs. Williams could go to activities with distinction.
V, teaspoon salt
business
meetings "but they Mrs. Melerson Guy Dunham,
Place cereal in greased bowl and est aside. Combine honey,
sugar, and salt in saucepan. Bring to a boil over medium heat, wouldn't be responsible if dem- Chairman, Religious Emphasis
stirring to dissolve sugar. Continue boiling until a small amount onstrations broke out."
Week Committee, anticipates a
of syrup forms a fimi hall in cold water (or to a temperature of
Franklin said that the New week of solemn retreat as the
246'F). Add butter or margarine. Pour syrup over cereal in York
commission had not been youths of this institution search
bowl, stirring lightly to coat. Add toasted coconut. combining
for truth amid beautiful scenes
quickly. Press mixture gently on bottom and sides of well-greased invited to the meeting.
9-inch pie pan. Chill. Fill with vanilla ice cream, serve with
under the dynamic leadership
butterscotch sauce. Yields 1 9-inch pie.
WORLD MEAT PACK
of this renowned educator and
Omaha—World consumption of great spiritual leader.
meat amounts to about 48 billion The theme of Religious EmBURLAP SOURCE
pounds a year. One-third of this phasis Week is "RELIGIOUS
Most of the burlap used in the supply is slaughtered and packVALUES FOR THE NEW
U. S. comes from India.
ed in U. S. establishments.
FRONTIER."

Religious
Emphasis
At Alcorn

4-1,---ii CART HOME SAVINGS!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

INC.
248 Vance Ave.
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Memphis, Tennesse• 7-9320

"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"

New
Park
Cemetery
.

.
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GOOD FOOD AT LOW COST!

fotatfiill
FISK 'FOREIGNERS' — Fisk dad, W. I.; Louise Watson of
Is fast becoming a mecca for Nassau, Bahamas; Ens
foreign students. From left Beddoe of San Fernando, Trinseated are Leslie Pollard of idad: Joel K. Mghejume of
, Georgetown, B. G.; Julius Harcort, Nigeria. From left
Anamelechi of Nigeria, WA.; standing are Leroy Cod of
Patrician Amoroso of TAM- Georgetown, B. G.; Ernest

Jamieson of Criatobal, Panama; Martin Mutissa of Ken
vs. F.. Africa; Solomon Pela,
Ward, Nigeria; Merwin An.
dersofi of St. Elizabeth, Jamaica; Joseph Magucha of
Kenya, East Africa.
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Vote Hearing To Resume In Louisiana
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Week Of Mar. 18-24, 1961

Alabama

By I,. R. MEYERS
The New Bethel Baptist
Church was host to several in
and out of town visiting nil*
sionary workers last Sunday. A
powerful message was deliver.
ed by the pastor. Rev. M. Robets
son. The afternoon service tea.
lured the annual celebration of
the Missionary Society, sponWASHINGTON, D. C. — Vot- uled for March 22.21 Atty.
sored by president Mrs. Annie
ing officials of eleven Louisi- Robert G. Storey, head of the
Mae Hammond. An elrborate
ana parishes will be expected Southwestern Legal Center and
program was rendered on the
to testify before the U. S. Com- former dean of the Southern
ministers
occasion. Visiting
mission on Civil Rights when Methodist university L a w
were Rev. Stallsworth and Rev.
it resumes its hearings into al- School, will preside at the hearSamuel Lee.
leged denials of the right to ings. He is vice chairman of
Several of the young People
vote in Louisiana on March 22, the Commission.
motored to Roper Sunday afterActing Director Berl I. Bern. The Louisiana Advisory Comnoon where they appeared on
mittee, under the chairmanship
hard announced last week.
the annual Youth Day program
In addition the Commission of former State Senator J. D.
held at Corinth Baptist Church.
will offer to other State officials Be Blieux of Baton Rouge, has
Rev, G. W. Washington is pasthe opportunity to present evi- scheduled a meeting in N e w
Orleans at the time of t h e "RADIANT," "amazingly ag- tor.
dence on these matters.
ile," "enchanting grace" . . . Mrs. Sarah Ellis is seriously
hearing.
Parishes expected to be repOther members of the Com- these are but a few of the reresented are Bossier. Caddo,
Rev. L. J. Washington is on
mittee are Dr. Albert W. Dent, marks of critics who have heard
Claiborne. East Carroll, Jackpresident of Dillard University; and appreciated Charlotte. Wes- the sick list.
son, Madison, Ouachita, PlaMr. and Mrs. Horace D. Allen
Mrs. Moise Cahn, civic leader; ley Ilolloman, guest artist apquemines, Red River, St. HelBernard R. Ariatti, labor of- pearing at Central State Col- who were recently married
ena, and Webster.
ficial. Rev. William T. Handy, lege, Wilberforce, Ohio, OD were recipients of an after marNEW ORLEANS
jr., minister, St. Mark Metho- March 19th. The critical New riage shower given by their
The hearings, which will be dist church, and Dr. Harold I. York HERALD TRIBUNE de- friends at the home of Rev. and
held in New Orleans in t h ,e Lief, professor at Tulane Uni- scribes her as "one of the most Mrs. T. C. Williams
U. S. Court of Appeals in the versity.
arresting . . to come along."
Post Office Building beginning
BREWTON
March
Wednesday,
a.m.
at 9:00
By ALEX AUTREY
22nd, will be a resumption of
John Chestham is now at home
were
the proceedings which
COLP
ley Post held a bake sale last from Pensacola hospital where
recessed on September 38
he was a patient for one week.
Saturday.
By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
after one and one-half days'
Mr. A. Watson passed away
The Helen Robinson Youth
testimony was heard.
John W. Twitty made a busi- choir of Chicago
presented a in Pensacola hospital. Funeral
to
trip
ness
Duquoin
week.
last
During the September s e sprogram Sunday at Main Street was held last Friday at AMQ
Mrs. Nora Kirby was called Baptist church.
sions the Commission heard
Church. He leaves a devoted
to
her
the
of
to
bedside
Chicago
Nesworn testimony from 35
wife, 1 daughter and 2 brothers
and
niece
nephew.
sick
their
groes who charged that
to mourn his passing.
THE A & T COLLEGE Gam- the group are from left to Paul E. Parker, Nathan Rog- er, George A. L. Gant, and
in
vote
Shaffer Chapel AME Missionright to register and
Mrs. P. Cunningham's moth.
ma Tau Chapter of the Alpha right: front row; Jack L. ers, William Gavin, Ralph James 0. Rice. Advisor to the
certain areas of the state had ary Society sponsored a pew raler is here visiting.
CORINTII
Kappa Mu Honor Society will Ezell, Mary E. Harper, Max- Barnhill and William M. Bell, local chapter is Dr. V. C.
race.
of
because
ly
last Sunday. Rev, M. F.
been denied
Mrs. Frank Burt and daughter,
By REV, W. W. IIAMILTON
host the annual national con- ine Zachary, Joseph Monroe Jr.; back row: John Holley, Stroud, professor of political
motored to Atmore, Ala., last
In announcing the date of Taylor, pastor of Bethel AME
the
of
out
is
Jones
Sam
Rev.
vention to be held at the col- and Ernest Sherrod; second James F. Blue, Jerome Bak- science.
church,
Marion, Ill., was guest
Saturday to attend the County
the hearing, Bernhard said,
lege March 23-2-5. Composing row: Walter T. Johnson, lr.,
choir hospital and all his friends were Baskeball tournament.
"We are merely taking up speaker. His junior
churches
him.
see
to
All
happy
the
music
in
brought
and
spirit
where we left off in SeptemCharles Johnson's grandmoth111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111110 ,
songs. All present enjoyed the here presented him with dona- er is a patient at McMiller boa.
ber."
tions.
music.
and
wonderful
sermon
pit al.
When hearings were f irst
was a spiritual and financial Mrs. Bernice McKenny of
Joe Burt has returned from
scheduled in July 1959, Louisi- It
Rockford, Ill., is here visiting Mobile where he visited his
pastor
Carl
The
Rev.
success.
ana Attorney General Gremilher sister, Mrs. Douglas Walk- niece, Mrs. Washington who is
Bakand
Georgie
McKay
Mrs.
lion, other state officials and
er, president were very much er,
some private citizens challengpleased with the success.
Andrew Blackston is in McLITTLE ROCK, Ark.—(UPI)
ed the legality of the CommisThe Missionary Society had a WEST POINT
Miller hospital. Annie Mae
sion's rules of procedure.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Inter- — In the last major business
By WILLIE ERVIN JR.
sale
successful
the
at
rummage
Owen's husband is sick.
state Bakeries' net sales of before the Arkansas LegislaU. S. Supreme Court
Negro demonstrators demand- for federal aid to education, hut The
Laymen's Building, Saturday, Monday night, the Beasley
$140,456,520 in the 53-week fis- ture adjourns, the House an- ing an end
held on June 20, 1960, that the
Fashion
picka
school
sponsored
High
segregation
here?"
do
go
where
we
to
from
4.
March
BESSEMER
cal year 1960 were a' new high proved a proposed constituRights Act of 1957 authoreted stores and theaters Satur- The sign showed a picture of Civil
The Sunshine Club met at the and Hair Style Show. Students
By G. W. IVEY
and its earnings t h e third tional amendment which
ized the Commission on Civil
as
served
school
the
Durham
cap
a
from
Orleans,
gown.
in
and
New
Negro
Campbell
in
a
day
Lizzie
Mrs.
of
home
Honor Day was observed at
largest in the company's histo- would continue the fight
Rights to adopt its rules of
was
styling
hair
and
models
C.
N.
memFayettville,
and
All
afternoon.
Sunday
last
The picketing at Fayetteville procedure, and that such rules
Hard Elementary school, Tuesry, according to the annual re- against school integration.
New protests were• narrowly and Durham was directed at as it adopted do not violate the bers were present, except Mrs. done by the students from J et-I day, Feb. 21:
scripture and
It was one of several propos.
port.
school.
Beauty
tie's
Mrs.
and
Anna
Jones
Maryln
prayer, Mrs. Thelma Emneans;
The earnings were $3,725,447, ed amendments approved by averted in Atlanta, Ga., and movie houses.
Constitutional rights of a witMrs.
Thursday
afternoon,
racial
selection, Hard School chorus;
FACULTY SUPPORTED
equal to $3.41 per share on the the House to go on the next Lynchburg, Va., where a
ness who has been subpenaed
Mrs. Ella Green is on the sick Martha Turner and daughter, occasion. Mrs. Ethel FaIlln. Intruce is in effect.
In Fayetteville Negro college to testify at a
Commission
common stock computed
on general election ballot.
the
to
hostesses
were
Mary
list.
troduction of speaker by Mrs.
The New Orleans picketing, students marched with signs hearing. It based this concluthe basis of 987,904 shares, as The measure, strongly supSenior Missionary Society of E. Bickerstaff; speaker, L. Mccompared to $4.199,155 and ported by Gov. Orval Faubus, directed at downtown variety inscribed with the now familiar sion on the premise that the
Mt. Hermon Baptist church in Adory; recognition
of honor
$3.89 on the same number of would provide that no child stores, was carried out by mem- slogan, "Jim Crow Must Go." function of the Commission is AURORA
can be deprived of a Public bers of a Negro "Consumers At Durham a group of faculty purely investigative and fact- Correction—A campaign elec- the Turner's home. Mrs. Sarah students. Mrs. J. Coleman: reshares in 1959.
tion party and not a "cham- Moody, the President, lectured marks, R. L. Chambliss.
In a review of the 1960 op- education for refusing to go League."
members from Duke university finding rather than adjudica- pagnes party" was held at the to the group on "Going A LitOur get well wishes are to
One demonstrator carried a and North Carolina college tory.
erations. R. L. Nafziger, to an integrated school.
House for Artis Lee who tle Deeper," one of a series of the following:
Arthur Comboard chairman, and John R. ilIiIIlIIllIihittIIIlIhItItIttilt liltllIIIiliIIlIlItlIlllIIlllI sign reading: "Thank You JFK paraded in front of two segre- Bernhard, in discussing the Club
was in line for city commis- lectures from The Scope, Depth. mack, Albert Betties. . Robert
, president, pointed o u t
said
gated theaters.
decision,
Court's
Supreme
arid Prospective of The Chris- Miles and Mrs. Marie Campsioner.
et non-recurring expenses
The Rev. J. Neal Hugley of "the language of the Court is The baby contest given by tian Woman in Mission. Visi- bell of Oxmoore. Also Mrs. Be.
connection with the estabNorth Carolina college and extretriely significant.
the Stewards of St. John AME tor was Mrs. Betty Jean Perry lane Williams, James Gray,
lishment of a new bread plant
spokesman for the protesting "It says the Commission does church was a success. Winning nee Betty
Roberson, Home Mrs. Katherine Smith and Louis
of
in Denver and expansion
group, said the picketing would not hold trials or determine baby was little Charlott Elliot. Economics Instructor of Fifth Holiness.
eastern cake operations in
be "continuous" until the thea- anyone's civil or criminal liaA birthday rally was observed
ilarold Smith gave a musical Street High school.
several new markets and further
ters integrate their audiences. bility. It does not issue orders
program. Other babies in the The Ladies Aid Society of Mt. at Shady Grove Baptist church,
development of the distribution
Negroes staged mass meetings Nor does it indict, punish, or contest were Pammela Higgin- Hermon Baptist church held its Sunday, Feb. 26. This affair
methods at the newly acquired
in Atlanta and Lynchburg Fri- impose any legal sanctions.
botham, Felicia LaCour, Donna Annual Spread Friday Morning. was sponsored by the MissionKingston, Pennsylvania plant,
day night to discuss future strat- LEGAL RIGHTS
Janet Perry and Elwood It was enjoyed by all who at- ary Society. Mrs. I. Carroll,
Smith,
represented an amount equal
egy in their continuing fight for
president; Mrs. A. Henderson,
Massey, second place tended.
determinaThomas
make
not
Association,
does
Radio
planlong
The
—
"It
YORK
American
NEW
to the drop in earnings in com•••
segregation.
secretary; Rev. E. B. Brown.
his
winner.
of
anyone
depriving
union
for
hotels
tions
retirement
ned
Workers,
parison with the previous year.
United Automobile
Despite rumblings of disconpastor.
Church of GOODMAN
These two plants should be members have become a reality International Union of Elec- tent the Atlanta group decided life, liberty, or property. In The Usher Board of
Pfc. Joseph Pullam stationed
Rev, M. C. Billingslea and
Commission does not God in Christ, gave a tea last
the
short,
able to contribute to the corp- with the establishment of Four
trical Workers, Leather Goods, to go along with an agreement and cannot take any affirma- Sunday. Rev. Bonner, pastor; Robert Zallicoffer attended the in Germany, is home on emergoration's overall earnings in Freedoms Hotels, Inc. and the
announced last week between
Jim Erma Harver, chair- funeral of Robert Roby at Hill ency leave because of the slid.
the future, the officials added. official opening recently of the Plastics and Novelty Workers merchants and sit-in demon- tive action which will affect an Mrs.
Spring Baptist church last Sun- den illness of his wife. While
The company's planned mod- first hotel in Miami, the Presi- Local III, Retail Wholesale strators. Store owners have individual's legal rights. The man.
in the city he and his children
its existence Dr. and Mrs. Henry Sanders day afternoon.
of
purpose
only
ernization program mover for- dent Madison.
and Department Store Union promised to integrate eating
sub- visited friend in Indianapolis, John F McGee is happy to are residing with his parents.
ward in 1960 by expending over Unions with a total of over Local 1-S, International Ladies' facilities next fall, when Atlan- is to find facts which may
Ind.
be home again after serving Mr. and Mrs. George Smith.
$6.700,000 for fixed assets. Over tw , million members and in- Garment Workers Union and ta's schools are integrated, if Ne- sequently be used as the basis The Senior Missionary SoFuneral rites for the late Mr.
two years in the U. S. Army.
ac$4".000.00 has been spent in cluding the National Maritime Office Employees Internation- groes immediately end their for legislative or executive
ciety of Main St. Baptist church
Eddie Brooks and Mrs. Stelly Hillery Sims was held recently
tion."
ti's direction in the decade, Union, International Brother- al Union are participating.
at Macedonia Baptist church.
boycott of the stores.
Bernhard added that during is helping Mr. Sitole of Africa. Wright are on the sick list.
nese assets, the officers
hood
Potters,
of Operative
Rev. B. B. Stewder officiated,
The board of directors elect- At Lynchburg, Negroes de- the hearings
in September, Mrs. Amelia Jack.son heads the
interralie leaves to mourn his passing,
ed William R. Steinberg, who cided to give the local
made a public an- group. Mrs. Joseph Bally is PICKF NS
Gremillion
to
days
90
wife, I son, I sister.
heads the American Radio As- cial committe another
that he thought president of the local missionary Sunday school was well at- a devoted
nouncement
segregation
2 brothers, 7 nieces, 6 nephews
sociation and who founded the work out the city's
Commission was unfair in society and Rev. Robert Wesby tended last Sunday.
the
was
decision
Mrs. Mollie Sanders passed and other relatives and friends.
Four Freedoms Hotels, as problems. The
testi- is pastor.
squab- not calling for rebuttal
The second annual PTA bane
passed
Friday, March 3. She
64,
Melvin
Andrews,
away
president and Joseph Curran reached after a heated
othand
registrars
launch mony from
Spur. quet was observed at Hard Ele.
Teddy
at
away
hosElgin
Friday
an
nephew,
a
leaves
of the National Maritime Union ble over a proposal to
of er state officials.
mentary School. Prelude, Miss
pital. He is survived by his wife lock of Chicago.
an immedate 30-day boycott
as chairman.
"The resumption of the hear- Emily, two sons, four daugh- Henry Jaunigan, wife and chil- Flora Lloyd; invocation, Rev.
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. — low the highs established be- Other officers and members downtown stores.
ings and the appearance of ad- ters, two brothers, grandchil- dren motored to the city last Jessie Bansby; occasion, Mr,
California union membership fore the 1957-58 recession.
Feinstein,
Charles
include
ditional witnesses gives us the dren and several nieces. Mr. An- Sunday and spent the day in T. R. German; Grace, Rev. E.
passed the one arid three-quar- Union membership in t h e Hoyt S. Haddock, Louis L. Leassurance that the complete drews was a native of Ken- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nick R. Sample; address, Dr. A. G.
ter million mark for the first Los Angeles-Long Beach metro- vine, H. D. Stone, James E.
factual picture of the voting tucky, a member of St. Johns Griffin.
Gaston. Music was rendered by
time in 1960, John F. Henning, politan area reached 760,400 in Carey, Martin Gerber, J. M.
situation in Louisiana will be AME church and Fox Valley
Mr. Vinson liankins of Mem- the Hard School choir. Mrs,
director of the state's Depart- July 1960, a gain of one-half Bronstein, Edward Wheatley,
presented."
Post 798 American Legion. Fu- phis, after spending two days Tommie Burrell, president; Mr.
ment of Industrial Relations, of one per cent over July 1959. Howard Coughlin and Louis
The Commission will hear neral services were held at St. in the home of his sister and J. 1. Cobb, toastmaster and R.
However, the net addition of Stulberg.
announced.
others
the State officials and
Johns AME church. Rev. Hol- brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. L. Chambliss, principal.
Unions had an estimated 1,- 3,600 members was not enough Four Freedoms, described by
at the two-day hearing sched- man officiated.
Funeral was held for Saul
Rhuben Brown and family has
750,000 California members in to bring the area's total back Steinberg as in line with Pres- Chicago-area Ford Motor co
Paynes Sunday, Feb. 10, 1961,
Ladies Auxiliary of Fox Val- ret urned home.
July 1960; about 15.000 more up to the July 1957 peak of ident Kennedy's New Frontier, employes active in communithan in t h e preceding July: 763.500.
is a trade union program of ty social, civic, and political
Thi: count is based on replies
1111111I lit tIIIIiiIiItt hut11111It non profit resort hotels for the affairs again will be honored
received from nearly 3,40e lobenefit of retired members. It this year through the c o an OGDEN
cal unions returning the annual
is sponsored by trade unions pany's national Community The Youth Dept. of the New
had
membership questionnaire of
church
Baptist
Zion
who invest in the project for Service Awards program.
the department's division of laIt It I It illI1111111liiiilhlhllitill!' their retired members.
The program annually pro- charge of the Fifth Sunday
of night program by presenting
bor statistics and research. The
vides for the awarding
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
membership gain from mid-59
trophies to employes for local a skit, "The Guiding Light."
varF
COURTESY
mid-60 was less than one
voluntary public service, ac- The skit told all about the
er cent, while nonfarm em- It has been the practice at
cording to W. J. O'Sullivan, Negro Baptist colleges.
for
candidates
for
meetings
club
ployment rose by nearly three
chairman of Ford's Chicago The Rosebuds, a group ofl
office to cast their votes for
per cent.
Community Relations commit- five girls sanh "He's Got the
action is
This
opponents
!heir
Although union membership
tee. Local award recipients Whole World In His Hand"
"courtesy
the
as
to
referred
was at a record level for the
will be announced around the with Savanah Chest, director
state as a whole, in both the vote."
said.
an: Reona (Honey) Washingmore COLUMBUS, Ga.—(UPI) end of March, he
be
would
it
However,
Angeles-Long
Beach and
Los
Under the Ford program, a ton at the Piano. Dorothy
candidate to vote
a
for
logical
the
at
integration
Francisco-Oakland
metro— Classroom
San
mistress of
maximum of five employes In Burks was the
for himself. When one accepts
University of Georgia must
politan areas it remained be.
the candidacy for an office, he
each company community can ceremonies, and is President
dinschool's
the
to
carry over
selected to receive "Ford of the Youth Dept.
indicates that he wants to be
ing halls and libraries, a feder- be
Mrs. Isaac May's sister pas
elected. Therefore, he should
Good Citizen" awards, which
al judge has ruled.
DOVER, Del — Deleware vote for himself.
are symbolized by mounted sil- ed away in Houston, Texas
Not only should a club candi- Judge William A. Bootle. who ver scrolls hearing an engrav- last week. Mrs. May was at
State college students and high
of ed commendation from Henry her bedside when she passed.
school seniors examined t h e' date vote for himself, hut he ordered the admittance
processes of preparing for jobs should nominate himself for an Charlayne Hunter and Hamilton Ford II, company president. On the sick list are Mrs. Ada
university last
Also, where circumstances Williams and Mrs. Georgia
at the all-day Eighth Annual Ca- office that he feels qualified Holmes to the
reer Conference held at the to fill. This is done by rising January, said the two students warrant, the program provides Turner. Both are Improving
and addressing the chairman cannot be denied the use of any for the selection of the most nicely at their home.
College, last week.
campus facility offered white outstanding of the five honor- The Utah Committee on Civil
and making the motion:
ed employes to be designated Rights is hoping that the hill
Melbourne—Tuesday. Wednes- "Mister Chairman, I nomi- students.
of the on civil rights will reach the
Miss Hunter has been taking local "Ford Citizen
day, Thursday and Friday — in- nate myself for the office of
week,
uasallfloor
her meals In her dormitory Year." In such cases, the per- Uah
antdlernte
habited islands between Aus- treasurer."
Second tary: Carl Boyd, vice pre&
hopethaisnd
NAACP OFFICERS AT SAINT Hearty. treasurer
were
Should the candidate have a room. Holmes, who lives •ft son selected also receives a
"Praha and New Guinia
a It will be passed.
AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE — row, Left to right Warren ident; Sylvester Peterson.
named by Capt. James Cook flare for oratory, then he might campus in Athens, usually eats special bronze trophy and
Please attend your NAACP First row, left to right: Betty Veasey, corresponding secre- president,
In 1770 according to the dates precede his motion with a nom- at a Negro restaurant down- check for $100 payable to the
Jeffries, secretary; Geraldine
ination speech.
meetings.
local charity of his choice.
of their discovery.
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Mississippi singer, Leontyne ing . . . despite race and color
plo
e°tIRCEPrice, a female version of the .. . and despite the tradition of
WEED UP '
.si3GRAAli
greatly disrespected and dis- Negro-white residence in MisSubscription rate: One year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10)
SCHoOL
ROAD *
liked "Uncle Tom" symbol of sissippi.
PRO36CTS
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
the Negro race?
Mrs. Chisholm is quoted as
Paid
Postage
Second
Class
Well,
week's
issue
of
Co.
in
last
Publishing
saying,
Tri-State
..on't
call
me
her
New
Thursday
by
the
Published Every
Time Magazine, in which Miss (Miss Price's) patron. I don't
et Memphis, Tennessee. Under Act of March 2, 1871.
Price was given the coveted out- think I have ever 'patronized'
side picture cover, and a three- Leontyne. I have only loved her.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
page story coverage of her ca- I'm just where she came from."
reer, appeared this 'sentence, Right there is where the
"Leontyne entered the Chisholm water hits the wheel . .
on
mansion by the back door, as matters of Negro-white race re.she does to this day. She is free lations in the South. Out of its
to use the front door, Mrs. peculiar amalgam of relation.
Chisholm ..ocplains, but it would ships the South has produced
make the help uncomfortable." some "strange emotional fruit"
There's a world of signifi- all along the line in this harcance in that sentence regards rowing matter of race.
the etiquette oi race relations, The point here is to emphasize
and as regards the spirit behind the fact that there is a difracial contacts of today. Hardly ference between being servile
anyone, in his or her right mind, . . . fawning, grinning, and
would have the nerve to call clowning to win favorable atLeontyne Price an "Uncle Tom" tention from people . . . and
—
in a dress. She has gone too civility . . . which can have
far, through too much, with too a variety of meanings, ranging
much success to be labeled in from being silently respectful
disrespect.
terms of
Miss to jocularly and affectionately
,
OleArge000
0
Price's career is symbolic of friendly.
something very important in the Too many Negroes today are
progress of the Negro in this afraid to give public expression to their genuine regard for
The chief of police for the City of of men who, sometime, are almost country.
Her entering the back door of white persons they just natural.
Memphis, James C. Macdonald, last functional illiterates.
white
a Southern
family's ly like, and to whom they are
week expressed a desire for a better ELEPHANT WITH BADGE
mansion .. . altho she has the deeply indebted for encouragePut a night-stick into the hands of privilege of being welcomed at ment, help, and friendliness.
police department. He did not have
the front door . . . has many Too many white people in the
reference to a larger number of men on an uneducated, an emotionally insecure, aspects of meaning for Negro- South
are afraid today to give
man,
he
prejudiced
racial
force
with
and
becomes
the force, better uniforms or a
white relations in America.
public expression to their admore brawn. We have all of that and law itself . . particularly when he is Why did and why does Miss miration, respect, and affection
y forr
nseirOne abny tnhle
P
barcickedeonotx thee amnsaw
ieaNdecgro acquaintances aanpd
more now in the police department. armed with a pistol and a badge. Thus
They don't want to
Macdonald intimated that we need a you have an elephant policing our city. be found in an intelligent under- pear to be "N—r-lovers." Nevarious
little
atom on Japan, as is them that
groes don't want to appear to "I keep reading in the pa- go?" I asked,
We strongly urge that the qualifica- standing of the
police department with more brains,
nuances, sensitivities, and reali- be "Uncle Tom's.' The result pers." said Simple, "that "How come they owned your now wants the UN to save the
better family background, better moral tions for becoming a policeman be made zations which constitute the cus• is a cotton-pickin' mess of mix- America has got to save the grandpa?" asked Simple.
Congo from the ghost of L ,
more stringent as rapidly as it can be toms and traditions of American ed emotions, which give the Western world, save the West. "And your grandma, I guess, mumba who they have d o n
background.
killed dead in his grave, as is
race relations.
South a schizophrenic personal- The West is white, is it not?" back in slavery days."
We strongly endorse a police depart- soundly accomplished.
The Chisholm mansion in ity that baffles the world.
them that Jim Crow me all the
"It is not colored," I said.
added
you
am
glad
"I
We
believe
that
the
salary
scale
of
ment with more brains and less brawn.
Laurel, Miss., Miss Price's It's high time that even the "And this Atlantic Alliance guess,' said Simple, "other. way from Washington and BalAn elephant has plenty of brawn but the police department should be raised home-town, is the residence of Negro "Freedom Fighters" in which the atom bombs is wise I would be obliged to take timore south to New Orleans
we rue the day that elephants become in order to attract men who are more Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Chis- recognize and acknowledge the partners, do it have any black action. I wonder did they have au( back up again through to
holm. Miss Price's Aunt worked fact that a chip on the shoulder members?" asked Simple.
Muslims back in slavery days? Texas to California, which is
qualified.
policemen.
as a cook for the Chisholm fam- attitude isn't calculated to win .
None to my knowledge," I If they did, I bet the white all Western.
Chief Macdonald is moving into the ily many years. Her talented friends and influence people said,
Too long has the police department
folks blamed them for stirring Were it not in Texas t h a t
been infested with men who are unfit right direction when he suggests that a niece used to visit her at the favorably. North or South, white "Now
the Civil War. They are sure they would not even let that NI.
take NATO," said Sim. up
Chisholm home regularly. It or black,
African getting a lot of stones cast in gerian diplomat man get a cup
to be the guardians of life, limb and candidate for a city policeman should; was there that Mrs. Chisholm
It's high time that honesty
their direction these days. Last of coffee in the train station
property of the citizens of Memphis. (1) have a good family background (2) first noted the gift of a golden and common sense be mixed nations?"
year it was the Communists restaurant? And in California
"
We believe that men who have not good character references (3) and cap- voice the young Negro girl has with our just demands so that "None that I k n o w of,I
getting blamed for everything. they Jim Crow the colored
in her throat,
there remains room for being said, "unless they are secret This year it is the Muslims _ folks even in jail — which is
gone beyond four years in high school able of passing a higher I. Q. test.
Mrs. Chisholm took a genuine civil to those whose record corn- members."
what made the Muslims mad at
We want reputable, healthy, educated interest in the young Negro mands civility. It is contended "Then why do our white from the riots in the UN to the Folsom Prison. Why do t h e
are educationally qualified to become
Prison White
Folsom
riots
in
policemen. It is the very essences of men as policemen. We deplore elephants girl. She began by accompany- here that if an individual's con- folks get mad with the Black folks are even trying to say white folks think Muslims ought
ing her on the piano while she cept of civility in a given situa- Muslims for looking toward the
stupidity to entrust the safety of our in uniforms, armed with a gun and a sang.
have no re- to love them?"
her husband tion or relationship points to go- East?" asked Simple. "When the Muslims don't
She and
white
Chris- "You ask such simple quea-come
ligion.
How
life, liberty and possessions in the hands badge walking the streets of Memphis. recognized the great potential ing around to the "back door," the look toward the West they
tians •is so scared of Black tions," I said.
in talent they heard. They then let's do what the facts see nothing but white folks. Is
"But simple water runt
Muslims?"
took the lead in encouraging the of life and sense demand.
it not logical they should look
"Answer that one your- deep," said Simple.
natural-born singer to keel) This is not a plea for servility toward the East?"
"If I answer your questions,
self." I said.
singing. They pointed out to her on the part of anybody. It is ,,
I said, "Because white Christians then I will be in deep water oft
man,"
My
dear
A 43-year-old Memphis attonsey is nually.
training.
They simply a reminder . . . a rethe need for real
ask rhetorical do not do right," said Simple. I gather, is what you are tr,111.
"when
you
being considered for a Federal district
We have had the privilege of observ- helped her make the right minder that even a "Freedom questions like that, answer "yet they is casting the first ink to say."
...
her
provided
plans . . . and
Fighting" Negro needs friends
yourself. You are drink- stone. Back in slavery days. "Deep dark water," s a i d
judgeship in West Tennessee. He is Mr. ing Mr. Brown in court, on interracial money to get started.
... white ones as well as black themmy beer and wasting my your grandma w e r e held in
Simple,
"you and wading in
p
Bailey Brown, who is recommended 'by community committee and also during TOOK INTEREST
ones. The record can be search- ing
time.
Christian slavery."
deep dark water, you and roe
U.S. Senator Albert Gore and Senator political stumpings for Senators Gore And it was the comment of ed, and ten to one odds will show "What do you mean 'rhetori- "What?" I said.
an Mahalia Jackson and Dr.
in the Time
Mrs. Chisholm
every outstandingly sucEstes Kefauver.
cal' questions?" asked Simple. "And my grandpa," said ft.lph Bunche and Boddidly and
and Kefauver. We have been favorably Magazine article which best ex- that
cessful Negro in the United
If Atty. Brown is appointed and re- impressed by his method and manner plained how and why they took states got that way through the "I mean questions in the Simple, "you and me wading in Rev. Martin Luther King a n d
Leopold of Belgium. Sammy Davis, Jewish though he
ceives presidential and congressional ap- of doing things, We are led to believe such an interest in Leontyne help, understanding, sympathy, form of a statement just to tian King
I read somewhere, that cut off be. and the Muslims in vat. . not from the interest of a and encouragement of some hear yourself talk," I said.
proval, he would take office sometime that he possesses the qualities needed .baseball
'I do love to talk," s a i d the hands of the Congo people som Jail declared by the white
scout . . , working for white American. Now, whatSimple, "and you are one of to make them w o r k harder, folks to have no religion, and
in mid-summer. The judgeship would in a Federal judge. We endorse him for hire in finding good ball Play" chubet!
my best listeners. White folks And them South Africans that all the rest of us dark people.s
be a lifetime post paying $22,500 an- that position.
pay me no mind, so I have to shot all them natives at in this Western World vhich •I
talk to my own race — even Sharpesville was and is Chris- declares is wicked!"
if not in my own place. This tians, as was them Germans "Maybe you have had a little
bar belongs to a white man. that put all them Jews in the too much to drink tonight," I
Ilow come white folks own so ga ovens in Germany, as is said.
them that put Rev. Martin ''No," said Simple, "a little
many colored bars?"
Girl delinquents have a great influ- ous, truant and violent. They participate
"How come white folks own Luther King in jail in Georgia, too much to THINK, baby, not
the uranium mines in the Con- as was them that dropped the drink."
ence on teen gangs, it was revealed last in petty thef t, have out-of-wedlock
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE ,
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Western, White And Wicked

We Endorse Him

It's Up To The Girls

I

Notwithstanding
By
Thaddeus T. Stokes

week before the Senate Juvenile Delin- pregnancies, and use alcohol and nar •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
quency subcommittee.
cotics excessively.
DON'T BOTHER THE
When Anglo, Celt and Nordic
S
New York Mayor Robert F. Wagner,
If this be true, and there is little STATUE OF LIBERTY
bloods, in our big melting pot
•
•
whose city is a hot-bed of teen gang reason to doubt the accuracy of the Daily, I look forward to the Are fused with Chink, Eutime I receive my mail. Some. rasian, Congolese and Hottenstrife, appeared before the group in be- study, it is a shocking indictment of our
time I look forward with great tot—
half of a bill by chairman Thomas J. social system,
anticipation. Sometime it is You'll bid farewell to racial
Dodd, (D.-Conn.) for a $10,000.000
These young girls, drifting toward with hesitation. It all depends pride, to social rank and place,
yearly program of federal experiments disaster, are the near hopeless spawns upon whether I am delinquent And sink to common memsaid it has been suggested that
festivals are held.
By CLAIRE COX
with my bills or I am expecting bership in one all-mongrel race.
in juvenile delinquency control and for of a mass moral breakdown in our coun- a sum that is owed me. way
"uni- the name "Bun" may have
eainnatear-nrdacvir
iahlitemaarriages NEW YORK — (UPI) — Originally, Easter was a
from the Greek
Good or bad, I have no
of Africans
training of youth workers.
Christians look upon Easter as Live" festival that included a been derived
try.
of knowing what nor from Are legalized by fifty states the most solemn of all their memorial of Christ's death as word "Bout," meaning bulli
Arthur J. Rogers, assistant to the
If we are to salvage these wasted whom I will receive a letter, as
sacred to the fertility
part of civil rights,
religious observances, but ac. well as a celebration of the which was
New York Commissioner of Youth Serv. young lives we must work to re-estab- book, candy, cookies or a bill. The one you now call brother tually the occasion has been ob- resurrection, Hauck reported. goddess. The cross maso.t have
observance lasted . 40 symbolized thehorns
ices, stressed the growing problem of lish the family ties that give to youth The other day I received a let- as yoU grasp his eboo paw
served by most American Prot- The
ter from a person who identifi- Will then be introducing you estant denominations only since hours, to represent the time sacred bull, Hauck said.
girl delinquents. He said a study reveal- a sense of belonging.
Jesus spent in the tomb.
Ham is said to have beg ed himself as Cliff Caldwell of as his new brother-in-law.
the Civil War.
ed the major cause of conflict among
We must destroy the breedin Lincoln, Nebraska.
wtY
flourrhabnraoewnte m
eeutleartao
tonaprogeny In a study of religious holi- By the early Third Century. come the traditional Ea:felthe gangs was girls, directly or indirect- grounds of crime and delinquency — the He had re-written or wrote
tdailoacyriissattitoaenanittly,itr.l,ee.dssi.ss.tu,hCeed
"Calendar of this obaervance had been ex- dish because of an old custom
Ca
hs
rtisetriatnas ahorli
w
a:Tilliseha E
an answer to the inscription on
y Atnag- taelntdd.eFdautrothsixcednatyasr,y,antdhein fitrhaet eaamuoangg bE
ly associated with them,
slums of our great cities. We must wipe the Statue of Liberty. The auth- And seven generations hence
will all be mongrel
a.
publish
b
The study points out that the girls away every trace of discrimination and or. Emma Lazarus, I am sure And thus you'll reach the house of the YMCA. Allan reference was made to the 40- their distinction from the Jewg,
will do anything to please members of segregation — provide for all our citi- would not be pleased with Mr. ultimate in worldwide integre- Hauck reported that the Puri- day period of Lent, Hauck to whom pork was forbidden.
Easter finery carries out the
revision or tion.
tans objected to celebrating said.
the gangs they are affiliated with. That zens an equal opportunity for life, lib- Caldwell's firstimmortal
e-r
words That final mongrel brother- both Christmas and Easter.
answer to her
Ash Wednesday was observ- theme Eofashtcearstirnagbboitf,f endsahl
they are rumor carriers, trouble car- erty and the pursuit of happiness,
which are:
hood that needs no aegrega- Except among Lutherans, ed universally as the first day ginning the' new, Hauck salmi
he
riers, weapon carriers, narcotic carriers
No price is too great if it will help "Give me your tried, your tion."
E
n.,:lscopalians a n d Roman of Lent by the end of the Sev- The Easter
as grown. from
.
the
he
e
Caldwell can rest assured that Catholics he said Easter was enth Century. The days preced- probably
and sometimes disease carriers.
to return our lost and wandering young poor,
your huddled masses yearn- he will never become a "monof
association
widelyt celebrated in the ding Lent are called carnival centuries-old
The report says they are promiscu- people to a useful place in society.
Inc to breathe free,
greloon" if if requires seven u. S. until the Civil War At days, from the middle-Latin the white hare with the advent

Easter Holidays
Are Relatively New

The wretched refuse of your generations to affect such a that time, cburches began to "Carne Vale," or farewell to of Spring and fertility.
yer dgga
s also
ep
..
teeming shores,
"hybrid breed."
mark Easter with special serv- meat — a reference to the Lentfertility and ewbirth.
Send these, the homeless. Another thing, I believe there ices in memory of the war en fast,
me.
tempest-toss, to
will always be segregation of dead.
Shrove Tuesday. the day beI lift my lamp beside the some type, not that I necessary -With its promise of victory fore Ash Wednesday, often is
door."
the right to criticize any of. Defender for the two hard hit. golden
condone it. One type of segrega- over death Easter readily accompanied by the serving of.. .., ..
Caldwell would, if he tion that I oppose is racial seg- brought consolation to those be- pancakes a custom metioned
like,Cliff
final even our president if
he ong succesive editorials which
Dear Editor:
Miss
c
h
h
e
r
att
fr
s
a
cm
h
a
ru
ada,
hiw
s
aw
r
d
as
y,
does something we don't
regation,
reeved by the war, and since by Shakespeare in "All's Well PETERSBURG. Va. — More
I read your editorial
aozf Nevertheless, whenever racial then it has been generally oh- That Ends Well."
entitled: Si. no one should feel had i appeared in your paper last
than 100 volumes of books, -in
"The Attack on Judge Jones.'
he is criticized for not going week entitled, "Token Appoint- Liberty, take the torch out of segregation is put to death in served throughout the U. S.," "Formerly when Lent wag all areas of economics, from the
As you have noticed there have
by the letter of the law.
ments" and in defense of Judge her hand and replace it with America—and we are working Hauck said.
complete
abstinestate of the late Dr. Wilson E.
kept by the
been attacks on many judges„
.a multi-colored stick. He would for that day—some other type The "Calendar of Christian- ence fro mmeat throughout the Williams, professor of Economthank the Defender for the Sidney Jones
both Negro and white, a n d
the
tt.
become
inscription
his
'
fight against crime that we
name
The
Tuesday
Shrove
Ica at Virginia State college,
of
will
segregation
- continued endeavor to
y details how Lent came to forty days,
are Your
some of them should be at-- Aftermath," which would go order of the day.
now making quietly. We nee,,c1
get its name and describes the with its pancakes furnished an Petersburg, were presented to
tacked, not on account of their
sore help from all newspapers. "correct the record" in defense like this:
However, in the meantime, origin of various Lenten and excellent opportunity for the the Virginia State college liskin. but the way they handle .-1
of our qualified Negro leader. "When you have cast aside please let the statue of Liberty
both Negro and white.
Easter customs. The
word housewife to use up all the huffy recently by Dr. Williams'
their responsibility to the law
ship, and your needling of the the bars that limit immigration,
stand in the harbor of New Lent comes from the Anglo- drippings and lard she had on widow. Mrs. Carol W. Williams.
George Montgomery -political powers" for
abiding citizens.
the ap- And huddled massee join the York City. Please let her wear Saxon word "Lencten," mean- hand." Hauck said. "The hell
3132 S. Prairie ave. pointment of qualified
The presentation wee made
You remember how the newsNegroes
groes lids'f
hybrid population—'—
othe
inscription written by Em - ing Spring. which in turn is re- which announced the serving when Mrs. Witham. reeelve,fik
papers got on Judce B Fain
in some new areas of our city When all the wretched ref- ma Lazarus. please don't take
was
called
pancakes
the
Anglo-Saxon
the
lated
verb
of
to the
Mende into the home eteslonW
Tucker, on Judge Fred 'Duke)
and state governmental offices ugees from every teeming shore the torch out of her hand and meaning
"to lengthen," It is pancake bell.",
by Dr.
m ealnmaeon4ttIrdtieer
Slater. on Judge Gutkneeht and Dcar Editor:
is a tribute to the Daily Defen- Have passed beneath the liftcross buns tea by Russell Holmes,
replace
multi
-colored
of
hot
at
time
of
year
that
origin
it
this
the
The
with
a
others. In America, we have I want to commend the Daily der.

The People Speak

-

School Gets
Prof's Books

Right To Criticize

Lauds Editorials

ed lamp beside the golden door sock.

days become longer and spring is uncertain, however. Hauck and contractor of Petersburg.
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ts REAL PROv0K016./....AND RARRENS
QurtE A NUMBER OF RESIAURANTS JuST AFTER
BOSS MRS OUT.As kou ARE AbOuT "TO PAS1
WilIR CHECK...YOU 14AvE10,tibilDtrtjt.10E CASilt
GETs INWOUG44 CNAITIN G:wow— Do YoU
woritxsz u-ky e.us‘Ntss is BAD?

Dear Mme Chante: I would looking for the better things
like to meet a nice, respectable in life. If interested send photo
gentleman between 45 and 55, 5 us first letter.
- •
feet 9 to 6 feet tall who would children. Please send recent
"i
appreciate a nice lady. I am a St., Springfield Park, Savannah,
1.„,•741 „•
brownskin lady, weighing 150 G a.
•• •
2 inches tall,
1
lbs. 5 feet 5/
k• • •7.,
--- „.
pleasant personality. Ira E. Dear Mme. Chante: You have
I11,1
Ito
Thompson, 741 E. 48th at., 1st helped so many lonely people,
stew
I hope you 'an help me. I am
ft., Chicago, Ill.
•• •
36, dark brownskin, 150 lbs., 5
Dear Mme. Chante: I am feet, 4 inches tall. I am interseeking a true companion for ested in a gentleman between
life. I am a Christian, 32 years 36 and 55. I like church, all
old, brown eyes, sandy hair, clean sports and TV. Would
fair complexion, 5 feet, 6 inches like someone who wants a good
tall, 165 lbs. If not a Christian home and a good wife. Will ando not answer. Color does not swer all mail.
Roberta Thomas, 1539 S.
matter as long as she is good
and true. She must be between Lawndale, Chicago 23, Ill.
18 and 35 and willing to come
to my home town to live. Please Dear Mme, Chante: I moved
here recently and because I
send photo in first letter.
Ranzie Vaughns, jr., General work nights and part time days,
it seems impossible for me to
Delivery. Waverly. Tenn.
•• •
find an honest and attractive
Dear Mme. Chante: I have girl friend. I am tired of beread your column for quite ing lonely so I will appreciate
sometime. Would like to cor- very much if you can help me.
respond with a nice, serious I am 37, very nice looking, 6
minded gentleman between the feet tall, weigh 185 lbs. Would
ages of 23 and 25, who is inter- like to meet a single attractive
ested in marriage. All letters lady not over 35 and weighing
between 120 and 135 lbs; one
will be answered.
M. Nelson, 7020 Harper, Chi- child accepted. Please enclose
photo in first letter.
cago 37, 111.
•••
David Kimbley, 1121 ElmDear Mme. Chante: I would wood, Evanston, III.
like to make the acquaintance
of a serious minded young wom- Dear Mme. Chante: I am
an regardless of race, color, Interested in meeting a woman I
creed or national origin who is who is sincere and seeking matsincere, ambitious and inter- rimony. Age and color do not NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Estab- the title, "Problems and Prosested in marriage. I am 55, in- matter, glamour girls need not lished in 1945 and a member of pects, of the African Unity."
telligent, congenial, broadmind- apply, just plain, old fashioned, the International House associa- Three African students of Fisk
ad, considerate and understand- decent, respectable women. I tion, the International Student were also members of the panel
DURHAM, N. C. — Five Bosing. Barber by trade. Love am a middle aged, working center at Fisk university has Joel Mgbejume and Solomon
ton University students, studychildren. Please send recent man, single, broadminded, un- long conducted intercultural Pelt of Nigeria, West Africa;
ing their roles as the "Nigerian
photo with letter.
derstanding and live a clean programs that have enriched and Martin Mutisya of Kenya,
delegation" to a model United
John D Brown, 1619 Bedford life. Have security. I am 5 the lives of students and ex- East Africa.
Nations meeting held at Duke
ave., Pittsburgh 19, Pa,
feet, 4 inches tall, 170 lbs, panded their horizons.
King, author of one book on
University, ran into problems
•••
brown skin. Send photo with Its purpose is to provide a Africa economic problems albecause "the plot kept changDear Mmc. Chante: I am reply. All letters will be an- common ground for internation- ready published, and another in
ing."
Would swered.
single, 36 years old.
al and American students and preparation, represented the
In the model U. N. General
Mr. T. W. Waiting, Box 4305,
like to meet a young lady befaculty personnel interested in Committee of African OrganizaAssembly here students from
tween 29 and 30 — one who is Chicago 80, Ill.
international relations, and in- tion in London, a federation of
some 34 colleges and universitercultural exchanges and in- African natives studying in Brities took their places as foreign
terpretations. The Center pro- tish universities, with which
diplomats to tackle a series of
vides also a common ground King has been working for sevFerns culled from the U. N.
for interracial contacts in the eral years.
egenda. To do this, they spent
South, with a focus on common ASIA STUDIED
months studying background on
interests in which race itself Third in the series of panels
the policies and attitudes of the
occurred on Feb. 22 and dealt
it incidental.
ountries they will represent.
Our problem has been to keep
The center seeks to achieve with "Asia." Faculty particiwith the world situation —
its goals through interracial pants were: Dr. J. Masuoka
the recent trouble in the Concultural programs, lectures and (Japan), department of socioloHQ ARDC, ANDREWS AFB, The airborne device which debates, panels on international gy: Dr. Sing-Nan Fen (China),
ito is a good example," Gardner
Md. — An atomic clock, so ac- uses atomic energy as a power affairs, foreign-language clubs, department of education, Dr.
P. Pond, Jr. of Boston, the delecurate that its maximum error source is technically referred foreign films, play readings, Shih-Fan Ting (Taiwan), degation's chairman said.
would not exceed one second in to as an Airborne Atomic Fre- and chamber music programs. partment of chemistry, all of
"-Pond, a senior government
1,271 years, has been developed quency Standard. It should be- Continuing
major at the university, led a
its established Fisk; and Dr. Anthony M. Tang
come operational for use in Air practice of arranging programs (India), department of econofor the Air Force.
delegation comprised of philForce missiles and aircraft through which student perspec- mics of Vanderbilt. Graduate
osophy student Joyce Farber
ing driven away, conquered by next year.
and education major Rebecca
tives on the world are broaden- students also participating were
The 62 and one-half pound ed and deepened, the Fisk ISC Mafooz G. All (Pakistan), and
adversity, the tent villagers
Freedman, both of Brookline,
did
B.
The
and
Joyce.
(left),
Boston
students
Joyce
of
senBOSTON UNIVERSITY
frequency program for 1960-61 has includ- Satya T. Sethi (India), both of
atomic
will now be able "to remain in airborne
Mass. and Brendan L. Duffy
ior Chu S. P. Okonogwu (ern. Farber, of Brookline, Mass. their homework for the U.N.
their own counties and fulfill standard will replace the num- ed a series of six panel discus- Vanderbilt; and Nozomu Ka-and Robert 13:. Joyce of South
by
meeting
corresponding
fivea
of
Nipart
Lagos,
are
and
(right),
ter), of Nnewi
responsibilities erous crystal oscillators, used sions on the subject, "Decisive wamura (Japan) of Fisk.
civic
their
Boston. Duffy is a literature mageria, describes his homeland student team which joined with the Nigerian Embassy,
as frequency or time standards, Forces in the World Today," in- Participants on all the panels
there."
jor active in campus politics as
for two fellow students who students from 34 other U. S. studying Nigerian political
'vice president of the Young
Dr. Jackson talked frankly, now required to calibrate air- volving faculty members and have described and assessed
of a "Nigerian del. colleges in debating questions history and talking with stupart
were
borne communications, navigaDemocrats, and Joyce is a govfrom the major problems — politiegation" to the Model UN now before U. N. Also on the dents like Chu, who is one of but unbitterly, about highly-pub- tion, guidance, fire control, foreign graduate students
cal, economic, social, and culernment major planning a ca
General Assembly at Duke delegation, not hown, were four Nigerians currently en- licized criticism of his views computers and timing devices. both Fisk and Vanderbilt uni- tural — in each world area unreer abroad.
versities.
university. Senior government Rebecca Freedman, and rolled at Boston university. on racial protest. Taking cogder discussion; no facet of the
"Learning to "think Nigerian"
nizance that he has been quoted First of its kind to be devel- PANEL SERIES
students Gardner Pond, jr., Brendan L. Duffy and Robert
the students turned to both ofas and attacked for belittling oped, the unit has been simpli- The first panel in the series world areas has escaped the
dal and unofficial sources —
"sit-in' and other forms of fied to the extent that only a was held on Feb. 8, with Dr. examination of the discussants
the records of the Boston Uniracial social action, he declar- simple on-off switch is required Harold Bradley, head of the who have looked at population,
ersity African Studies proto operate it. Present oscillators History department; Dr. Fred- education, labor force, health,
ed.
food and housing as they claim
gram, to the Nigerian Embas"I have often been misquoted require frequent calibration, erick Schneider, professor of
world attention.
sy and to several of the Nigeri— sometimes deliberately — often just before takeoff or dur- history; and Dr. Bernard Goran students now studying at the
don, professor of political sci- Remaining panels under the
on my philosophy. I am certain- ing flight.
Charles River campus.
ly not opposed to the sit-ins or The new atomic standard ence, all of Vanderbilt uni- general title "Decisive Forces
Nigeria's voting record in the
to constructive protest. I think does not require calibration, act- versity, as participants. The in- in the World Today" will adU. N. is not a long one — the
we need honest protests—but I ing as its own primary stan- itial panel examined significant dress themselves to "Europe"
country was one of 17 new na(March 15), South America"
on exercising their right to vote. tist convention design to spread think we must also have produc- dard. Operator of the unit needs developments and trends in
By ALFRED DUCKETT
tions admitted to the world body
tion. Op the 'Freedom Farms' no special schooling such as is Australia and Oceania as they (March 29) and Synthesis (April
all
throughout
projects
similar
PLANS
OUTLINES
In 1960 — so the stedents took MIAMI, Fla.
5), with faculty personnel and
formula will be the we are headed beyond protest required on present laboratory impinge upon and help shape
Is their basic guide a statement are moving from protest to pro- In the exclusive interview, Dr. of Dixie. The
graduate students from Fisk
units.
the current world order.
— on to production.
of
furnishing
land,
of
obtaining
of Prime Minister Abubakar duction." The speaker was Dr. Jackson outlined convention
On Feb. 15, Preston King, a and Vanderbilt as participants.
The
will
only
not
clock
small
homes
for
equipand
money
that
observed
Jackson
Dr.
afewa Belewa. When Nigeria Joseph H. Jackson, President plans to follow through on and
ment and the establishment, the Baptist master self-help be airborne, hut can also re- Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
became a sovereign nation in of the National Baptist Conven- expand a gigantic "self-help"
university, and since his PAPER CONTENT
"conof
nation,
the
throughout
has its international as- place the present-day atomic Fisk
plan
program for Negro people in
'October, 1960, he declared that tion, Inc.
graduation as student and teaNew York — Included in one
and
clubs.
"producers"
sumers"
the
that
out
pointed
He
pect.
laboratory units weighing over cher in the London School of
Nigeria would not forget old We were interviewing him in crucial areas of the South.
ton of paperboard are 19(4
-friends, but did not intend to his suite in Miami's Sir John The plan has been labelled The convention will act in the head of the Convention's Com- 600 pounds. No radiation hazard Economics, led the second pan- pounds of waste paper, corru!'align herself as a matter of Hotel where he and his pleas- by the denomination's board of role of the producer and local mission to Liberia leaves for is involved in its operation.
el in the 1960-61 series under pted board and cardboard.
routine with any of the power ant wife were vacationing.
directors "The J. H. Jackson churches as consumers. Each that country March 14.
will
convention
the
in
church
The Baptist leader seemed to
blocs," an that she would work Dr. Jackson's words, proudly Plan For Self-Help."
to "bring all African territories spoken, were related to a dar- Here is how it will work. The serve as a club and will help to capsulize his own philosophy in
produce.
for
money
advance
his final words of the interview.
to a state of responsible inde- ing and progressive project Convention will finance con"Cursing the landlord doesn't
pendence."
which Negro Baptists. under struction of homes. The church Prior to his departure from
With "responsible indepen- his leadership, have undertaken group will be the landlords. his home city of Chicago, Dr. bless the folks in the tents."
Leaving Dr. Jackson's suite
dence" in mind, Pond said, the to bring the significant aid to Those unfortunates who once Jackson's own church, Mount
Alelegation would like to sponsor the beleaguered people of tent shivered in Freedom Village Olivet, contributed $1000 to the and strolling back to our own,
1.resolution calling for a coali- cities in Fayette and Hayden will become productive occu- project, while here in sunny we were struck with an ironic
tion government in the Congo Counties, Tennessee.
pants of the new "Freedom Miami, Dr. Jackson preached at realization. Whites evicted Ne'an urging the removal of all The convention has purchased Farms" sponsored by the Bap- Rev. Thedford Johnson's St. groes for daring to vote. Now,
'Belgian and other "imperialist" 400 acres in Fayette County and tist body. Profits from the ven- John's Baptist Church and from the land purchased by Neforces. "Obviously this is too 200 in Haydi on which homes ture will go into improvements raised an additional $228.
gro Baptists. whites will be
'extreme to be the view of the will be built for Negro families — and expansion to other South- STAY PUT
evicted to make room for the
five Americans we are, but is driven off their land and de- ern areas.
The Baptist leader feels that
Negroes who suffered themsuitable for the five Nigerians prived of Their homes in a re- "Freedom Farms" in the two one of the significant facts of
we are supposed to be," he taliatory economic purge to Tennessee counties represent, the Hayden and Fayette County selves to live in tents for the
.
added,
punish them for their insistence in miniature, the National Bap- program is that...instead of be- sake of human dignity.
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Dr. Jackson Explains
His Self-Help Plan
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PRESTON KING, Fisk alum- peen visitors on Fisk campus. ton Halls, an employee of the
nus, second from left, rep- They are Dr. Luigi Sarzano, Voice of America program at
resentative, Committee of Af- a United States Information Munich, Germany. King was
rican Organization In London, Service officer at Turin, Italy, recent speaker at the Flak Indiscusses Africa snd world Preston King, Peter Krebs of ternational Student center.
affairs with three other Sara 'LW West Berlin, and Gas.
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BaptistHeadCalls For Neutral Leader

College Praises
Women In Politics
PHILLIPS

BALTIMORE, Md. — One of heal Education.
the outstanding events of WornMrs. Vel Phillips, Demorcraten's Week at Morgan State col- ic
National Committeewoman
was
held on Wednesday,
lege
and member of the Milwaukee
March 8, when "Women In Common
(City) Council, adPolitics Day" was observed.
dressed an assembly in the Carl
Three women of national Murphy Auditorium and Fine
prominence were heard by Mor- Arts Center on campus.
gan students during the day- Later
in the afternoon, a
long activities held in conjuncforum was held in the Student
tion with the Institute for PollLogune
Union
featuring Miss
Bertha S. Adkins, Republican
National committeewoman and
outgoing Under Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare,
and Mrs. Marjorie McKenzie
Lawson, a prominent Washing.
ton, D. C., attorney, whose first
job was in Baltimore, in the
old Emergency Relief Commission, where she was appointed
the first Negro case supervisor.
Mrs. Phillips was presented a
key to the city by Baltimore's COLORED PEOPLES the
Mayor J. Harold Grady upon world over are advancing rapher arrival Tuesday afternoon. idly in all phases of world
She was accompanied by Dr. activities, both professionally
G. James Fleming, director of and technically, as evidenced
the Institute.
by the three examples above.
On the left is Cyprian Tseri.
GLOVE CENTER
wa, 23-year-old schoolmaster
Gloversvillle, N. Y., has about of Marandelies, Southern Rhodesia, who is the title holder
200 glove factoriee.

Tennessee

Wanted: Adults
For 4-H Work

I

Foresees Trouble • •
Next Convention
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — The gional session in Zion Hill Bap
National Baptist Convention, tist Church, Rev. T. M. Chain
U. S. A., Inc., Rev. Gardner hers, pastor. Pastors and dele
Taylor, President, held its re- gates from nine western state
attended.
Dr. Taylor speaking in a city
wide Baptist mass meeting call
ed for a neutral Baptist leade:
PAROKEE
to preside at the National Bap
By It. C. DURR
Jessie James Abner was win- List Convention annual sessior
ner of the race recently held until the dispute as to whethei
in front of Mr. Darden's store. Rev. Taylor Jr Rev. J. H. Jack
Mr. Abner, a qualified runner son of Chicago is President it
has been mentioned as a possi- settled by vote of the Conven
gle entree in the State Meet to tion.
"In the interest of peace a
be held in May.
On the third Sunday at the good name of the Cons
3 p.!". St. James AME church, Uon I am proposing that corn
the iJilowing church choirs will Baptist leader who has not bees
present a musical
program: involved in the present Presi
Buelah Baptist Church choir. dential controvercy will preside
Rev. E. Wright, pastor; Church until the delegates can fairly
of God, Bishop Davis, pastor; elect their choice as President
Shiloh Baptist church, Rev. A. PROPOSE POWELL
L. Jarden, pastor; Mt. Zion
propose that either Dr. Mor
Bryant, Rev. Manor, pastor; decai Johnson, President Emeri
New Macedonia choir, Rev. P. tus of Howard university, Dr
Beasley, pastor;
Mt. Moriah Benjamin Mays, President ol
choir, Rev. Darden, pastor; New Morehouse college or Dr. Adam
Hope Baptist choir, Rev. W. M. Powell, pastor of Abyssinian
Bowie, pastor; Mt. Zion AME Baptist church and member ot
church. Bell Glade, Rev, W. the United States Congress,
be
M. Fayson, pastor and Choir asked to preside at the annual
No. 1 and No. 2 of St. James session until a President is elecAME church, Rev. Hooks, pas- ted.
tor.
Any other course is filled with
The first Sunday was a big danger, since Rev. Jackson's
day at St. James AME church. followers
in Kansas City are
Rev. Hooks preached wonder- already loudly boasting
that
ful sermons day and night. Mr. they
plan to have their Baptist
W. A. Stevens, principal of fellow-pastors
jailed.
Everglade, joined church.
Mrs. Sadie Thompson Bell has Of course, Negroes are IP
returned from Cleveland where longer afraid of jails or police
she visited
her son, Charles in a righteous cause, but this
who is a patient in the hospital. kind of talk brings shame to the
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Drum- cause of Christ.
call upon all who are Inmer was weekend guests of
volved to join me in the plan
Mrs. Vallie Drummer.
James Franklin King of Mul- that some Baptist leader of nalins. S. C., is vacationing in tional stature who has not been
our city. This is Mr. King's 5th involved in the present controvisit here. Mrs. Annie
Mae versy be asked to preside."
King and Mrs. Zeola Shard. The Regional Session also
wife and mother of Mr. King raised funds toward supplying
are expected here later.
Rev. Ralph Abernathy and Rev.
henry Robinson and his son Fred Shuttlesworth, Alabama
were guests
at the morning Civil Rights Leaders, with
service at St. lames AME transportation to replace cars
church last Sunday.
seized and sold at auction by
Robert rickols was week end the State of Alabama in conguest of Junior and Corinne nection with these pastors' Civil
Nickols,
Rights, efforts.

Florida

•

of the six mile athletic events
in the Central African Federa•
lion, and was the federation's
first black representative to
compete in international athletics, at the 1960 Olympics
games in Rome. Top right:
Fedna J. Stoll, 28, former British Guiana ship's master, is
learning the techniques of

welding at oxygen - welding
school at Cricklewood, London. Bottom right: Miss Edna Konatey.Ahulu of Ghana,
holder of a B. A. degree from
Durham University, is seen
during one of her piano recitals over the BBC program
"Calling Ghana." (AN.Photo)

N.Y. Links Unit
To Honor Granger

Funeral services tor
Mrs.
JACKSON
,Mattie Barnette Jones were
By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Alice Lee announced held Sunday, Mar. 5. 1961 at
her marriage to Mr. Walter 2 p. m. at Mt. Tabor PresbyRev. R.
Hayes, Saturday eve, March 4, terian church, the
in the home of her very close Smith officiating with Stevenson
in
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Fred and Shaw Funeral Home
was
in the
Whitsetts at 246 Institute St. charge. Burial
RALEIGH, N. C. — "Wanted! at the local county 4-H Exten- The Marriage ceremony was church cemetery.
NEW YORK — Lester B. versity.
Elder
performed by
J. E. The regular P.T.A. meeting
Responsible adults who like'sion Office.
No experience ne- Poindexter, pastor
of Rock of East High school was held Granger, executive director of Granger is also an overseer
boys and girls. Job as 4-H
Club leader. No salary. Must cessary. We train you on the Temple church, of which the Thursday night at 7. A good the National Urban League, of the Florence Heller Gradformer Mrs. Lee is a faithful number of the parents a n d
uate School for advanced studtake pay in smiles and satis- job."
will. be honored for his outies in Social Welfare of Branfaction of job well done. Apply
Wilt you answer the want- member. Mr. Hayes is a prom- patrons were present. The meetstanding contributions to Amer- deis University.
ed? 8,765 men and women in inent member of First Baptist ing was held in the school auican life by the Greater New
The two-fold purpose of the
North Carolina have applied church, serving as deacon and ditorium. C. H. Wilson-president
York
Chapter of
National Links is to promote civic, inand been accepted but there a teacher in the Sunday Sys- of P.T.A. Prof. S. W. Beasley,
Links, Inc. at its fourth annual tercultural and social
activiare still vacancies. There are tem. A reception was given principal
Easter luncheon, April 1 at The ties; and to enrich
the lives of
still boys
and girls of 4-H after the marriage, a delicious The Rev. Willie B. Glass of; Waldorf Astoria.
Several
was
close
served.
menu
its
members
by
working
toward
this city has recently been call.
Club age in the counties, towns
Proceeds from the luncheon common goals. The New York
and cities of North Carolina friends were in attendance. The ed to the pastorate of Mt. Olivet
reside
couple
at
the
will
home
benefit
will
go
Chapter
-to
the
National
is
one
of
100
chapters
Baptist church at McKenzie,
who can't belong to a 4-H Club
'because there is no adult lead- of the groom at 423 So. Church Tenn. It is reported that Rev. Urban League, the New York that are located in major cities
NEW YORK — C. Northcote
at, Congratulations to the new- Glass is doing a very fine job state branches of the National throughout the country.
er to work with them.
Parkinson, well-known British
ly-weds.
at Mt. Olivet, having raised Association for the Advance-,
critic and author of Parkinson's They can't enroll in project The Rev. W. M. Monroe, pas- $500.00 there in his first financial! ment of Colored People, and!
work
and
get
help
In
such
Law (how to make seven emthe
Links Scholarship
Aid
tor of Cumberland St. Baptist effort.
ployees do the work of one), things as vegetable gardening,'church returned home recently The "King &
Queen Wedding" Program, Mrs. Douglass An- 1
wildlife
conservation,
food
prepwriting in the current issue of
from Saginaw, Mich., where program from room 4 of Blairs derson, chapter president statand
conservation,
Architectural Forum has the aration
he attended the funeral of his Chapel Elementary school was ed.'
safety
or
entomology.
following to say about the trafbrother.
a thrilling success. The occa- Granger has spent more than
Whoever
does apply for the
fic probler in American cities:
Funeral services for Mr. G. sion was sponsored by Mrs. F. 40 years in the field of social
job
of
leader
must
be willing
"We realize that many Eurohas headed the
W. Wells, retired mortician and M Booth and was largely at- work and
pean cities have achieved, by to give time, energy, and know- funeral director were held at tended and throughly enjoyable. League
organization
since
how.
On-the-job
leaders
declare
accident, a plan which, for moGreater Springfield Missionary Prof. Rex Curry is principal of 1941. He has held many govthe
"pay"
is
high.
tor traffic, is bad. We seldom
ernmental and private agency
Baptist church where he was a the.school.
remark that nearly all Ameri- They say it comes in watch. member. Rev. J. H. Porter of- Funeral services for Mr. Wal- positions in the field of social
can cities have achieved, by de- in,
boys and girls grow in ficiated. Mr. Wells was "born ter Lee Brown were held Tues., welfare. He served as presiknowledge, skill and self-confi- and reared in Miss., but had at 2 p. m. at Cumberland Street dent of the National Conference
sign, a plan which is worse.
"Yet the fact is clear that rec- dence. That's better than mon- moved to Bolivar, Tenn., in Baptist church, the Rev. W. M. on Social Welfare.
tangular planning is among the ey and it's something money the thirties and established fu- Monroe officiating. Burial was He was elected president of
worst things possible for traf- can't buy.
ntral homes in Bolivar, Tenn., in Browns Chapel cemetery the International Conference of
Will you answer this want-ad Jackson, Tenn., Savanah. Tenn.. with Bledsoe Funeral Home in Social Work at a meeting held
fic, offering nothing but blind
intersections and right-angled for 4.11 leaders? For further and Corinth, Miss., and
for charge.
in Rome the first Amer• • •
turns: and a sharp 90-degree information,
please
contact several years was prominent
ican to head this world-wide
turn is one thing the motor ye- your local county 4-H Club in his chosen profession. Survi- JOHNSON CITY
agency. He is a trustee of the
bide cannot normally do.
agents.
vors include his wife, a brother,
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
State University of New York
a nephew and many other relaMr. Clarence Johnson, Mrs. of Social Work of Columbia Uni
tives and friends
Hattie Duncan, Mrs, Annie BurMiss Mae Alfred Harsten of nette, and Mr. Jack Johnson atsurvived by his widow, Mrs.
New York City, N. Y. was a tended the funeral of their
Minnie Wilson, and other relarecent visitor in the home on brother, Mr. William Johnson in
tives. Interment occurred in the
Mr. and Mrs. Bluefield, W Va , recently. Mr.
he, parents,
circle.
Harsten of 118 Jefferson at. Johnson was a former resident
She was certainly a welcomed of this city. He was also a re- Appreciation services for Rev.
visitor in the home of her tired employee of the Norfolk E. W. Norris as pastor of
Friendship Baptist Church were ALPHA PHI ALPHA fraterni- ty, Tallahassee. Standing in Ford (husband not shown)
BALTIMORE, Md. — Morgan'ty. Morgan State college is pres- parents.
and Western Railroad Co.
ty men and their wives pose
first and second rows are and L. Parkey. Third row:
held
from Feb. 20-26.
Dock
Roberson
Mr.
of
218
State college will begin a new ently the only state-supported
Mr. James Bridwell, of Joneson steps of Coleman library, Messrs and Mesdames W. M. Rev. A. J. Reddick and A. W.
observed
Burton
Day
at
was
st.,
is
Men's
at
home
again
institution
not offering a curboro, Tenn., died in Memorial
at Florida A and M universi. Martin, J. W. Riley, J. R. Wright.
program for the preparation of
riculum in elementary educa- after having spent several days hospital here, Feb. 23. Final St. Paul AME Zion Church on
elementary teachers in Septem- tion.
Jackson-Madison
County rites were held in Jonesboro, the afternoon of Feb. 26, by the
in
ber, it was announced by Presi- The enrollment will be limit- General hospital. He was much Tenn., Feb. 26.
rendition of a program. Mr. K. League sponsored a program on Johnson in Indianapolis.
the night of Feb. 20.
dent Martin D. Jenkins. Plans ed and the program kept rela- improved at this writing.
Those on the sick list are Mr.
Final rites for Mr. John Wil- T. Fitzpatrick was the master
•••
have been made to offer an en- tively small to remain within
Members of Union Spring son. 68. who died in the Nation- of ceremonies.
and Mrs. Ezikel Turner, Mrs PERU
WAVERLY
riched program in elementary,the proper perspective of an Baptist church
and
Blairs al hospital in Memphis, Tenn., The Tri-State basketball tourLola Spicer and Mrs. Alberta
v;ucation within the framework overall liberal arts framework. Chapel Congregation
By M. L. CROSSLAND
were Feb. 5, were held in the Chapel nament was held here in the
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
Boyd.
of a liberal arts college.
It is anticipated that a maxi- guests at the New St. Luke of Mountain Home on Feb. 10, Langston High school gym,
••
Courtney
Rev.
conducted
Salters Chapel senior choir
The program is being institut- mum of 40 freshmen will be Baptist church in a fellowship with Chaplain H. T. Wright of- from Feb. 22-25. Langston High
BOLIVAR
services on scheduled time last
ed in view of the acute need admitted in September. The worship service on last Sunday ficiating. The deceased was a school basketball teams won presented a program at Salters
Words are inadequate to ex- Sunday at Wayman A M E
for elementary teachers and program, however, will also be night at 7:30.
Rev. N. veteran of World War I. He was the T. S. A. C. titles, as the re- Chapel AME church on Feb. 28.
The
Mrs. Maggie M. Goodrich pre- press our heartfelt thanks to church.
the desire of the college to meet I open to sophomres and trans- Davis was the speaker. The a member of a Methodist sult of the tournament.
each of you for your kindness Funeral services for Chriss
the needs of the state and socie-'ler students.
Rev. J. H. Murphy is pastor. Church in Atlanta, Ga. He is The Johnson City Progressive sided: Miss Maggie Vaughn,
to us during our bereavement. Clayton were conducted at El.
was soloist.
The Humble 12 Club had a Your prayers, visits, phone kenberry Funeral home last
sale, Saturday, March 4 at the calls, cards. telegrams, flowers Monday. Rev. James Dupee,
home of Mrs. Virginia Turner. I andn food are deeply approci- pastor of Mt. Herman Baptist
Porch Reed Basketball team ated. May God bless each of Church officiated Burial was
was defeated by Martin high in you. Rev. and Hrs. James K. In Mt. Hope Cemetery.
the annual district tournament. Grimes and children
Mrs. George White, Mrs.
Porch Reed girls defeated CenFuneral services for Mr. G. Thomas Allen and Mrs. Johnny
W. Wells were held at Greater Jackson are all hospitalized at
tral high girls 30-29.
Johnny Correthers, student at Springfield M. B. Church, Mar, Dukes hospital.
Mr. Louis DeVaul, 27 and
the University of Tenn. visited I. Rev, J. H. Porter delivered
father of Mrs. Dewitt Wilson
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. the eulogy.
of
your.:
Funeral
Harold
for
D.. this city died at the home of
J. R. Correthers.
Bob Bradley of the Bronx, N Grimes was held at Greater a niece, Mrs. Anna Topin in
Y. recently visited his mother Springfield. Rev. J H. Porter Muncie. Ind. Mr DeVaul had
delivered the eulogy. been a Muncie resident for over
and other relatives.
Mrs Norma Sue Coleman and Jig sisters and nrothers from 40 years and was s member of
Miss Jerry Mays of Waverly re- out of town were here to attend Union Baptist chur:h. He is
cently visited relatives in Nash- the funeral. Dixie Funeral Home survived by his daughter, Mrs.
was in charge of funeral ar- Alice Wilson and a grandson.
ville.
Miss Janette Phillips is hack ranggements Harold's 5th grade Miles of New Haven, Conn.. 5
In school again after falling and classmates were honorary pall- grandchildren and other rola.
bearers and flower girls.
tivea.
injuring her knee.
Calvin Gholston, Mrs. May. The Sonya,- Red Devils boys' Rev. James Dupee conducted
heel Gholston and Mrs. Bessie basketball team won second services on scheduled time last
Lou Maberr have recovered place in the regional tourna- Sunday at Mt. Herman Baptist
ment recently held at Frazier Church.
from their illnesses.
LEGAL MINDS MEET — recently. They are, left to Gibson, internal revenue of. ila A&M, Attorney Herbert 0.
John T, Walker. Harry To. High in Covington. Gene A.
Mr. anr: Mrs. Johnny JackDean A. A. Lenelr of
These legal minds guided the right, sitting: Attys. Reuben firer, both of Tallahassee, Reid of Washington, D.
, ml" nnd .114,
son are the nrnud parents of Sal
11Pc Leon Johnson Fentress is roach.
Raton Rouge, %Homey ROW
Florida A&M University col Dawkins of Boston, Elmer Prof. LeMarquis DeJarmon of Dean Thomas M. Jenkins of son King of Houston. and of lndiansnnlis recently visited
Graveside servicrs were held baby boy born recently at Duk-M.
loge of I a w institute all Jackson of K
City; Jewel Durham Left to right, stand Florida A&M, Dr. Robert I.. Professor Milton Johnson of relatives in nor city.
March 1 for Robert L. Hender- es hospital.
domestic relations held at Rogers of Chicago; fudge Wil ing: Professors N, I.. Adams Bragg of Massachusetts, At- Durham.
Mrs. Jewell Simmons Is now son, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Read the Chicago Defender—
Florida A & M, Tallahassee, liam Daniel jr., and J. M. and R. L, Williams of Flori- torney Jess Brown tal
living with her son, James Leon Ed Hudson.
only 20 cents per copy.
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Ball Revives Splendor Of H aitian Court

a •

•'HAYTI 1815' was the provocative theme of the 21st
annual Beaux Arts ball of the •National Urban League
Guild. Notables from all fields donned extravagantly
colorful garb and converged on the city's plush Wal.
dorf Astoria hotel which for the evening had become
the Palais Royal de San-Souci in the court of Their
Majesties King Henri Christophe and Queen Marie.
Louise.

Hill Bap
M. Chant
and dele
;ern state

in a city
:eting call
tist leade:
ional Bap
al sessiot
Lo whether
F. H. Jack
resident 0
• Conven

•THE NUL GUILD is an interracial volunteer auxiliary which has as its aim supporting the work of the
National Urban League. It was founded in 1942 in
New York to serve as a liason medium among racial
and other groups, to assist in raising funds and to pro.
ject broad iritra-community programs of educational,
cultural and social activities geared to the aims and
purposes of the UL movement.
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•THE BALL,one of the season's most sparkling benefits, was a gala highlight of the season's social calendar. The revelry took place against a glittering backdrop which recreated the court of the ex-slave who
became the first Negro king of Haiti. Photo left
Principals in the court were (from left) Harold Jack.
man."Archbishop of Hayti;" Tony Bryant,"The Little
Prince"; Edward Dalton, "King Henri Christophe";
Mollie Moon, "Queen Marie-Louise;" Debbie Bryant,
"Queen's Attendant" and "Little Princesses" Adrienne
and Shari Belafonte.
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• • THE DIFFICULT job of selecting the prize winning costumes from the large number of contestants
fell to judges (photo left) Carmen De Lavallade, currently starring in "Ballads Ballet;" Melvin Douglas.
appearing in "The Best Man ;" Edward Dudley, Manhattan Borough president; Georg Olden, art director;
Standing: Giovanni Buitoni,. president of Button!
Foods Corporation and Judge Samuel R. Pierce.

•
•QUEEN OF THE BALL (photo right) Mollie Moon
(second from left) chats with Earl B. Dickerson, president of Supreme Life Insurance company of Chicago;
Forrest Murden, executive of the Standard Oil company of New Jersey and Bettie Jayne Everett, a member of the NUL Guild and Financial Specialist of the
Chicago Urban League.
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• A BEAUTEOUS BEVY of young ladies are vying
for the 1961 "Miss Beaux Arts" crown. (photo above).
The group surrounding Delores Daniel, "Miss Beaux
Arts" of 1960, includes (from left) Joan Murray. Brooklyn; Evelyn Bullock, Nassau-Suffolk; Vivian Jack-

son, St. Albans; Shawn Olden, Westchester; Madelyn
Saunders, Bronx; Emma Smith, East Orange, N. J.;
Alla May Crark, Staten Island and Doris Chambers,
Manhattan.

• AMONG THE MANY resplendently attired contestants in the costume competition was this "lady vol.
titre" who is about to behead the "'Haitian playboy.",
First prize in the competition was won by Robert
Sharp whose Haitian Prince attire was judged the
most authentic.
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Famed Designer Has Plenty To
Say On Women And Sports Wear
Marc Bohan, the new star of until recently French women
the Paris openings, has some wore the same clothes for counpositive ideas on how women try and city, and they are just
should look in sportsclothes, learning. Bohan likes the look
which he developed complete of flats and woolen stockings,
with sketches, in an interview "of a tweed skirt with welting
for Sports Illustrated. They ap- at the hem, worn with a blouse,
pear In the current, March 6, a belt at the waist and an open
issue of the magazine. Bohan's suede jacket, cut like a huntParisian success is a line called ing jacket."
the Slim Look, which, Fashion
And he lies pockets. "It is
Editor Fred Smith observe', yea young to have hands in
has brought the ease of Ameri- the pockets," he says.
can sports clothes to France's
Youth and age enter into Bohaute couture.
han's philosophy a good deal.
Very few American women He feels a woman should never
would disagree with Bohan wear shorts after she has passwhen he says "Nothing is more ed 15 or la years, and if she
ridiculous than for a woman to hasn't a figure for bathing suits,
wear high-heeled shoes and ny- "she should wear it for a swim
lons in the country . . ." but and then get right out of it."

Bathing suits, he says, should
fit the figure and be of ;nickdrying fabric, not jerstir or
wool. "It should just mold the
breast without artificial boning or brassiering," be rules."!
like a low V neckline, and either
all one color or a contrasting
border at the neckline."
-As for slacks, he thinks -they
are fine—"But they mitt itie
Non) with a tunic blouse or
sweater." He doesn't like-the
line of the average woman'ship
bulge.
-.Generally speaking, and'Els
evident in his own collection
right now, Bohan is in faver-ef
youth and casualness. "But,"
he admonishes, "A woman'lies
to be careful to be casual."
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The Five-One CRIC and Social
club sponsored a Patriotic Tea
.,Top
at Clayborn Temple AME
was t
church, recently. The chairman
•
o
of the club, Mrs. Lorine Williams said "although the club is
tpi4
rens i
still in its infancy, the tea was
d
lC:
egla pe
a great success."
Mara
At a later executive meeting
i
Mrs. Williams proposed that
c
each Democratic Ward club
contribute $15 or more each
41(
thi
;di
funis
year to the Democratic Central
music
Committee. she said "this
•4 as me ap fa -isessmioposoionmin•• ,
Lane
money could be used by the
-KAPPA ALPHA PSI'S '61 on Sunday, March 19, with open
committee to relieve the DemoDEBS have been going through house for the public from 1:30
cratic club of its financial burthe charm paces necessary to to 4 p.m.
ser
den." Putting the idea into pracdMe
Csrt
tii
prepare them for their bows The anniversary ceremon>
tice, she sent the Central Comtto
iry. go
to society at their annual De- will start at 2 p.m. with Dr.
mittee $15. Also the club sent
butante Cotillion, to be held M. K. Callison, dean of the
Dr
$5 to the NAACP. She said "both
on Friday, May 5 . . . and University of Tennessee Colleg,
organizations were appreciative
sician
prior to the release of names of Medicine, delivering an ad
of the contribution."
on
c
on
fes
s:
and picture of the current crop dress. Hospital employees wit!
Mrs. Williams called for the
pt. juene files,
service of five to ten years
s
troanm
sfai
Fifth Ward Democrats "to
-"A six weeks charm school will be presented pins by CornII, wa
close ranks for in unity there
The
Blue
Flame
Social dab&
his just ended, culminated with misaioner James W. Moore.
Is strength."
Women were called on today president for women for the was reorganized during a .sa tea held at the YWCA last A history of the hospital will
MISS T. B. SMITH
Honor.
She went on to praise to help bolster the nation's National Safety Council.
cent
meeting
at
the
home. of
Friday evening. The debs-to-be be given by Dr. Leland Atkins,
Confer
"friends from Hyde Park and fight against traffic accidents. "Motor vehicle accidents cost Mrs. Tarleada Cox, club
presiare supervised by THE SIL- member of the executive adWalker Homes, as well as Mrs. "Women can help strengthen the nation $8.4 billion in 1980 in dent. The constitution
and 'v)40UETTES, wives and sweetIreel
. 11egi
Cic
0. Johnikin, Mrs. Theresa Man- the national economy by step- Injuries, insurance and proper- iews of the club will
visory committee.
remain as
hearts of Kappas, this year's Oscar M. Marvin, administraby -Dr
ning, Mrs. D. Levison, who do- ping up accident prevention ty damage," said Mrs. Sayre. before, only the club
song
has
charming, the charming Mrs.
nated "time and money" to the programs in their communi- Speaking of the Carol Lane been.
tor of the hospital, said visitors
Thomas Willis. The first sesthe
club's projects. She also praised ties," said
Mrs.
Raymond Awards for Traffic Safety, which
will be permitted to tour varThe next regular meeting has
sion was on dress, directed by ious departments where disMrs. George Moody, for sending Sayre of Ackworth, Iowa, vice the Council makes each year to been scheduled for the boron of
styles
Mrs. Harlen Smith. Hair
DiThe
and Mrs. Dorthea
women and
women's
a cake for the tea and Mrs. Winplays will depict their activiHolmes, the club
and make-up sessions were
er
parents' organizations for out- reporter. Mrs.
nie Williams for sending deco- WYOMING COAL
Lucy
ties.
Murray
is
well-known
under direction of
Alpha Gamma chapter of Al- Seward holds the BA. degree rations. oBth ladies live in Chiether
Wyoming has about 20.000 standing contributions to traf- the secretary.
cosmetologist, Mrs. Allure S. Representatives of the press, pha Gamma Chi Dororitu pre- from Arkansas State AM&N col- cago.
evi
epdh
a anypeied
square miles of coal deposits. fic safety, Mrs. Sayre said that
were
television
radio
and
and
grace
on
session
Lee. A
sents Miss Tulle Borgard Smith lege of Pine Bluff. He is a
the nation's costs from traffic
at
a
hospital
guests
of
the
BarMrs.
by
held
was
etiquette
in a creative Art and Musical member of the Alpha Phi Alpha
t whi
accidents no doubt would have
bara Neal, Teen-age Director luncheon held on last Monday. fete Friday night, April 7, 8 fraternity.
been higher last year if womof Vance Avenue YWCA; and CO-ETTES LOOK TO
p. m. at Bruce Hall, LeMyne Alpha Gamma chapter has a
was C
not
had
en's organizations
tl% do's and don'ts of dating at CHICAGO
college.
party
revolving
Initiated and supported traffic
scholarship
plan
;Other session was under the The Memphis Co-ettes were Miss Smith, a teacher of the which includes students who are
faculty
safety programs in their comdirection of Mrs. Hollis Price. the guests of Miss Marilyn Little Rock public schools in interested in science research,
munities.
The last session was devoted to Isabel 'ast Sunday evening, at the elementary department, is a business, nursing and medicine.
faculty
The Carol Lane Awards, espersonality, discussions led by the home of Miss Isabel's graduate of Shorter college. She This creative art and musical
fbBaa
.
tablished in 1951 by Shell Oil
brother, in Holiday Heights. At
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones.
the hi
received a B.A. from Philander fete will be for the benefit of the
Co., and named for Shell's
The Silhouettes will meet the meeting, Mrs. W. 0. smith college. Both are in Lit- sorority's fund.
D
o,
fMotDr.
Women's travel director, are
Miss Hazel Pyles had Mrs.,.
With Mrs. Ruby Jean Lewis Speight, Jr., will speak to the tle Rock, Ark. She has done
administered by the National
this Sunday to make plans for members on the "Art of Being special graduate work in oral
L. Harrison, along with Mr..1,
Safety Council through a Shell
the training sessions which will a Week-end Guest", in prepare- i
T8018
nterpretation at Northwestern
grant. The awards are the only Harrison and other Zeta sorors
be held on dancing and the cotil- tion for the trip to Chicago, university, Evanston, Ill.,
:
e
rrr
's l
oye
and
national recognition of women for dinner last Sunday evelion itself.
anticipated by the Memphis speech
fCaion
and
ning,
at
Stagecraft
work
at
for
their
work
in
traffic
safety.
her
home,
Saratoga
STELLAR JAZZ CONCERT
chapter, on the occasion of the Fisk University of Nashville.
DEADLINE; JUNE 1
ave.
Jazz lovers will be in their Installation of the newest chap- s
t
a
eliegritl
ug
inYai
he has also had training in
Nominations for the current
night,
element come Saturday
Mrs. Harrison, who is the Naer of Co-Ettes, Inc. on Easter Creative Dramatics and Speech.
let
pfeesid
.
awards
program
will
be
acceptwhen
m.,
March 18, at 8:30 p.
tional Executive secretary 'of
Miss Smith, a member of Sigweek-end.
by
the
Cauncil
until
June
1.
ed
College
LeMoyne
Bruce Hall at
MEMPHIAN ON
Entries will be judged in three Zeta Phi Beta sorority, was the
ma Gamma Rho sorority, is an
is expected to be hanging out
MAGAZINE'S BOARD
categories
— rural areas and speaker Sunday at St. rail'
artist of rare talent in dramais
early,
such
sign
the SRO
We are indeed happy to learn t ics and has presented recitals The Owen College Debutante
cities of less than 25,000 pop- Baptist church for the publie
the enthusiastic anticipation enSociety initiated nine new mem,
CAJAL,
Appearances here may suggest that re- ulation; cities of 25,000 pop- program of Alpha
suing over the news that two that talented Mrs. Marilyn Polk rom the East to the West coast
Eta Zeta
C
h
eyll
i
ei
lltn
Str
g
c:
.t4
orchestras, directed by Onzie Holmes, '59 Manassas gradu- Her original style performance bers into the organization in an search is resorting to the crystal ball — but nothing could be ulation or more, and statewide
chapter of Zeta
Phi Isla
impressive ceremony, Satur- farther from the truth. The picture was taken to dramatize the projects.
Horne and Larry Muhoberac, ate, was one of three Southern h as been said to be in demand
promise that food research holds for the future.
day, March 11, at the college.
In each category the awards sorority. Mrs. Harrison it *bin
will appear in a Jazz Workshop University of Iowa coeds ap- or those who love fine arts.
eflV
Food research is under spur
Houston, Tex.
will be:
pointed to the College Board of "Acting is a science and an
Ruby Miller, Dancy Turner,
in concert.
in colleges and universities, In
product development. He said
First place — a $1,000 Sav- Other Zeta sorors attend*
The jazz festival is being Mademoiselle Magazine. They art as well when you see the Claudine Hester, Andrea Hill, government agencies and the scientists also hope to learn
Dll
Ww
Eid
the dinner were Mrs. Loretta
presented by Fred Cook of are among 842 students at 330 erformance of this artist," Sarah Martin, Wanda Stovall, throughout the food Industry. how the human body can use ings Bond and a bronze scullsKateo, Mrs. Helen Waterfattl.
WREC-TV and sponsored by the colleges who will report to the said a member of the sponsor- Ethel Myles, Mary A. Orr, and The findings of the various its food more efficiently and ture symbolizing woman's proMiss Utoka
Quarles,
Miss
tective instinct.
LeMoyne Student Council.
magazine this year about activ- ing sorority, "as she takes you Erma Dockery were activated research projects, eventually, how food nutrients act as enSecond place — a $500 Sav- Odell Boswell and Mrs. il.tAta
could have far-reaching effect ergy suppliers and as bone and
to a 'Street In Brownsville' to after serving
Genial Onzie Horne, who has ities on their campuses.
a probationary pe- on the foods available in the muse* builders.
UR
a
bas-relief R. Ward.
ings Bond and
a big following in Memphis, will As College Board members, the 'Hair Dresser,' or you can riod of two weeks. These young future and on what we know
Other studies concern the reMiss Pyles was assisteal bs
present an orchestra composed the women will complete as- enjoy 'A Song In The Front ladies met all the requirements, about man's oldest and most lationship between calorically- plaque of the sculpture.
Third place — $250 in Savings entertaining her guests triz hgr
mostly of high school band di- signments in writing, editing, Yard,' or just listen to a girl in with emphasis on scholarship universally-used product—food. balanced diets and obesity, Dr.
Bonds, and a bas-relief plaque sister, Mrs. Georgia P. 4tuin,.
rectors. The following band di- fashion advertising or art, in love with 'Her Date.' Whether and personality
Among those food leaders Krieger said.
The food industry's progress of the sculpture.
rectors will be on hand: Her- ccmpetition for 20 guest edi- in a romantic mood or classic. The final ceremonies were who have broadened their over•
In addition, certificates of MUSICAL PROGRAM
Miss Smith has the artistic held in the music studio of all research program is Camp- from now on, he added, will
man Rankins, Carver High; torships
to be awarded by the equipment in whatever form or
bell Soup Company, which just depend to a large degree on merit are awarded other out- The Male Chorus and ?be*
bariton, tenor, alto sax and
Howe
Hall.
A
buffet
dinner
was
in
developments
basic
research
opened new Food Science and
magazine in May.
of the St. Peter MB divan,
standing entries.
drama she may present, the so- served later.
baritone, tenor, alto sax a n d
Nutrition Laboratories in Cam- the life sciences. These are
CHIT CHAT
Any American woman more 1442 Gill ave., are havilgra
ririty contends.
Wdnder High (West Memphis),
Mrs. L D. Sugarmon, Mrs. den, N. J. The laboratories, very complex, he said, and just
musical program Sunday It,
tetior, alto sax and basson; Dr. John E. Jordan is as Samuel Seward will serve as L. T. Bell and Miss Dorothy Mc- covering 39,000 square feet, now are beginning to reveal than 18 years of age who is not
employed in traffic safety work, March 19, 7:30 p. m. Rev. Orli.
Eierson Able, Manassas High, proud as the proudest peacock accompanist at the piano. Mr. Kinnie, all of the college facul- house 90 scientists' and their some of their secrets.
The laboratory facilities also or any women's or parents' Gaston, pastor, Brother D=salto, tenor sax and flute; Her- over the birth of their first
ty, were guests of the Debs and assistants dedicated to basic Include
six experimental kitch- group, is eligible for the Carol ter, director and Brothetnr.
product and bacteriological
bert Thomas, teacher of vocal child, a lovely little son, prewere presented with corsages. research.
ens, where chefs assist in de- Lane Award.
Brooks, clerk.
trumHigh,
Carver
sented
by
at
his
music
charming wife,
The Debs have as one of their
Some of the investigations velopment of new products, or
pet baritone horn and French Nedra, on March 2, at Hubbard
objectives to promote and act Include searches for new sour- work to improve those already
horn: Roy McLemore, also of Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
as symbols of finer womanhood. ces of food, according to Dr. on the market. The goal is to
Carver, trumpet, baritone horn Elated too, are Dr. and Mrs.
111`,W111'; 1141F11 Mitt
A "slumber party" was held C. IL Krieger. Campbell's di- Improve the present and pave
.
65/ 7
)
way for a better future.
and French horn; Nelson Jack- C. J. Walker, Dr. Jordan's
in the Deb's club room as a rector of basic research and the
son, band director of Douglas mother and step-father, who reclimax of the day's activities.
tag tti elX"o.ovej
High, piano and bass home; side in Nashville. The little newand Robert McGhee Mitchell comer has mother and dad of
Road School band director, whom to be proud, Dr. Jordan's
Miss Velma Cochran was hostbass and cello.
outstanding accomplishm ent
Rounding out the Horne band having come to light in more ess to the Stitch and Chat Sewing club last Wednesday night.
i4: Daniel Harvey on the than half a page in the reA brief business session was
Lie, as)
tr$nbone and baritone horn; cent edition of Who's Who in
hawse
presided over by the President
AhJackson drums, and Juanita
Tennessee, while Mrs. Jordan Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson, after
Reddick, vocals. Mr. Home will interrupted
her graduate studies which Mrs. Mattie Smith, in• Welk:
w
be. at the piano.
at Fisk University, to present stalled the officers.
pera.
Mr. Mulhoberac's lineup in- the Jordan heir.
Miss
Cochran,
vice
WiWspresident;
J
cludes: Vernon Drane, baritone Mrs.
William (Andrewnetta) Mrs. Ruth Odell Burker, secre%ANA,
sax; Richard Scianni, tenor Jones and her
two children tary; Mrs. Julia Leonard, assax; Gene Maharrey, alto sax; left last Sunday for
a three week sistant secretary; Miss Carrie
George Tidwell, trumpet; Ric- stay in
dark
Orlando, Florida, where Canada, treasurer; Mrs. Edna
hard Mosteller, trumpet: Joe they will
1Cof
Amazing, but true! A fortune in brilliance and beauty
be the guests of Mr. Gillard, business manager; Mrs.
d Geralamo, trumpet; Wayne Jones' aunt.
How we envy the Eva Hill, chaplain, and Mrs.
o_ttR11,
Oldham, trombone; Bobby
yet priced so low A blazing array of lovely creations in
vacationers of this time of year, Corine Cochran and Mrs. Mary
Alescius, bass; Ronnie Capone, who can
get away from the Jordan, sewing instructors.
a-c-k e
attractive 14-kt, yellow gold or
drums; Cyd Mosteller, vocals, rigors of
households and jobs
The surprise box was won by
and Larry Hulhoberac, piano. to soak up
*outsell
sunshine and beauty Mrs. Leonard. Next meeting
white gold mountings.
This stellar show, a truly in- of lush
past' 41
surroundings, such a will be held with Mrs. Eva Hill
the coc
tegrated affair, as are all Le- are
offered by the Florida on Saxon ave.
Moyne programs, will be town
landscape.
At the close of the activities
talk for a long time to come.
Get-well wishes are sent post- the hostess served a delicious
Tickets are being sold by Le- haste
to Mrs. Chaney Davis, repast.
Moyne Students and may be who
is very ill at her home on
purchased at LeMoyne College's Quinn
U. "Fabtlera
A.
"Fabulous • FlfW.
mom
Avenue.
ROAD SURFACING
business office. They will also Bride
an'•
Fifty"
Bridal Set sad
II-Dlameed
soye
Carole Letting Calla- Kansas City—An estimated 48
Bridal net. $RO.
Wedding Rand. All 3
AIME
be. on sale in the box office of way and her new
Slues S56.
husband will percent of U. S. rural highways
Bruce Hall on the night of the be highly
HIGH IN ENEROY VALUM...LOW IN C0SIC:
AWN
feted next week-end are surfaced.
concert . . . if there are any when her
INORUDIIINTIts
wee
parents,
Atty.
and
available at that time!
bed.
ash
,01110
1 41/4-er.. am tree
Mrs. A. A. Letting will compliTHE SOCIAL CALENDAR
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Everyone Loves
ment the young couple with a
smsetweees asap
Springtime is traditionally brilliant
gratad
srelereste
k' Ihw
asellI
""
3.
sh
.bl
epee
reception
on
Sunday
Salads
Made
with
swims
eve water
dance time here in Memphis evening . . . as
well as num214 eves Met snaked Itlesiesi
I sup weseg anwntenn awe
and dances are breaking out trims
other
complimenting
Has
all over, to wit: Collegians and parties being given by
.00
IPARTNIODI
family
the younger set flocked to the friends.
1.Early in the day, bniek tuna into small please, stir In codasset:
C. "Fabulous rft y ••
D. "T•beloos Fifty"
last
Tennessee Alumni Dance
pimiento, RiaelaM Rice, Tabasco sewie. Pack liberal 54ougr'
7
01 a mond
(1 u ate
In-Dla In end
Wedding
Sing $60.
Ni.(. toe.
of mixture into wet custard cup. Unmold into•greased dallata
Friday night, where the theme
baking-earving dish. 2. Make e thnbalea, wetting the coo es.,..,,'
...
Spring"
into
was "Swinging
time. Covey well and refrigerate. 3. At meal time mix togetheg-..
and we hear a rollicking good
mushroom soup end water and pour mixture over timbales: on cheese. 4. Bake in pre-heated 360° F. oven 30 t4'
time was had, what with the
or until cheese bubbles and browns. Makes
$6
college crowd home for spring
luscious servings.
break.
Riceland Rice is a perfect partner for any meet vegetable.
Easy,.
too. No paring or peeling or washing. High in
fruit. F.=
Thursday night, March 16,
low in coat, and non-perishable.
energy
find the LOAFERS CLUB The 20th Century
club of
subscription
as host to a spring
First Baptist church on S.
•••=1.^
dance; and the following night, Lauderdale is making plans for
05
GERSOPPA
DUKES,
who
1/C. "F•buleas
"F • to Is I • tr •
Fifty"
THE
Fin 1
"Fabulesre
F.
its annual "Green Tea" which
New trate were te serve else
I
Dl..mend
Fifty"
St.,,'.
trisects
Mamma Pendant PG.
annually sponsor a stellar fash- has been set for Sunday, At Grocers
Rine. see.
Write Ricelaad Rice,
,,..d flolltalre SSA.
P.O. am RIS
ion show on Easter night, will March 28, in the church's edu- liverywhisre
Detail
...1. !merged 're ahow 'Mout, And
Dim"
Act.
dance,
subscription
sponsor a
cational building from 4 to 6
"
717'"ACE-t•-•A=.,_
also to be held at 'Currie's Club p. m.
Tropicana.
A program of songs, poems,
SPEASific.
CRUMP HOSPITAL'S OPEN instrumental solos, and brief
RICELAND
Always Ar.k for SPEAS I
ICI
RICE
HOUSE
remarks has been planned acCrump
Memorial
E.
H.
The
cording to the chairman of the
ST.
MAIN
DOWNTOWN
SOUTH
STORt -144
•11
Hospital at 553 Jefferson, will affair, Mrs. C. Cowan. Rev, H.
Also at LAMAR-AIRWAYS • POPLAR-HIGHLAND PLAZA • NORTHGATE
celebrate its Fifth Anniversary Clark Nabrit is pastor of the
at ceremonies to be conducted church.
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Installation Tea
Held By Sarasises

by
Anna C. Cooke

,Topping the week's activities they were united in Holy Mawas the seventy-ninth celebra- trimony in the lovely home of
A large number of guests at- rice Crenshaw, Mrs. Maggie
tion of the founding of Lane Col- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Whitsett
tended the Installation T e a Matlock, Mrs. Mildred Ha 11.
on
lege. The official program was Institute St. last Saturday
held by the Sarasis Social club Mrs. Annie Lee, Mrs. Viola
at
presented in the Lane College 6:00 o'clock in the evening. The
last Sunday afternoon at the Suggs Mrs. Lucille Littlejohn,
Chapel at 5:00 p.m. on Sunday, ceremony was performed by Elhome of Mrs. Naomi Gochett, Mrs. Margaret Falls, Mrs?
March 5 with President C. A. der Poindexter in the midst of
1959 Clovis Lane.
Johnnie King, Mrs. Francis
Rirkendoll, presiding The aca- decorations of beautiful spring
Tables were picturesque, em- McDonald, Gene Bass, Georgie
d.mie procession was had with flowers. Mrs. Margaret Savage
bellished with center pieces King, Mrs. Viola Fifer, Mrilf
the. Lane College Band, under stood with the bride, very stunWallace, Mrs. Ralph
carrying out club colors in pink Jana
the direction of Kenneth Martin, ning in blue and Mr. Ivory Wedcarnation held in silver vases. Ward, Mrs. Orlene Wilson,
furnishing the music. Additiona' dle stood with the groom. The
Installation officer was Frank Mrs. Corine Glisby, Mrs. B.
*music WAS furnished by the bride was attired in white, car- ZETA THEATRE PARTY — ire, guests of the Zeta Thea- ments, compliments of Zeta several sorors were on hand
Kilpatrick, who is first v i c• D. Hayes;
A group of honor society stu- tre Party, held recently. The Phi Beta sorority. Miss Er- at
Lane College choir, under the rying a hand bouquet
emphathis
activity
president of the Shelby Collis- And Mrs. Susie Currie, Mrs.
direction of Robert G. Owens. Immediately following t h e dents from the various high students enjoyed "The World ma Claxton, chairman, repre- sising service to children and
ty Democratic club.
Carolyn Suggs, Mrs. Rube
Mrs. Essie M. Perry, executive ceremony, Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw schools of Memphis pose in of Susie Wong" and refresh- sentatives of Zeta Amicae and Youth.
Installed as president w a s Meektns, Mrs. Bernice Viersecretary of the Alumni Associa- headed the receiving line which front of the New Daisy theeMrs. Helen King. Other offi- sham, Mrs. Dorothy E. Greene,
tion gave the 79 year old his- led into the beautiful dining
A GUIDE TO GOOD
cers were: Mrs. Elsie Jones, Mrs. Edna Parker, Mrs. Martory
. of the college.
room where guests were served
vice president; Mrs. Ardelia garet Clay, Mrs. Frankie WilDM Henry Turkel, noted phy- punch, cake squares, nuts and
McGhee, Mrs. Annie Pettis, as- liams, Mrs. Rosa Nichols, Mrs.
sician and inventor ot the fam- mints from the beautiful dining
Ellen Knight, Mrs. Elizabeth
ustant secretary; Mrs. Essie
ous Turkel needle which saved table, decked with a natural
Plunkett, Mrs. Fannie Thomas.
Trice,
financial
so many lives in giving blood lace cloth and a centerpiece of
secretary; Mr. and
By
Mrs. Jesse
Ross
Mrs. Alta Moore, treasurer;
transfusions during World War roses. Attending the table were
James Houston, Mrs. Amy InGRACE
WILLIAMS
Mrs.
Annie
Boyd, benevolent gram, Mrs. Catherine
II. was the speaker for the oc- Mesdames Lillian Parker and
Gradys
treasurer; Mrs. Doris Bowers, Mrs.
casion and was awarded the Nilia Bishop. Receiving the
Are you a perpetual dieter
Gladys Dortch, Mn.
business manager; Mrs. LeHonorary Degree in Science, guests at the door were Misses with a sweet tooth?
Jeannie Moore, Mrs. Ruby WilMost people
thia Douglas, parliamentarian
Conferred upon him by Dr. C. Anonia and Margaret C. Savson, Mrs. Margaret Shipp, Mrs.
who must watch the calories
and Mrs. Louise Sarasis.
A"1C.irkendoll, president of the age, while Mrs. Jessie Savage
Mary Gilbert, M r s. Dealene
college, after he was presented seated the guests. Music was closely find that their biggest
Among guest attending were: Beane, Mrs. Eloise Loggias
by -Dr. A. Edward A. Hudson, furnished by Mr Daniel Glass. problem is pacifying the sweet
Mrs. Gloria Irvin, Mrs. Beat- and Mrs. Mary Lou Bryant.
tooth. This doesn't have to be,
bfb-chemist and chairman of MAKE FINAL PLANS
William F. Meacham of 1936 Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
the Division of Natural and PhyMrs. Odessa C. Beck enter- if you know how to use the arQuinn.
eitsal Sciences at Lane college. tained the members of Nu sig- tificial sweeteners that are on
and Mrs. Joe D. Morton of 362
Born
at
John
Gaston
Hospital
Daughter, Bessie, to Mr. and Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
The noted physican lectured ma Chapter of Sigma Gamma the market There are several, one inch of water. Sprinkle with MARCH
Edith,
4
Mrs.
Joe
L.
Martii
of 376 Scott Mrs. Thomas Cooper of 1249
te'the Lane College students and Rho Sorority, Inc. at the regu- with saccharin and sucaryl a few grains grated nutmeg.
Daughter, Zuandra, to Mr.
Son,
Deughter,
Tony,
probably
to
Jacqueline to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs Firestone,
being the more popu- Bake 50 minutes, or until knife
other interested persons on Fri- lar monthly meeting last Satand Mrs. Jack C. Gibson of 781
MARCH 8
inserted near edge of custard and Mrs. Darnell Butler of 24 Austin Smith of 414 Leath.
day evening in the Lane College urday. Beautiful red roses were lar ones.
Alma.
Son, Willie. to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter,
chapel. His stay on the campus used throughout Mrs. Beck's Saccharin may be added to comes out clean. Cool before W. Colorado.
Gearline, to Mr.
Daughter, Earnestme, to Mr,
at which time he was accom- home, for decoration and the beverages and foods that do serving. (Makes four servings- Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Willie L. Jones of 429 S. Lauder- and Mrs. Louis Williams of
and Mrs. Earnest Pugh of 1043
Mrs. Hildra Durham of 251 dale.
1433 James.
panied by his charming wife, lovely centerpiece on the din- not require cooking. The tablet 82 Calories each.)
MARCH 6
Leath,
Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs. Tupelo,
was concluded with a dinner ing table was the center of at- may be added as such to liquids, CHERRY JAW
Daughter, Tosha, to Mr. and
party on Monday night in the traction as the sorors entered or crushed and sprinkled to Dissolve 15 scaryl tablets in Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Bobby Bates 0( 1770 Eldridge.
faculty seminar room in the I. to the buffet style dinner. As- sweeten cereals and fruits, or 1-4 cup canned, unsweetened Mrs. Johnnie Bachus- of 3579 Mrs. James Gathright of 669 Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Roosevelt Siggers of 644
dissolved
in
a
spoon
with
water
Mississippi.
Ayers,
Calvin Jeams of 747 S. Cooper.
B. Tigrett Science Building. The sisting with the serving were
sour red cherry juice (8 Ounce Yokley cove.
or juice and then added. The
faculty members, their hus- Mrs. Helen Owens. Miss Marie
can). Add one teaspoon unflav- Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Son, Kenny, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Doris, to Mr. 'and Daughter, Colleen, to Mr.
sweetening
power
of
1-4
grain
Mrs.
James Artis of 1386 Ens- Earl Shells of 625 St. Paul.
Mrs. Jake Givens Of 1304 Cum- Mrs. George Richmond of 151,9
bands and wives and of course Cole and Miss Dorothy Hamlett.
ored gelatin and let solten five
of saccharin is equivalent to
mason.
Cella.
the honorees were the guests At this meeting, final plans
Son, Oscar, to Mr. and Mrs. mings.
about one teaspoonful of sugar. sweetened sour red cherries, Daughter,
Kathy, to Mr. and Oscar Wright of 1489 Miller.
of Dr. A E. A. Hudson.
Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and Son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
drained, and one tablespoon
for the "Debutante Ball" were A bitter after taste
may
develop
Mrs.
Junior Lytle of 283 Adol. Another feature on the Foun- made. The ante for this gala
powdered pectin. Cook and stir
Daughter, Rose, to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore King of 3064 Cry- Cecil Echols of 1353 Nichols,
it used in excess.
phus,
der's Day program was the un- occasion is April 14, 1961. Young
Mrs. Acye Boone of 260 Chel- stal.
Doughter, Janice, to Mr.
Sucaryl may be purchased in over medium heat until mixture Daughter,
Damita, to Mr. and sea .
veiling of the portrait of Mrs. ladies are being presented from
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs.
powder, tablet or liquid form, comes to a fast, tumbling boil. Mrs. Alfred
William Bland of 891
Hampton of 747 OrCorrye Stevens who was so af- all sections of West Tennessee.
James Greer of 1375 Niese,
minute,
Boil
one
remove
from
S.
Fourth.
and may be added to food that
Son, Robert. Mrs. and Mrs.
ange,
feCtionally called Mother Stev- Many of the aspirarts will be
Daughter,
Ethel,
to
Mr.
and
Son,
requires cooking, baking or can- heat and stir in 1-4 teaspoon al- Son,
Sherman, to Mr. and
Ernest, to Mr. and Mrs. William Agnew of 3000 Broad. Mrs. Cornelius Johnson of 1080
etIrby those who knew her. Pre- recipients of scholarships to
Mrs. Curtis Bonds of 1508 Lock.
ning, without producing a bitter mond flavoring. Cool. Cover and Marion
Hayes of 143 E. Olive. Son. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Firestone,
senting the portrait to the col- help further their education.
taste when used in ordinary store in refrigerator. Jam will
haven.
Son, Gary, to Mr. and Mrs. L. Lester of 3036 Broad.
tele was Mrs. Gladys Davis, Sigmas everywhere mourn the amounts.
Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Milton, to
A 1-8 gram Sucaryl keep about a week. (one table- Eddie
Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes of 279 Hernando. Son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Patterson of 61
president of the Corrye Stevens loss of Mrs. Susie Porter
Wiscon- Isaac Munn of 955 lioward.
0'- tablet or 1-8 teaspoonful of the spoon — seven calories.)
Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Felix of 771 Josephine. sin.
COCOA
Music Club, in honor of "Moth- Daniels. The Omega Rho cere- solution is equivalent
Son,
to the
Earnest,
to Mr. and
Robert A. Miller of 812 Le- MARCH 7
Sucaryl tablets
er Stevens who was known mony for the deceased sister sweetening power
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lonzie Smith
of one teaof 676 Geor11
/
2 cups milk (skim milk may Moyne park.
throughout the United States for was held at St. Paul C M E spoonful of sugar.
Daughter,
Sheila, to Mr. and Edward Madison of 929 S. gia.
A bitter after
be used to further reduce cal- MARCH S
her traveling group, the Lane church Tuesday, March 7, 1961 taste will develop if too much
Mrs. Sherman Rutherford of Fourth.
Son, J. L., to Mr. and Mei.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. 776 Winton,
ories)
CnIlhge Glee Club which was at 8:15 p.m. The ceremony was is used. As a precaution, use
Son, Danny, to Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Covington of 970
Lenow.
Robert Harris of 766 Hobert,
under her direction for many climaxed With the singing of the less than the recipe
Son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dowdy of 1639 Brookins.
calls for; 1 1-2 tablespoon Cocoa
Daughter, —Beatrice, to Mr.
Son,
Earl,
to
Mr.
and
years. After retiring, Mrs. StevMrs.
James
Miller
of 691 Wells.
Son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. William Dean of
then slowly add more Sucaryl Few Grains sait
hymn.
sorority
Joining
in
the
72,
Charles Gregory of 605 S. Lau- Daughter, Teresa, to Mr. and Oliver King of 1591
eill'inade her home in Chicago,
Rice.
singing of the hymn was Mrs. until desired sweetening is 1.4 cup water
111..and is now deceased.
Mrs. Joe Guy of 677 Buntyn.
Procedure: Mash Sucaryl tab- derdale.
Son. Harold, to Mr. and Mrs March 10
Vivian Winrow Barrigher of reached. Some Sucaryl contains
Son, Bruce, to Mr. ant Mrs. Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Finney of 1069
WEDDING BELLS
Leath.
Daughter, to Mn. and Mrs.
Chicago, Ill. She is the niece of sodium and should not be used lets and dissolve in two table- Charlie Givens
*Wedding bells rang for Mrs.
of 63 Looney. Thomas McClain of 3023 Travis Son, Devincra, to Mr.
if a diet low in sodium is pre- spoons of milk. Combine cocoa,
and Huey Brown of 1461 Minnie.
Mrs.
O'Daniels
and
Alone
of
Daughter,
Allee Lee and Walter Hays when
Gloria,
to
Mr.
and
Son,
saucepan,
water
William,
and
in
salt
to
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. John L. Boyland of 1531
Daughter, Tina, to Mr. and
pha Gamma's charter members scribed. Calcium Sucaryl, how- bring to boil and cook two min- Mrs. Rudell Covington of 688 William
Palmoore of 639 Pearl. Willis.
p•
Mrs. Raney Williams of 694
which is the campus chapter. ever, is available so read the utes, stirring constantly. Add Wright.
Daughter,
Carolyn,
to
Mr. and MARCH 9
Castle.
The tenth anniversary of the label carefully if you want the
Calcium rather than the So- milk and dissolve Sucaryl tab- Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Raymond Finnie of 1924 Daughter, Almeda. to Mr. and Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
1490 club was celebrated with a
Sammie
Simmons
double
of
of
the
heat
top
2353
in
lets;
Swift.
EldMrs. Leon Sutton of 1645 Car- Mrs. Edward Watson of 2030
dium Sucaryl. Here are some
banquet last week in the Jack- low calorie recipes that are sure boiler over simmering water. ridge,
Twins, sons, to Mr. and Mrs. negie.
Nedra.
son Recreation Center on Insti- to satisfy your sweet tooth.
Beat with rotary beater before
tute St. Each table was set up BAKED CUSTARD
serving hot.
711,11r
.
"-with flowers and silver service Preheat oven to 350 degrees "A Guide To Good Eating:"
for coffee. Speaker for the oc- F. Dissolve eight sucaryl tab- is a service provided for the
casion was Mrs Rosetta McKis- lets in 2 cups of skim milk. Stir readers of the Tri-State Defendsack who was introduced by in two slightly beaten eggs, one er through the cooperation of
Mrs. C. Golden. The welcome teaspoon vanilla, and a few the Memphis Dairy Council,
was given by Mrs. Walter Mays grains of salt. Pour into 4 cus- Mrs. William's is a teacher of
wth Mrs. Frank Bryant respond- tard cups holding about 3-4 cup Home Econmics at Manassas
ing. A reading was given by each. Set in flat pan containing high school.
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The sleeveless dinner ensenst)le, so smart for summer, was
ghosen by June Allyson from
the current Harvey Bermcoltecadis. The glamorous TV star
in wear it in her television
, "The Du Pont Show
ith June Allyson." Af ter eras, it becomes part of her
ersonal wardrobe.
"Igsigned by Karen Stark in
dark beige, linen-looking fahiCof 65 per cent "Dacron"
lyester fiber and 35 per cent
ottbn, the costume has a
islidd sheath dress and simple
a-t-k e t. Fashion significance
i4 iii the lavish use of white
wurbache braid, the sharp contrast of white on dark beige,
the cool over-all effect.

li

. tiv14:10-240,

Mrs. Eva Gills with remarks
by the president, Mrs. Collins
Jones.
Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw was toastmistress for the lovely occasion.
Members of the club are: Hattie Estes, Mrs. Collins Jones,
Mesdames Willie Mae Prather,
Lillie Shepherd, Mardell Sherrod, Maggie Kindrick, Naomi
Napkin, Eva Gills, Catherine
Hunt, Margaret Reaves, Lillie
Mae Harris, and Marcellus Ozier and Annie Bell Johnson. They
use as their motto: There Is a
Joy in Giving To Others. Next
week you will have the news on
who won the title of "Miss
Bronze West Tennessee." The
title win'. r was named at the
pageant on March 10 in the Merry high school auditorium.
ENERGY LOSS
San Francisco—Only about one
two-billionth part of the energy
radiated by the sun actually
ever reaches the earth.

DRY GOODS
STORE
763 E. Mclemore At Miss,

SULLIVAN'S

Early Spring
And Easter Wear
Tiny Tots To Teens
Dainty, Frilly, Cotton Dresses
Bouffant Petticoats

Choice of Styles, Pastel Shades, and Sizes
Also

For the Little Ones
Easter Rabbits and Baskets

Lay-A-Way Invited
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Consoles - Table Models
Portable and 3 Way
Combinations and Color TV

No Money Down
FREE 6 HYBRID
Rose Bushes - 21
/
2 yrs. Old
With Any Console Or Color TV

Good, Used T.V.'s $54 up

URE & APPLIANCE
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Honor is for Earning
In every man there are qualities known best to those who love him.
The knack for sprinkling tear-filled eyes with sunshine. The patience to hear a child's impossible question, and the understanding
to answer it. The sense of responsibility that makes work and
community service a privilege.
There is honor at home for men like this. And theft Is honor in
business. The men who have these qualities bring to mes.aseponsast
a deeper concept of moral principles ... leadership &pith a &earl
that makes material progress meaningful.

Southern Bell

12

DEFENDER

Add Variety To Lenten Meals

le MARMON., 1.4%

Lilts Club
Make Plans

Week Of Mar. 18-24, 1961,

Sec. Club

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS

For Formal

Installs
Officers
The 1960-61 installation of officers of the Secretarial Association of the Memphis City Schools
was held at Tony's Inn during
a recent meeting. Installed as
president was Mrs. Evelyn
Means King of Lester school.
(Wier officers installed were:
Miss Rowena Stephens, vice
president, Booker T. Washington high school; Mrs. Minnie L.
Robinson, secretary, Manassas
high; Mrs. Lula A. Brown, assistant secretary; Georgia Avenue school; Mrs. Louise E.
Ward, treasurer, Melrose elementary; Mrs. Thelma D. Betts,
chaplain, Hamilton elementary;
Mrs. Juanita Moseley, chairman
of sick committee, Caldwell.
Installation officers was Mrs.
Callie L. Stevens, principal of,
Melrose Elementary School.
Dinner was served following
.
the business session. Mrs. tut,
line Jones of Carver school is
club reporter.
GENERATING NEEDS
CHICAGO — This city requires at least 325 carloads of
coal every 24 hours for the
generating of electric current.

0

If you're looking for a change of pace for Lenten meals, here
In a delightful dish, Broccoli Omelet with Cheese Sauce. Designed to please the most ditrriminating eater in your family,
the omelet has a pleasant crispness contributed by crushed
Corn Flakes which are sprinkled over the omelet before serving.
A cheese sauce is a flavor complement to the broccoli.
BROCCOLI OMELET

WITH CHEESE SAUCE

6 eggs, separated
6 tablespoons milk
teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon butter
margarine

or

ci pound processed American

cup milk
2 cups Kellogg's Corn Flalces
2 tablespoons butter or
IllArgarine, melted
1 cup hot, chopped cooke '
broccoli

cheese

Beat yolks until light; beat in milk and salt. Beat egg whites
until stiff but not dry; fold Mt.; yolks. Melt butter in large
heavy fry pan; pour in egg mixture. Cover and cook slowly
until puffed and lightly browned on under side, about twenty
minutes. Place in slow oven 1300°F.I about five minutes to
cook the top. While omelet is cooking, cut cheese into pieces;
melt over low heat. Add milk gradually, stirring constantly
until sauce is smooth. Crush Corn Flakes slightly; combine with
melted butter. Spread hot broccoli over half the omelet; pour on
part of cheese sauce; sprinkle with half the Corn Flakes crumbs.
Fold other half of omelet over; turn out on heated platter. Pour
remaining sauce over omelet; sprinkle with remaining Corn
Flakes crumbs. Serve at once, garnished with additional hot
cooked broccoli, if desired. Yield: Six serving's.

The lovely home of Miss Elizabeth Lewis, at 3197 Winslow
ri., provided the setting for the
February meeting of the Lilts
Bridge club. With the president,
Mrs. Ethel C. Bell presiding the
Lifts completed the major plans
for their Spring formal scheduled for March 31 at Curries
Club Tropicana.
After a delicious dinner, members and guests competed for
bridge prizes.
Members successful in winning prizes of lovely Spring
jewelry were: Mrs. Annie Bell
Sanders, Mrs. Ethel C. Bell and
Mrs. Frances M. Hassell, in
that order. The guest prize was
won by Mrs. 011ie Mitchell.
Members present, in addition
to those mentioned were: Mrs.
Delores Callian, Mrs. Alice
Harris, Mrs. Dorothy Montgomery, Mrs. Joyce Pinkston,
Mrs. Vera Smith and Mrs. Emily Jackson, Mrs. Evelyn Robertson and Mrs. Janet A. Seymour could not be present.
Miss Lewis also had as her
guest Mrs. Velton Rankins,
TAX STRUCTURE
Washington—The revenue system of the U. S. is based primarily on six taxes: personal
and corporation income; estates
and employment taxes; and the
levies on liquor and tobacco and
others.
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Visit Your
Nearest Quality
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ROSALIE
SCOTT

HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF

I

Bake a fine-textured cake, add a delicious chewy filling
and frost generously with Creamy Butterscotch Frosting
...you're sure to make a hit with your family and friends!
Carnation Evaporated Milk, the whole milk that's been
concentrated to a cream-like consistency, is ideal for
making this frosting smooth and creamy. This frosting
recipe is quick and easy... but ever so good! Carnation
looks and pours like cream, even whips like cream...but
costs less than half as much. Sounds terrific, don't you
think? Do try it soon and see.

HERE IS YOUR
DAY-TO-DAY

HOROSCOPE

CREAMY BUTTERSCOTCH FROSTING
(Frosts one 8 or 9-inch layer cake)
1/2 cup soft butter
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 1/4 cups firmly packed brown sugar 3 to 31/2 cups sifted
confectioners sugar
1/3 cup undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
Cream butter in small electric
beater bowl on high speed until
very light and fluffy. Add brown
sugar and continue beating unto very light. Add Carnation
and vanilla. (Mixture will have
a curdled appearance at first.)
Beat vigorously for 2 minutes
or until very fluffy. Add confectioners sugar 1 cup at a time,
beating after each addition, unC-3$7 Printed In U.S.A. (41)

til spreading consistency. Fill
cake with Praline Pilling. Frost
PRALINE FILLING: Melt 3 tablespoons butter. Stir in 3 cup
firmly packed brown sugar, IA
cup undiluted Carnation Evaporated Milk, 44 cup shredded
coconut and % cup chopped
nuts. Heat over low heat to boiling. Cool.

Henderson

Meeting At
Tenn. A&I
For Alphas

OVet,
Yes Madame,

FILLING

It's time to start "sparking" up to
Dad again. lie is so smart he will never
catch on. Jack Sprat and I have worked
out a special pie for Dad called "Dad's
Roast Beef Pie," that the small fry will
also ask for seconds of. It is chuck full
of succulent beef cakes and vegetables
with brown gravy under flaky Jack
Sprat pie crust. Good to the last bite.
DAD'S ROAST BEEF PIE
PLAIN PASTRI TOPPING
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
In teaspoon salt. 1-3 cup shortening.
2 to 3 tablespoons cold water.
Sift flour and salt; cut in shortening
until pieces are size of small peas.
Slowly add cold water tossing with fork
until mixture will just hold together.

1
2 cup minced
/
1
2 cup minced onion, /
celery, 2 tbsp. fat; 2 tbsp Jack Sprat
Flour; 2 cups cubed left over beef
or veal; 1 cup diced cooked potatoes;
1 cup sliced cooked carrots; 2 tbsp.
chopped parsley; 1 tbsp. Worchestershire sauce; 1 3-ounce can browned
mushrooms and broth; 1 teaspoon salt;
1-8 teaspoon pepper; 1 cup gravy.
Cook onion and celery in ho, fat until
golden. Stir in flour Add remaining
ingredients Simmer 10 minutes Pour
mixture into well-greased, deep 8 inch
pie pan. Cover with plain pastry. Bake
in hot oven (450 degrees) for 20 minutes. I would like to see the smile on
Dad's face. Bye for now.
JANA PORTER

Addison Winfrey became the secretary; Louis Springer, as
president of the Chauffeurs sistant secretary; Henry Milli
Service club for the fourth time burton, treasurer; a position he
during an election and installa- has held 15 years; Doc 011ie,
tion at the home of Mr. and sargeant-at-arms, for the 10th
Mrs. Aubrey Pierce, 2438 Doug- time; and Will Walton, chaplain,
las at.. last Monday evening. for 10 terms.
The election and installation of- The Club was one of Meal.
ficer was W. C. "Bill" Weather, phis' most popular some years
assistant manager of the Foote- ago.
Cleaborn Homes.
Immediately after the regular
Other officers installed were: business session cocktails were
Jesse Smith, first vice presi- served, followed by a buffet.
dent; Nathan Jones, second vice Among guests were wives of the
president; James N. Dukes, club members.

Star Gazing

Stamp Redemption

YOUR QUALITY STAMPS

JANA PORTER

Addison Winfrey
Heads Chauffeurs

Sorority
Inducts 16

There will be a meeting of
Pi Rho Zeta sorority of HenAlpha Phi Alpha fraternity
I state-wide for t h e state of derson Business college, held
Tennessee on Sunday, March its probationary exercises re19. The meeting will be held
cently in which sixteen new
at Tennessee A & I university1
members were inducted into
beginning at 10 o'clock.
the
organization. The young
The day will be spent in
workshops discussing problems' ladies were smartly attired,
facing the chapters in Tennes- and had to perform unusual
see, both graduates and under- pranks, while on the road to full
graduates. This meeting will sisterhood.
be under the direction of Rob- The probates, known as
ert Jacox, regional director of "eggs," activities were culmiAlpha Phi Alpha fraternity for nated by pinning ceremonies
held by their new sisters in
Tennessee.
Greekdom. A celebration party
This will be one of a series
will be held for the new memof state-wide meetings held
bers at Lakeview Country club
over the Southern Region by
next week.
the Vice-President of the Region. Other conferences were
held in Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, North Carolina, South
, Carolina and Florida. Walt'''
.
Washington, Southern
VicePresident attends all state-wide
meetings.

It you were born between the
dates March 15 through March
22, you are a Pisces (fish). The
following is a daily guide for
those days.
Wednesday, March 15. The
moon is in your sign, get ready
for a new campaign in business.
Make plans to expand your personal activities. Be forehanded
and prepare for your future.
Thursday, March 16. Things
will break better for you today
because of the new moon. In
your personal life you will have
the green light to all undertakings, especially financial opportunities.
Friday, March 17. Are you an
artist? Then stress that today.
Future benefits are derived
from this day's activity with
business and professional matters being uppermost in impor
tance. Avoid romance or personal matters today.
Saturday, March 18. What you
put off yesterday you should undertake today. Delve into those
personal events and build them.
Family and friends should be
concentrated on also, today.
Sunday, March 19. Be careful, don't let the dark catch you
away from home. This is a time
for caution due to carelessness,
maybe not on your part, but you
should watch out for accidents.
Going somewhere? Just be
home before dark.
Monday, March 20. Things are
certainly in the wind today.
Don't rely on yourself in business matters if things don't all
go too well t od a y. Talk to
friends and people fruitful in

the ideas that you need. Watch
the afternoon for money setbacks.
Tuesday, March 21. Celebrate
tonight for all is well. But only
through hard work. The sign
says you might expect some
money gains from some source
today. Watch the p.rn, and work
hard in this part of the day.
Wednesday, March 22. Time
for Spring cleaning, so work in
the home for its improvement.
Get out and see how you can improve your place by shopping
scrupulously for fixtures and accessories.
ORE CONTENT
RENO, Nev. — Ores which
produce silver almost invariably also have traces of gold.

Buy Your 1961I

NEW FORD
CARS OR
USED CARS

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

H U LL-DOBBS
World's Largest Ford Dialers
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

Special Discount
ALUMINUM CARPORT—BOAT PORT OR PATIO
COVERS

Health Club
Entertained
By Member

ATTENDS MEET
Owen College Dean-Registrar
Mrs. Aline Franklin of North
Thomas I. Willard and Business Dunlap entertained with Mrs.
Manager Leotis Peterman at- Elizabeth Taylor as co-hostess,
tended the annual meeting of the Annie L. Brown Health club
the National Association of Col- recently. The session was held
legiate Deans and Registrars, in Mrs. Franklin's home.
March 13-15 at Prairie View colAlthough one of the members,
lege in Prairie View, Tex. Mrs. M. M. Dulaney was a reTheme for this year's session ported patient at Collins Chapel
was "Imperative in Higher Ed- hospital and was absent, 18 atucation." Owen college has tended the meet. Plans were
been a member of the associa- completed for the Tea and
Baby contest to be held Suntion since 1955.
day, April 23, from 4-7 p. m. at
Lelia Walker club house.
WOMEN POLICE
A turkey dinner was served
There are about 1,200 women
after the business session.
police officers in the U. S.

Up To 8' x 20'

Belvedere

50

DELUXE ALUMINUM
AWNINGS
All Sizes

Installed
Larger Sizes

At Special

7Se Sq. Ft. up

Discount Prices

Veauty In

Ornamental
Iron
Our

For

THIS GROUP appeared on a recent Big Star Food
Stores of Memphis and the Mid•South talent program
heard every Saturday morning on radio station WDIA.
This is the Rosenwal high school choir roster. First row,
from left, Moss Burton, John Richmond, Eddie Ford,
Charlie Broe,o, Thomas Murry, Willie Boyd, Louis
White and James Rayford. Second, from left, Bessie
Gentry, Naomi Golf, Carol Shipp, Queenola Reynolds,
Armeda Walton, Jennie Echols, Patrician Davis and

Mamie Rayford. Third row, from left, Mrs. .1. F. Mathias, Dollie Echols, Berniece Walton, Dorothy Phillips,
Vera Robinson, McConnell Phillips, Sirlena Robinson,
Pearline Reynolds, Bernice Gulledge, Elizabeth Nunnally and Mrs. D. Dailey. Fourth row, Willie Nunnally,
Ilea Alexander, Grover Lawrence, George Reddick,
John Scott, Willie Brooks, Daniel White, Lee A. Bean,
Clark White. Joe 'reinstall and R. C. Anderson. Mrs.
Daily is director and Mrs. Ranking, assistant director.

For
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Sole

Joining

Porches, Patios,
Interiors and So
Inexpensive You

Lots

Will Be Amazed

By

MID CONTINENT LAND
INVESTMENT CORP.
1. Selected Clientele
2. Reasonable Price
3. Easy
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Applications for

Negroes

Sites

Work

Limitless In

First State Park in
Lak•
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Everlasting

CA VE POINT
LAKE ESTATES
Mississippi
700

Terms

OUTSTANDING MEMPHIS LEADERS
ARE ALREADY PURCHASERS
MORE THAN 100 ALREADY SOLD
Call Today
Mid Continent Land Investment Corporation
Mrs. Ann Gilmore
Mrs. Eva K. Williams
EX 8-1395
BR 5-7394
Louis Lenti
BR 2-1186
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Us Today For Free Estimate

and Designing Help
• Aluminum Storm Doors

• Windows

• Aluminum Siding

Up to 36 Months to Pay
For Free Estimate Call WH 2-3610 Day
Night or Sunday
Or Write

A & I Metal Works
1483 Mississippi, Memphis, Tenn.
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DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP

By THOMASINE DOUGLASS maintain your A in chemistry
AND MARY EDWARDS
this six weeks. Juanita Fleming,
E. J. Washington has been,club, straight "A" honor stu- The Daughters of Douglas what is so hard about the honor
chosen as "Sweetheart of the dent, and vice president of the and the Elite clubs were guests roll for you? Why a certain
Year" of the SeQuita Social Deb-Teen Society.
at Manassas high school on student in 11-1 is ashamed to
A
ER lAY
rley? i y
How a ut
at
Club. Mr. Washington. a popu- She is so well liked a n d March 7. Hostesses were the eat lunch with boys? (Could it
ARE YOU LOOKING INTO Miles is checking with Juienlar senior around B.T.W. was thought of by her fellow class- members of the Gracious be because of her etiquette?)
YOUR FUTURE? This was the ne Briscoe . . .
chosen because of his pleasing mates that she was chosen as Ladies club. The club's presen- No, well what is it' Seniors,
theme of the Annual Ctoceer Edward Pointer, you seem to
personality, neatness, a n d "Miss homecoming of 1960-61." tation was highly appraised by are you aware of the situation
Day program held March 7, at be the genius of the second
you are about to face? Jo Ann
gentlemanly
manner.
Mr. In her religious life she is a member of both clubs.
Hamilton high in the school period History class . . . RichWashington will reign through- member of Mount Olive Ca- Omar Robinson (music teach- Hampton, who is the lucky felauditorium. The purpose of ard Foster says he has a big
out the year and will partici- thedral.
er) was a consultant at Carver low?
the career day program was to selection to chose from for a
pate in all activities and share She is a fine young lady and for their Career Day program. GOSSIP
d the student body in select- date to the Senior Dance . . .
is destined to go places in the Douglass is anxiously anticipat- We heard that:
all honors of a sweetheart.
g a career for their future. Wonder who will the lucky girl
Charles King of B.T.W. also, future. So hats off to Miss Nor- ing its Career Day program on
A certain young lady and
The program was begun with be? Marilyn Alexander we
was chosen as Sweetheart for ish Truman.
March 20. A rich program is Athur James has broken up.
an assembly in the auditorium. hear that you are traying
TOP JUNIORS
the month of March.
in the making by various comBetty Cox places her claim on
Devotion was conducted by heavy in a '61 black drop top
mittees. The theme, "We are what she wants. (look out girls)
The SeQuitas gave a "Waist- GIRLS
Mrs. McGuire and the Junior Cadillac . . . What will your
Joan Hampton, Zennie 11111, ready; we are preparina" was
line Party," March 3, a n d
Lurely Cruley isn't sure about
High Chorus. Rev. D. S. Cum fan club think about this? . . .
waist of all sizes were measur- Ruby Washington, Roberta developed through a home room B. M. (what do you thing H.
ningham delivered a very ins- Lois Davis we hope you and
ed. Morris Webb measured :1 011ie, Patsy Williford, Ida guidance period Friday after- E. )
spirational message to
the James Sykes will have a good
Leo Jones has asked Emma
30, Bernard Bates 28, and Bar- Smith, Bonnie Bibbs, Vivian noon
time in Hawaii this summer
students.
Juniors, the most fabulous J. Claxton the question.
bara Watkins measured in at Barnes, Evelyn Love, GeerHis talk was based on the . . . B. L. and E. M. think that
group,
are making preparaIrene Jackson met a girl
18 inches to capture the prize ganne Wainwright.
How
bridge of success which Con- they are real slick
tion for the prom.
friend Tuesday at Manassas.
for having the smallest waist. BOYS
about that? (TSU)
sists, he said, of character,
Taking
a
peek
in
the horns Emma J. Claxton and Leo
Charles
Miller, William
Fun was had by all and the
honesty, trustworthiness a n d SENIOR DANCE
SeQuitas are planning to have Lambert, Booker T. Jones, economics room, we can see Jones, Morylan Brownlee
trustfulness. These, he stress- Hamilton's Annual Senior
numerous
Easter
frocks
in the and Booker Cole (Mel.) Dezla
Thomas
MBElrod, Jerome
"Heaven & Hell Party,"
ed, must be crossed in order to Dance will be held out to CurParrish and Willie Oler, Calvin
March 31 (Good Friday) at ler, Grundy Nolan, Charles making.
live a happy and properous re's Tropicana on March 30,
The Douglass
Sherman
Yates,
Graham and Barbara Acox,
1566 Gold Circle, admission 35 Bowen,
life. Rev. Cunningham was in- 1961. We are inviting all stuChatters
Daisy Parrish and Darnell
cents for your choice — wheth- Roosevelt Brooks, Charles Chit
Wish to recogtroduced by the Senior Class dents to come out and enjoy the
Smith, Clort McClinton and
er it's heaven or hell you're Powell,
nize the Teachpresident, James Buford. Mat- fun. We are expecting to see
Yvonne Washington, Goldire
bound to enjoy yourself. For JUNIOR COUPLES
tie Graham rendered a piano certain couples like Maxine
Murrell and Delores Holston,
further information contact any Sandra Davis — Charles er of the Week,
solo and remarks were made Foster and Robert Williams,
Odell King and ?
Jones, Elmer Finley — Mrs. Geraldine
member of the SeQuitas.
•••
by our principal, Harry Cash. Calvin Junior and Benny McCharles Walker, Ruby Wash- (Gerrie) Little.
There were numerous consult- Glothin, Samuel Love and JuniDR. BOYD SPEAKS
"This year's Junior Revue ington — Thomas Elrod, Mary Having graduatigigts to speak on the different enne Briscoe, Denver Terry
Dr. J. B. Boyd, general secis going to be one of the best Ann Corpal, Sallie Barnes — L. ed from Meland Marilyn Mitchell, Alvin
grids of endeavors.
retary department of Conferin the history of B.T.W," says Purdy, Leon Mitchell — and the rose in June.
ence Claimants Christian MethAfter the assembly program Plunkett and Marilyn AlexanCharles Miller, President of girls, Yvon Jordan—A. W. 1950, Mrs. Little
odist Episcopal church, a well
, Jerome Miller — De- matriculated at
the students passed to the room der, Essie Boyd and Curtis
the Junior class.
of their chosen career. Most Patterson, Joe Shegogg and
A young lady from each lores Jackson, Willetta Ran- Tennessee A & I Mrs. G. Little known minister and civic leader of Memphis was heard durconsultants stressed the im- Carleane Pearson, Roosevelt
homeroom seeks the title of kins — Errol Douglass, Wil- where she gradportance of obtaining a college Ratliff and Shirley Newby,
Miss Junior Revue and asks liam Lambert — and his ad- uated four years later. Since ing the observance of Foundthat
time she has studied at ers Day at the Metropolitan
education, which they termed Johnny Catron and Lucy Bell,
the support of her classmates mirers
the University of Michigan and Freeman Chapel CME church,
JUNIOR PERSONALITIES
as an "insurance" for the fu- James Sykes and Lois Davis,
to help her win.
UCLA.
Hopkinsville, Ky., March 5,
ture. Mrs. Eddye P Rideout Richard Foster and Erma
Some of the participants in Joan Hampton — Miss Blues
She is actively affiliated with Freemen Chapel is the First
was chairman of this program. Clark.
the Junior Revue are Roberta Bowl of 1960-61 and Miss Junthe
JUGs
charity
organization
CME church of Hopkinsville,
CAMPUS CHATTER
Some plan to surprise th..
011ie, Mary Ann Cereal, Jer- ior, Charles Miller — Presiand Delta Sigma Theta sorority. Ky., and this marked its 95th
Booker T. Jones seems to have Crowd: Booker T. Jones, Rob•
ome Miller, Faye Williams, dent of the Junior class, Vivian
For
seven
years
she
has
taught
Anniversary. Dr. Boyd is one of
Marjorie Scott, Henry Wil- Barnes — Vice president of the
• certain Senior going . . . I ert Jones, Larry Mitchell, Lawat Douglass high school, display- the general officers of the CME
wonder if Osbie Howard and yer Cox, George Motton, Steve
burn. Patsy Williford, Joseph Student Council, Booker T.
ing
her
versatility
in
English
church, and his service is in
Brooks, Yvon Jordon, Vivian Jones — Mr. Music, Ruby
Maxine Foster will make the Payton, Osbie Howard, DelorSpanish, science and biology. great demand over the connecBarnes, Joan Hampton a n d Washington — Most Versatile
Senior Dance again this year es Flynn, Rose Cooper, Shirley
Presently she is teaching tion as guest speaker on special
. . . Jerry Durley (TSU) is Buchannan, Victoria AlexandMusing: Marriage Keep grow- right. But I suggest he cut It many other talented juniors. Junior,
twelfth grade English and spon- and other occasions.
home for spring break, is that er, Jessie Turner, Rosetta Ber- ing. A marriage should be dy- out, just the same. A married So be on the scene March 24, VALENTINES
sors 12-1 homeroom.
the reason Shirley Buchanan ry, Beauty Richmond a n d namic, not static. The ceaseless man who continues to see a 1961 at 8 o'clock p.m. to wit- Joe Perry — Rosanna Quinn,
Her leisure time activities inIs so happy ... Joan Crawford many others.
challenge should be: "Build single girl several times can ness history being made by Bobby Collins — Bettie Jefferson, Helen Prudent — Ty- clude reading, cooking and play- Your
and David Briggs are tight CAMPUS POPULARITY
thee more stately mansions, oh, easily get himself involved, .. the Juniors of 1961!
ing tennis. She attends the Mt.
•••
Neighborhood
now . . . Erma Williams, has POLL
rone Smith, Yumie Kirk —
my soul." If you balk at going but bad.
Mariah Baptist church.
been traying heavy with a fel- Jim Cunningham, Amos Mil- forward you begin to go back- Dear Carlotta: I am a fresh- The MODERNETTE SOCIE- Ada Palmore, Charles Bowen
Drug Store
Mrs. Little was chosen teachlow from Bertrand, in a 61 ler, Leroy Motton, LeVon Kel- ward. When you stop climbing, man in college and I have just TY shall make its debut to — Mable Herndon, Jeanette
er by the students.
L ,ntiac.
Bates
—
Aubrey Walton, James
sey, Bernard Jeffries, Booker you start slipping. Keep grow- about reached the end of my the mass society sometimes
TOP TEN GIRLS
Arisiting Hamilton from State T. Jones, Alvin Junior, Harold ing . . . mentally, emotionally rope. After this year I don't during the first of April in Robinson — Jimmie Nell ManPatricia Richmond. Leslie
Fre* Delivery Service
Wring spring break we see Smith and Robert Jones.
off
with
nings,
Kenneth
Brown
which
they
will
start
—
Deaid spiritually. The longer a think I'll continue unless you
Cannon, Rosie Dillard, Gloria
many of our past graduates, Barbara Sykes, Carol Jones,
a great variety of gaiety and lores Washington, B. B. — B.
Prescriptions and Sundries
husband and wife live with and can persuade me. I have always
Deener, Carey Sanders, Ruby
namely Carla ''Gee Whiz" Ella Parker, Reva Farmer,
sorts.
B., Birdeen Golden — Everett
love each other, the more they been pleasingly plump, but the parody of all
Richardson, Josephine Bland, Pay Your Utility Bill Here
Thomas, Wrinzy Gill, Avance Lora Green, Ernestine Wilson,
a II
activities Brown.
look like each other. If they fellows say I have personality. Formerly,
Delza Parrish, Carol Finnie, Telephone Bill—Money Order
ModSCOOP
Wilson, Jim Cunningham, Lar- Glendora
which
were
given
by
the
Gilbert, Maureen keep on growing together in In high school the fellows were
Gercesdes Mitchell.
Every Day Service
ry Lee, and Oliver Ingram.
ernettes were private, due to Georganne Wainwright is well
Jackson, Helen Williams, Bemind and heart and spirit, they "pals," but it did not bother the formality and criterion of again. Yvon Jordon is liked by TOP TEN BOYS
Samuel Love we hear that Eta Miller.
Hours
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
will some day be standing to- me much, because I was not the Modernettes themselves, all of her classmates, Russell Willie Oler, Goldie Murrell,
no one was at your private CITY-WIDE
interested
in
dates
too
much.
Maurice
Tucker,
Augustus
Kelgether on the peak of marital
party but Davella McDonald. James Kilgore
and Joan
Now, that I am in college, I however, the Spring activities Wilson likes Mary Frances ly, Mose Crawford. Robert Telephone
Now what do you think Juienne Hampton, A. J. Albright and happiness and peace.
thought
things would be differ- will remain to be semi-private Riley among others. Major Weaver, Warren Brown, Milton
Briscoe will think about this? Mabel Young, Abraham Camp- Dear Carlotta: Please settle ent as I would meet new peo- or invitational which ever the Arthur Hicks is serious at Hardy, Darnell Smith, David 752 E. Marlowe at Miss.
Harold Smith, what's wrong? bell and Betty Cunningham, an argument. My husband al- ple. Well, things are not dif- case may be, but they will times. Johnnie Lumpkin is still Neely.
'You're slacking up on the girls. Jimmie Green and Charleane ways has to go out with a girl ferent. I have no dates. I don't tend to reach a greater nuns- one of the best dressed seniors. DEDICATIONS
There are quite a few who Pearson, Jana Davis and Jim- he is working with. He says it is know what to do. Blues.
be • of people. All versatile, in- Fannie Bush h a s captured
Mother-in-law, Fred Jackson
for business and he is not dowould like for you to get back mie Ellis.
Oear Blues: You say you telligent, and suave teenagers the heart of a certain senior, —Mary Townes; I Pity A Fool,
in circulation . . . James Bu- COMING 1 1 1 BIG NEWS ing any harm. I say he is liv- are pleasingly plump Pleasing- anticipate your attendance to who said Yvon isn't victorious? Dorothy Bishop — James Holi,Drive-in Restaurant
ford we hear you're going to FROM THE LOS CABELLER- ing in adultry. Please tell me ly to whom? I have seen a fair our activities during the Spring. Bonnie Bibbs, Birdie Blue, day; At Last, Annie Mac DonBIG & TASTY!
who is right? Wife.
tra in the white 59 Dodge . . . OS NEXT WEER.
Flemings, Barbara ald—?? ?????/??;
sampling of girls who call President of the Modernette Pernell
Jumbo Cheeseburger
Dear Wife. The dictionary themselves "a little over- Society is Bettye Sanders, Sec- Watkins, Reba Young admire Tear of the Year, Elaine Har39c
says adultery means intimacies weight," "heavy set" or pleas- retary — Annye Stephens, John Rush. (the Muck fellow) vey—Y.K.W.
Kingsburger
between a married man and ingly plump. Some of them seem Business managers — Shirley William
"Thinks WE WOULD LIKE TO SNOW
Lambert
another person who is not his to have their skirts made by a Hill and Ruby Hardy, Commit- Twic e." Roberta 011ie is a
35c
Elizabeth Robertson, will you
spouse. So your husband is tent and awning company. My tee of Activities — Mildred great dancer, so is Majorie
Bar-B-Q
advice is to go to a doctor, and Lawson, Ella Parker, Johnnie Scott. Grundy Nolan is happy Bettye Sanders intends to win
25c
since
Janet Turner the miss JR. NAACP contest.
Bertha Beaty: Best dancers. get yourself 3 MEDICALLY su- Lloyd, and Evelyn Lawson.
TK — SPECIALS
Shirley Baughus and Charles pervised diet. Stick to it, return The advisors are Misses prefers T. W. T. All Washing- Annye Stephens is going to Hot Dogs—Hamburgers
Davis; Best physique, Lois to school next fall and show Thelma Townsend and Frances tonians are praying for t h e be Miss Junior Revue. Evelyn
15c-2 for 25e
Nelson and James Weary; them the "new you." Don' Thomas, the co-advisor is Mr. Warriors. Morris Webb seems Works likes to play tit-tat-toe.
Giant Shakes
most all around, Carolyn cheat yourself out of an educa- Nat D. Williams. T h e sweet- too concerned about Laura Wilma Harvey enjoys teasing
25c
heart of the Modernette Socie- Wiley — why???
Davis and Clarence Mitchell tion.
me, professionally like. Alma
Cold Drinks
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
ty is Charles Miller.
STROLLING HAND-IN-HAND
Wicks is smarter than I
10c
SPOTLIGHT
A certain Junior E. S. has thought. Glenda Harvey still
Arthur Patterson and Gwen- RISE COMING
Out Driving?
dolyn Cheatham, Bobbie Boose NEW YORK — (UPI) — Froz- This week the "Teen Spot- her eyes on Earnest Hardy. ha,, great concern for L. M.
Stop By TK's
and James Nolan, Shirley en orange juice concentrates light" falls on the lovely, tal- Princella is lonely — why? Morris Webb is trying to get
Baughns and Milton Harris. are expected to increase by 1 ented, and versatile Miss Nor- Frankie Shorter is in I o v e. Ruby Hardy to change her
For a Taste-Treat!
Norish
Is
a
cent
a
can
in
the
near
future.
Lee
Truman.
love
with
Mauish
Deola
Gill
is
in
Dianne Adair and William Wilmind.
We Do Not Sell Beer
Jenkins and Bar- The Florida orange crop is late young lady whose personality rice Tuggle. Peachola Wiley Until next week, this is PerCOUNCIL CLIMAXES
may be the next citizen of the lis and Felix
Open Seven Days
ripening
and
slightly
smalla
member
has
Willa
S
u
e
in
is
unlimited.
She
is
boy
trouble.
nell and Bettye saying — Bye
PROGRAM
week and maybe the citizen of bara Cheatham.
WH 6-0189
Society,
last
year.
In
addition
National
Honor
Walls
has
a
unique
personality.
than
of
the
er
Until next week this is Glorfor now and stay on your p's
The Safety Drive sponsored the year.
FLORIDA at TRIGG
ia and Berniece saying remem- cold storage stocks are 40 per Drum Majorette, of Booker T. Doris Morris can't keep a se- and q's.
by the Student Council was SENIOR DANCE
cent below the level of a year Washington high school, presi- cret. Bishop Trotter doesn't
climaxed
Monday
nigh t, The Senior dance will be pre- ber The Name We Print May
dent of the Orchettes Social have any records except L P 's
ago.
March 6 with an assembly pro- sented March 29 in the school Be Your Own.
gram.
eafetorium. This is to be a
Mrs. Tillman, the safety pa- very fabulous affair and I am
trolwoman for this district, sure if you want to be in on
was the guest speaker. She something big you will make
gave pointers on going to and it your business to be present.
from school and other general The time is from 8 p. m. to 1
difety rules. Mrs. Tillman also and the admission is 91 per
1111mmended the students on person. You may purchase a
their behavior going to and ticket from any senior. I'll see
from school. She had us to you there?
know that during the time she WHO'S WHO
has been serving in the com- AMONG THE JR'S
Most popular -- Gewelene
munity, there has not been one
Owens and Clarence Mitchell;
accident involving students.
Mr. and Miss Personality, MinDuring the program, the citi- nie Harris and Perry
Withers:
zen of the week was presented Best dressed, Mary Davis and
to the audience. She is Miss James Little; Most likely to
Cprolyn Henry, a member of succeed, Earnestine Brown and
the 7-2 homeroom.
Arthur Patterson; Most stuThe Student Council will dious, Beverly Shipp and Per.
select a citizen of the week cell Duckett; Most talented.
every week and at the end of Carolyn Davis and Ray Wilthe school year will select the liams; Most talkative, Lester
Citizen of the Year. The basis Echols and Doris Dennis;
for selection of the citizen will Most humorous. Noria Smith
BR 4-3140
1727 Lamar
he the observance of safety and Gwendolyn Hardin; Quietrules, conduct in the halls. est, Roland Beasley and RobGOODWILL HOMES VISIT — Maggie Jordan as chairman. Phi Beta the operation of the the Prevention and Centro! of
rooms and cafeteria. neatness. bie Herron; Neatest, George
omptness and the care of Puckett and Margie Deloach: "A Story Hour," games and Mrs. Mildred Heard, executive agency and told of some bo- Juvenile Delinquency, nation
Dated all the girls, Algie Wil- ats delighted the children of director of the Homes, ex- mediate needs which is of in- al project of Zeta Phi Beta
hool property.
So be on your guard. You i hams, Dated all the ho y s, this foster home with Mrs. plained to the actors of Zeta terest to the Committee on sorority.
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SPRING DRESSES
Now In Stock

Sizes 3-141—Name Brands
We Invite You To Shop At

MANNE'S
LADIES SHOP

if

Plenty Of Parking Space
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Week Of Mar. 18-24, 1961

CARVER SECOND

New Lodge Groups-•Tourney Kings Formed At Parks

Sports In Review
By J. B. McCullough

E. D. Chappell, director of plete kitchen ano living facilistate parks, announced that ties. At Chickasaw another
two new groups lodges will lrkeside lodge will have a caThe curtains on the basketpacity of 32 persons, plus kitchball season were drawn to a be available for the public this en and livin,. facilities.
lose as the superiority of the summer at Standing Stone and
Reservations or information
Alcorn Braves was demonstrat- Chickasaw State Parks. Antici- for these lodges, and seven
ed in the tourney February 24- pating an increased interest in others which are located through
25 They not only became the the use of State parks this the Parks system, may be obvisitation a n d tournament summer, the Division of Parks tained by writing to the park
champions of the SCAC for the is hoping that the two lodges superintendent or the Division
second straight time, they be- will satisfy the demand that is of State Parks, Cordell Hull
came automatic qualifiers for expected for this type of camp- Building, Nashville, Tenn.
ing.
the NAIA playoffs.
Coach E. E. Simmons has
An ideally-located lakeside RICE AVERAGE
see his Braves come a long lodge at Standing Stone will
Half of Japan's arable land ilk
way in the last two years and, house 50 persons, with corn- devoted to rice production
IF
with only two seniors on the
••••••••••••••.........••••••••
squad, the potential for next
year is such that it is safe to
as that the Braves will be terrific in 1962 It is the team
spirit exhibited by the Braves
this season that is primarily
responsible for the team's suc••••••••••••••••••••••••••
cess.
Here are the questions and ander the Great.
PRESIDENTIAL PRISONER
4. What is a Korean? A A
answers to last week's quiz.
Washington—Andrew Jackson, 1, What is a corolla? A. The native of Korea.
seventh President of the U. S., inner envelope of a flower.
5 What is Muhammad's real
was once -held a prisoner by 2. Who was the first king of name? A. Elijah Poole.
Crest Britain during the latter Israel? A. Saul.
Dictionary used for the meanperiods of the Revolutionary
3. Who is accredited with cut- ings of words was Webster's
war.
ting the Gordian Knot? A. Alex- New Collegiate Dictionary.
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For 2nd Time

With the close of the basket- vile, as they came close to
ball season some fans will have taking it all.
seen their favorite high school A better finale to the State
athletes perform for the last Championship tourney could not
time. Their favorites happen to have been written, the score
be the ones who - for one reason was tired 31-31 at the half; 49-49
or another - won't attend col- at the end of the third quarter;
lege, and whose careers are and the lead changed hands
terminated when they should be five times in the final quarter.
This was the best showing
beginning.
Youngsters blessed with su- made by a Memphis team in the
perior physical equipment have State in some time. Maybe we
a wonderful opportunity to re- are now ready to compete more
warding and useful careers for with the eastern teams.
Congratulations are in order
themselves. In Memphis, far
too many fail to take advantage to Carver and her coaches.
of these opportunities and not Booker T. Washington lost to
obvious Burt and Cameron of Nashville
seemingly
for the
as they placed fourth.
reasons.
SMALL COLLEGE
Contrary to rumor athletes
mass of ALL-AMERICAN
dumb
are not the
Two Tennesseeans made the
muscle that they are so often
mall college basketball Alldepicted as being. On the other
American team.
band, their general physical
Telmo Beatty a 6' 8" center
competence leads an alertness from Woodville, Tenn., and
that makes them mentally more Prairie View, and Cartee
competent. So, mental incom- riweather of Tenness^3 State
petence is not the usual reason placed on the mythical team.
OBSTACLE — Cubbie John- phis team as it played in the team of Clarksville, Tenn.
so many of our superior athletes STATE FAILS TO MAKE NIT son, left, Carver high school State tourney last week in Austin of Knoxville met Carend their education after twelve The selection committee of the guard, prepares to put the Nashville, helped the squad ver in the opening round.
years.
National Invitational Tourney halt on a rush for his basket go all the way to the finals Carver lost to Burt by a score
Why do so many turn down failed to select Tennessee State by a Sustin high school where it fell before the fast of 70-65, copping second place.
bright futures for he hum-drum as one of the twelve tams to player. Johnson, one of the breaking Burt high school (Vrithers photo)
present? Laziness, lack of am- appear in the Tourney.
standout stars for the Membition, lack of preparation on State followers feel that they
suede the ladies knowing that
the student's part that leaves would have successfully competthey would bring the children
to ed against the likes of Memphis
ability
him to doubt his
along. Let's face it, all kids
and
make the scholastic grade in col- State, De Paul, Dayton
aren't college material. Some
lege all play a part; but I fear Providence, none of whom had
of the youngsters could start
the problem goes much deeper. over powering season records.
learning golf now and by the
Maybe, it is rooted in the gen- The Committee gave as its
never
time they are out of high
eral restlessness of our times. reason, small colleges
school, they will have a career
Whatever the cause. I hope an make impressive showings.
built in golf. Golf is climbing
When Memphis State made
answer is soon found.
for the Negro just as big
These youngsters are waiting the finals a few years ago, they
league baseball.
not only the opportunity to gain hadn't reached the major colago,
years
potenAnd
ranks.
lege
but
a college education,
All the better golfers reside
the
recognize
(anyone
Hambine
fuin a climate where they can
tially wonderful business
,
impressive
very
made
name)
practice and play the year
tures. Half the job of selling is
around.
establishing Some base of com- showings.
•
READY
SEMI-PROS
champion
Ex - heavyweight
munication and recognition be••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FOR NEW SEASON
tween the client and the seller.
all that extra Joe Louis and Ted Rhodes of
Kids,
had.
be
league
golf.
selling
I
Baseball
am
Semi-Pro
The
Nashville. Tenn. opened the
The athlete who has built a
have held two organizational If you had stood with me last p m would be used up.
gat:. Charles Sifford is already
name for himself has this probreport that four- August in Chicago at the Unit- Naturally, being a leisure
and
meeting,
inside. Won't you help some
lem licked.
teen teams are registered and,ed Golf Association and watch- wife, I started trying to per- youngster enter toot
CARVER COMES CLOSE
race
that
white
asking
the
are
of
teenagers
They
fold.
eel
the
in
exciting
an
Carver high lost
teams who intend to take all those prizes and then
game to Burt High of Clarks all other
compete this year, please reg. saw the look in that little
ister as soon as possible.
brown boy's eyes when the
TALENT SHOW AND DANCE Judges told him there was no
BENEFIT LEAGUE
trophy for fourth place, you
The Semi-Pro League will would go away preaching golf
present a Talent show, March 31 too. Because then the thought
at the Handy Theatre to raise would race through your mind
funds for the League's opera- that there were boys of your
tion. Community Center s own city who could have won
throughout the city will lend all those prizes with their eyes
talent for the show. Along with closed.
the live show will be shown
You say to yourself. this
"The Monte Stratton Story"-, a
same big tournament is commovie.
baseball
ing to your town in August,
At the Flamingo around April
1962 and unless somebody gets
its
have
will
League
15 the
on the job, these little fellows
annual dance to kickoff the new
won't be playing in it here
Mail In Your News
season
The,, don't have enough clubs
Patter,on slipped wet tell to the
By LEE D. JENKINS
later.
details
More
Stories To The
and balls and a teenage girl
canvas after missing with a left
flight is not anywhere around MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
cross. A right cross by the
in a big city that boasts of The experts around Miami champ put Johansson into the
mild weather the year around. had Floyd Patterson four times ropes The Swede came back
right cross
Golf follows the sun.
the better man than Ingemar with a crushing
which hurt Patterson. Both
You hear speeches and lecNEW YORK — (UPI) — tures on juvenile delinquency. Johansson. but Patterson had to men exchanged right and left
Editor Horace Greeley, author Putting golf clubs in these chil- suffer through two first round crosses.
236 South Wellington
of the saying "Co west, dren's hands and letting them knockdowns and twelve solid
ROUND FOUR — Both men
young man." won't.
Post Office Box 311
play golf from sun up to sun right hand shots by Ingo in the came out swinging with the
The city of Seattle, Wash., dowi would make them so tir- first three rounds before Floyd
champ landing a series of lefts
We will be happy to
about as far west as you can ed when night came that they could prove them right.
and rights to Johansson's jaw
go, requested the presence of wouldn't have energy left to Patterson retained his world The challenger fought back
publish it for you
New York's 3-ton statue of
heavyweight title with a six with a right to Patterson's stom"Free" Of Any
Greeley for display in next
round KO with 15 second re- ach. Patterson threw two short
charges.
year's century 21 exposition.
maining. The end came as a lefts to Johansson's body and
The request was denied.
result of a good right chop to the Swede fought back with lefts
he side of Ingo's head.
and rights to Patterson's head.
Patterson had been spreading Patterson lande,i two sharp lefts
the word concerning a new left to Johansson's head as the bell
hand throughout his training sounded.
but he came up with a surprise
ROUND FIVE — Johansson
MESA, Ariz. — (UPI) — The weapon that proved the clinchand Patterson came out and
Chicago Cubs made the most er.
quickly w ' into a clinch. They
of four base hits, parlaying them
Floyd was sneeking over a
with no
and a spell of wildness by Sam quick right hand in the clinches. broke and beear boxing
real leather thrown. Patterson
McDowell. oonus rookie left
Late in the sixth round he pulled went into a crouch and came up
hander, mto a 4-2 victory over
this quicky out and caught Ingo with a left and right to Johansthe Cleveland Indians.
going away and sent the Swede son's jaw The Swede's eye beThe Indians made 10 hits off
reeling to the floor. At the count gan to close.
Ben Johnson, Jack Curtis and
of six. Ingo attempted to get up
ROUND SIX—Ingo opened the
Don Elston.
hut faltered and was just reach- round with two quick right jabs
After Johnny Antonelli had ing his feet as the referee tolled
to the champ right eye. The
pitched three hitless innings in the fateful ten count.
champ fought back, but a right
his Cleveland debut, McDowell
by the Swede closed Patterson's
FIGHT BY ROUNDS:
was touched for three runs in
right eye. Patterson began to
the fourth when hits by Don ROUND ONE — Ingemar
Johansson, in the opening min- back up and Johansson began
Zimmer and Ed Bouche were
Johansmixed with a walk, a hit bats- utes of the round through a to stack the champion.
right hand to Patterson's law son came in with a left cross
man, a wild pitch and a passed
punch
by Billy Wil- which put the champ on the but Patterson eluded the
ball. A :mete
two bruisliams a waik and a single by canvas for the eight count. and came across with
right
Ron Santo produced the final Johansson moved in for the kill ing left jabs folIce-ed by a
but the champ fought back. The to Ingo's head whicn put the
Cub run off Bobby Locke.
Johansson
Home runs by Tito Francona challenger through another right Swede on al! fours.
count
and John McLane accounted for which put the champ on his attempted to get up at the
knees. Patterson got up and of six but went back down. He
the Cleveland runs.
then through a right cross to finally got up on his feet but
counted
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Toy Johansson's jaw which put the after the referee had
hirr. out.
sales this year will hit more Swede down.
than $1.7 billion, topping the ROUND TWO — Patterson SCORING:
1959 record by more than 6 opened the second round with REFEREE BILL REGAN:
1 2 3 4
per cent, according to the Toy a right cross to Johansson's jaw Rounds
which buckles the knees of the Patterson
Manufacturers of the U. S
S 10 10 10 10
The impact of the age of sci. Swede, hut then he missed on Johansson
10 10 9 9 9
Home Cooked Meals
ence is reflected in the fact that two short rights Both men ex- JUDGE CARL GARDNER:
II 10 10 10 10
toy counters are stocked with changed blows until the bell.
Patterson
IC 10 9 9 9
ROUND THREE — Johans- Jonansson
twice as many scientific and
technical kits and labs, and the son's right eye began bleeding JUDGE GUS JACOBSON:
9 10 10 10 In
sales rate is double that of a after Patterson landed two short Patterson
9 9 9 In
head.
10
ago.Johansson's
the
rights
Johansson
year
••••••••••••••
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Go West, Said
Greeley, But His
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PAINED EXPRESSION Ingemar Johansson looks up with
pain written on his face in
this view through the legs of
champion Floyd Patterson

after Patterson, bouncing
back from two first round
knockdowns, floored the challenger in the first round of
their bout in Miami Beach.
(Right Photo) Patterson's legs

startto buckle after challenger Johansson nailed him early
in the first round. Patterson
came back in same round to
flatten Ingo. (UPI)
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Telephone JA 6-1481

MIXING IT UP — Champion
Floyd Patterson and Ineemar
Johanssou mix It Up in the

middle of the ring as their terson won the bout with a KO
world heavyweight champion OVPT the Swede in the sixth
ship bout got underway. Pat. round. (UPI)
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
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Cancellations of want-ads can
be given mai 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rat's.

(Till Forbid) orders subject
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without
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Tri-State Defender box auto

The Tri-State Defender box • Office Machine
• Refresher Course
number — will be charged for
• Modern Equipment
as part of the advertisement
The Trt-State
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will
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to out of town
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vertisers

mail received

ad

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
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Day & Evening
Classes

Call: JA. 6-8397

GRIGGS

And Ask For
The Picture Editor

Business 1 Practical
Art College
MORE CASH?
Ave. - JA 7-4917
• CAN YOU USE

We buy old type Antique
Pistols and other Antiques.
Cut Glass • Cook Ware
Furniture
If you have anything In that
line to sell, brine it to us or
sive e ring.

192 Vance

CITY FINANCE

ENROLL
NOW

STERICK BUILDING
bymise 10,143 Ilk f Y011
1,11
treiviC/

346 No. MAIN ST.
PHONE: JA 3-8613

+++

Taylors Upholstery Shop

working
wow
?Roe
WANTED
an to share 4 room apartment
Call after
with reasonable rates.
pm WIT 6-6918.

Night a Day Classes

Platform Rockers $29.93
E-Z Terms - Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.

1721 POPLAR
TEL. BR 5-4388

630 Linden Ave.

$30.00 MONTHLY

WANTED TO BUT, SELL.
REPAIR
Antique Clocks
COLLINS
4455 Macon Rd.
MU. 114000
25e Gets My Mother's Board Book and
Samples of Profitable Imprints.

JA 6-4116

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

11 foe can have a Modern, Convenient Office in the Tri-State
Defender Building with Gas, Light and Heat Furnished.

Take New RuhlrORIX And tam Life
A dieter! Prepsrafieri RUMTORIX takes
Up etyma n
Navel aft A P14151.
CIANS FORMULA Only $S 00 ter a 2week wooly Money bark If net saris
fled after 3 bottles. Send COD Check
or Money Order NOW

DOCTORS, LAWYERS, BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact MR. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

MAIN FURNITURE
EXCHANGE

COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING

Per As Little As

PR.

On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets

the address — whether name • Accounting
and street or telephone, or • Secretarial

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

•

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

TRULY WONDERFUL
MASSAGES
III wigging
1038 Mississippi Blvd.
Telephone WEL 11-1785

CROUND FLOOR

°MAIDS URGENTLY
NEEDED
To $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se d your car
fare immediatt'y. Give
references in 1-'4.er— be
prepared to leave right
away.
Write
HA V-A
MAID Agency, 4 Bond at.,
Great Neck, N. Y.

In The

4th Street, Repair shoo
Wrecker Service
Body Roman
I Paint 8 a. iii. seth 1 7
343 So. 4th St.
JA. ?ern

hers — the words comprising

EEDROOM bons* in nice betghbor,
hood, Or
trU3 buy sam•
Call
JAckson 6-8397
USED FURNITURE
Chairs, all types Rugg, dressers.
ehin• cabinets Intel:len safes.
kitchen sates, floor lamp& clocks
and all types of glass ware, chaste
Dinning and all types or tables
673 Poplar Street

REFRIGERATORS, Weaning Machines
No Berries Call Charge
when we mat• repairs.
Telephone gA 74708

to position to column T. F

Mtn
SATE AS

Pictorial
Coverage

REPAIRS

Miscellaneous

THE RUMTOREX CO.

JA 6-8397

139 E. 113th St., Boa 17

NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

SISTER SANDRA
et,

Phone

NEED CASH!
Phone

Martha C. Chambers
111011 SELMONT
TOLEDO 7. 0E10

MAIDS
URGENTLY NEEDED
In New York
8130 TO me hiorrrICA
OPSIO nanny knoclui CloOd lobs
In ale, boregs. Write today and
you NM leave this week. Pre*
room and board Ticket. admimed.
Writ*
HUNTINOTON
DOMESTIC AGENCY, II Broadway. Huntington Station, N. T

City I iano
Warehouse Sale
We aperient* In all types of
used pianos.
EASY TERMS
Six will put one in your
home.
PIANO SALES CO.
1738 Lamar Ave
Phone BR. 5-7430

RE 5-9192

RE 5-9192

THE BEST DEAL IN
Conn's Band I.....mentg
SEE

LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.

BOND MUSIC CO.
JA 6-2828
6 So. 2nd

14112 KRO/U3WAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14TH ST
God Gifted Power a healer. I give you your luck days.
or lucky number advice about Health, Business, Marriage
Vad love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
If you are sick wurried and run down please come to me
I can help money is no object ti you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; lf your luck never
seems to just reach you; Lf. your loved one. seem to be
drifting away from yin, If you have any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason with people
ilk, to do business with us.
YOU, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.

15

Week Of Mar. 18-24, 1961

PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

hv

BETHEL GROVE
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
Will cover one chair FEES for
Itch customer — For Advertisement PA 74426,

Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines —
30c
_
lines
450
4 lines
......
60e
S lines
75e
5% PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.

.70
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Kennedy Policies OK With Farmers

D
()
TODAY
Ex-Mental Patient Shoots Sheriff

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — James G. Patton, president of
the National Farmers union said farmers were showing "great
enthusiasm" for Kennedy administration farm policies.
"Farm people have been very patient," Patton said in a
statement prior to the Farmers union opening its annua
convention here today. "For eight years they have watched
their programs diluted and destroyed. Now their government
is rebuilding, and they are showing great enthusiasm over
the change in attitude."

STRONG, Ark. — (UPI) — A former mental patient shot
and wounded an Arkansas deputy sheriff in an argument
over a horse, then barricaded himself and his father in
their barn home and held officers at bay for several hours
before being captured.
The desperado, identified by police as Willie Ballard, shot
out floodlights officers set up near the barn. It was not immediately known if the father, Wes Ballard, was held against
will.
his At east seven officers, using tear gas and armed with
stood guard outside the barn, where
LONDON — (UPI) — A new kind of "caseless" ammuni- hand grenades, had
Ballard lived in a loft.
tion for Britain's 105 MM, gun will destroy any known tank,
the Sunday Telegraph reported.
The newspaper described the new "bag" type ammuni
PERTH, Australia — (UPI) — Film Actress Anne Baxter
non as the reason the British 105 MM. gun had been adopted and her husband Andolf Galt used their private airplane to
by the American and West German armies.
fly rare drugs to a pneumonia-stricken aboriginal infant in
The Telegraph said the new ammunition uses a separate Kagoolie, 300 miles from here.
charge
and
leaves
no
residue
after
firing.
shell and
The film star and her husband had just touched down here
in a flight from Sydney, when they were asked by civil aviation and medical authorrties to make the flight. Their's was
MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica — (UPI) — A prominent New the only plane available.
York couple, Mr. and Mrs. C. Jules Brulatour, were found dead
The Gaits had scheduled a trip in the opposite direction
In their hotel room here. Both apparently died of heart at- but took right off on their mercy errand to Kalgoolle.
tacks.
Brulatour, 55, son of the late Jules E. Brulatour, was
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Kennedy formally
found in bed by a maid who entered the room. His wife, 48
nominated his brother-in-law, R. Sargent Shriver, jr., of Chiwas found lying on the floor.
cago as director if the Peace Corps.
A report to the American consulate at Kingston said
Technically, Shriver was nominated for an executive posipost-mortem showed they died of natural causes.
In Kingston, Robert G. McGregor, U. S. consul general tion in the International Cooperation Administration (ICA).
said Brulatour apparently died of a sudden heart attack. His The Peace Corps currently is constituted under an executive
wife appeared to have been standing near a dressing table order, but the President plans later to submit specific legisat the time and apparently also suffered a fatal heart attack lation to Congress authorizing the corps.
Shriven promised that the Peace Corps will not be a
upon seeing her husband dead, McGregor said.
haven for draft dodgers, as one Republican congressman has
charged.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Jacob K. Javits,
a pro-civil rights liberal, threw his weight against efforts
LONDON — (UPI) — Elizabeth Taylor is making such a
to include an anti-segregation proviso in the pending school
rapid recovery from the pneumonia that nearly killed her
aid bill.
Javits said he will not offer any such amendment and that her husband Eddie Fisher is making plans for her conhopes one "will not be proposed." He contended such an valescence in a warm, sunny clime, friends said.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox is due in
amendment would be "very likely to Interfere with the pasLondon today to discuss Miss Taylor's role in the film "Cleosage of the bill."
The New York Republican, who favors separate action patra" which has been in production since last Sept. 26. The
on civil rights legislation, gave his view in his week televi- delay has cost the studio an estimated $2 million.
Producer Walter Wanger was quoted by one London newssion-radio interview broadcast in New York state.
paper as saying he wanted only Miss Taylor for the role of
the Egyptian queen.
Dr. S. Howard Armstrong jr., 48, -director of biological
sciences at Cook County hospital, died of a liver ailment in
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Communist party of the
his hospital apartment.
Armstrong, a native of New York City, joined the hospital United States is expected to announce today the election of
In 1953, coming here from Boston. He formerly taught at Elizabeth Gurley Flynn as party chairman.
Mrs. Flynn has served as vice chairman. She will sucPeter Bert Brigham hospital in Boston, the Boston City hospital, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the ceed Eugene Dennis who died Jan. 91. Mrs. Flynn will not
be the Communist party boss in the United States, her new,
Harvard University Medical school.
Survivors included his widow, Dr. Caress& Meyer Arm- Job being mostly honorary.
The head man of American Communists will continue to.
strong, a psychiatrist at Presbyterian-St. Luke's hospital; a
daughter, Leslie, 20, his brother, J. Sinclair Armstrong, for- be Gus Hall in his capacity as general secretary.
mer assistant secretary of the Navy and also former chairman of the Securities and Exchange commission, and his
parents.

Report New Anti-Tank Weapon

Anne Baxter Helps Stricken Infant

Prominent Couple Found Dead

Nominate Shriver For Peace Corps

Javits Opposes Education Rider

Liz To Head For Sunny Climate

Dr. S. Howard Armstrong, Jr., Dies

Expect Mrs. Flynn To Head Communists

Set Chet Baker Dope Trial Date
LUCCA, Italy — (UPI) — American jazz musician Chet
Baker was formally remanded for trial on narcotics charges
after having spent seven months In jail.
Court sources said that trial for Baker, his wife and four
others probably would be held in the first week of April.
Baker, 32, is charged with smuggling narcotics into Italy
and use of narcotics. His wife is charged with smuggling narcotics. Baker was arrested Aug. 23, three weeks after being
found unconscious in a gasoline station.
A morphine-filled syringe was found by his side, authorities said.

UN Probes Congo Rape Charge
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo — (UPI) — The United Nations announced that it is investigating a report that an American girl missionary was raped March 5 by four Congolese
soldiers in rebel-held Kivu province.
A Malayan patrol of U. N troops has been sent to investigate the report, but has not yet sent back a report.

Boy,14, Kills
Playmate's
Mother

AUTO LIABILITY, COLLISION AND
FIRE INSURANCE
Small Down Payment — 6 Months To Pay
A Plan for All, Regardless of Past Record
obey the Law end Save Your License
If Ins bare 0 eteadY lob CALL NOWT tor details on our

NEW CASH LOAN FINANCING PLAN
$10.00 DOWN - $10.00 PER MONTH
I. If your Driving Liven., has been taken
3. If rout Insurance has been cancelled
3 If you have been involve, In an accident
4 If Ion are under a.. 2$
Call Now to Save Your Lteens• — PHONE. WIT 6-5734

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
—.—

Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

a

Call or Come In Today.
Harry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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TAMPA, Fla. —
— A a
hearing was scheduled for a 14year-old boy who confessed he
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis. Get the West
stabbed a playmate's mother to -5
"We like to say yes to your
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please 1_
death when she "sounded off"
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
loan request
222 West Brooks Road — Memphis, Tennessee
"
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pay him promptly.
to
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of 3rd and Union St.
Sammy Russell Crichton told
the State Department of
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Insurance and Banking.
police he stabbed Mrs. Rush
own business. As such he has his obligation .0 meet If a
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P. Souza, 45, repeatedly with
Ask the Buis Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to
a small pocket knife because
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
14th street open every day.
(English Lady)
she would not let her 13-year152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
Unless he pays promptly for his papers. he will lose
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old son play with him.
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
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apparently
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By Her Prayer
se look tel Use RED BRICE HOUSE and you'll find her that,
Wert
Memphis
ID
toffee
15he
ised
as
times.
all
at
••••••=amo
catch yore bus marked Whitehorse. State line and get POE SALE--Refrigerstore. Hardline
Machines. Gas stoves 825 00 no
.Line and walk 3 Weeks and see MADAM BELL'S
ell at Ste,
TELEPHONE
Home Owned • Dome Operated

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly

MADAM BELL

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
•

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

MOTHER CHRISTIAN

SEEING IS BELIEVING

NAME

HAND

ADDRESS

•

CITY

—

Tr -Stale Defender

Please send check or
Money Order to.
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.

236 SOUTH WELLINGTON

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hewn 9 a.m. to
Readings Dilly Ones is Sundays
I dons maks any home calla at mummy any letters. De
to look Mr the right sign and the right name.

We also Day top Prices for used
Refrigerator*. JA 74706,

One visit with Mother Christian is convincing—
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SEPTIC, TANIS - 0111Aela TEA PS
110•001110,10
Cleseed • 11,0•174“1
Pries.. Pon Inenertinn —

Drive out Highway Si North—S Miles
North of Millington, Tenn,
Watch For Indian Heed Silo
Just a short drive from Memphis
If You Wish to Call

mauve COUNT/ sEPT50
Me

TANS SERV ICU
leees

Munford, Tenn.

TEmplo 7-3798

Now N.Y. Doc
Returns To
LeMoyne Cagers To Visit Family

16

Humphrey Issues 7-Point
Program To Stamp Out Bias

DEFENDER

Week W Mar. 18-24, 1961

Play In Chicago

A former Memphian and
graduate of Booker T. WashWhen the basketball teams of dumps after being banned from ington high school came to
LeMoyne college and Knoxville the SIAC cage tournament in Memphis last week to visit h
family and friends. Dr. T.
college clash ir a post-season Tuskegee.
game in Chicago, III., March 'rhe ban came after it was Roberts. a resident of New Yo,
that
25, both machines will floor discovered
LeMoyne's City visited his mother, Mi
Windy City boys.
freshman substitute center, Al- William Roberts, Mrs. Louise
Knoxville has two Chicagoans ger Taylor, of New Orleans, Lewis, admission clerk at E. I i
on its team — Johnell Baggett, had attended the Louisiana State Crump hospital; Theophilus and
freshman guard who played at University Extension School for Lewis Louise, nephew
and niece.
Parker High. and Ronald W. a brief period before enrolling
Dr. Robert, a graduate of
Daniels, freshman forward who at LeMoyne.
LeMoyne college, came to Memattended DuSable High.
The two alumni clubs in Chi- phis after addressing the .sophoLeMoyne has one Chicago cago are going all out to make more class
a' Meharry Medical
man — Robert Hambric, fresh- the LeMoyne - Knoxville game college in
Nashville, last Thursman guard from Parker High. a sell-out attraction. The clubs day.
Hambric won a starting berth hope to stage this game annualHe is a staff member of the
with the Magicians and was a ly in the Windy city.
standout performer during the LeMoyne was third in the Yeshavia Branch of the Albert
Einstein Medical Center in New
regular season.
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
The game is being sponsored Conference race going into her York City. In addition to being
and promoted by the alumni as- last game of the season. It was a practitioner, he is a pathology
sociations of the two colleges. at this time that Taylor was specialist.
LeMOYNE BANNED
ruled ineligible Knoxville fin- Dr. Roberts has also worked
Announcement that the game ished seventh in the conference at the Albert Einstein hospital
in Philadelphia, Pa., Columbia
would be played came as cheer- race.
ing news to LeMoyne coach Jer- Knoxville and LeMoyne met University School of Medicine
ry C. Johnson and his charges twice during the season, each and in Wilmington, Del., as a
who had been down in the winning one.
pathologist.

FOR TOMORROW — T h e
Trimline, shown as a desk
type phone, is being producttested by the Bell System with
200 residence customers in
Richmond, Va. It features a
dial night light and the design makes it suitable for wall
and desk type installations.
The trial will determine if the
Trimline will be offered as a
new premium telephone. The

new space-saver dial has a
finger wheel that's smaller in
diameter but the finger holes
are the same size as in the
standard dial. To accomplish
this, the space between the
"1" and "0" is reduced on the
dial so that when a call is
dialed, the finger stop moves
clockwise to a position between the "8" and "9."

Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey (D. week's executive order by the influence to protect the rights
Mimi.) recently proposed a sev- President establishing a com- of every American."
en-point legislative program on mittee to work for equal em- STAMP OUT BIAS
civil rights and challenged Con- ployment opportunities in gov- .-iumphrey called for "deter- ak,
gress to "keep pace with the ernment agencies and private mined, constant efforts by eve- lor
efforts of the executive and ju- firms under contract to the gov- ry branch of government and
dicial branches to end discrim- ernment. He added:
by every community in America
ination."
''This is an example of the to move the Nation ahead in the
includes
program
Humphrey's
type of action on civil rights field of human rights."
bills aimed at preventing dis- which can be taken by the "The President, the courts,
crimination in employment, vot- Executive Branch. 1 am confi- private organizations and groups
dent that the President will con- of citizens are working ceaseing, and interstate travel.
The Senator praised this tinue to use his authority and lessly to stamp out discrimination which blocks the progress
of millions of citizens and
blotches our reputation throughout the world." he said.
"Congress should keep pace
with this effort to secure and
protect the rights of every
American We cannot be satisfied with legislative action every
third year. We need action and
appears on the personnel IBM
RED CROSS
progress this year, and every
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, data cards.
year."
president of the American Red SOUGHT NEGROES
Humphrey called for speedy
Cross refuted charges that the "We hive on occasion sought action on his civil rights proRed Cross is guilty of discrim- the referral of Negroes from gram, which would:
public
and SEVEN
ination both in its employment universities and
POINT PROGRAM
practices and toward Negro private employment agencies," 1 Create an "Equality of OpGen. Gruenther said. "Negro portunity
blood donors.
in Employment ComCross," Gen. staff members have been well mission."
"The Red
The
Commission
received
throughout
the
Red
would
have
broad powers to inemGruenther said, "presently
ploys, and will continue to em- Cross. They have served with vestigate and prevent discrimploy, qualified Negroes in pro- great credit with our armed ination in employment.
fessional as well as clerical and forces overseas and are valued
2 Outlawing the poll tax as a
members of our staff."
voting requirement in elections
custodial positions"
Answering
a
question
on
disinvolving Federal offices. (Five
The former Supreme Allied
crimination toward Negro blood
Commander in Europe discuss- donors, Gen. Gruenther said states now have poll taxes.)
3 Bar racial discrimination in
ed the discrimination charges
in an article "The Red Cross that the American National Red carriers and facilities used for
Cross does not require segrega- interstate travel.
Answers its Critics" in the new tion of blood by race.
4 Define "lynching" as a
issue of Look Magazine.
The General wrote, "The (b- Federal criminal offense with
that no
oteHe pointed
jective of the program is to severe penalties.
reference is made to race on the make blood and blood deriva5 Extend indefinitely the
Red Cross employment blanks tives available to the people of United States Civil Rights Comand that no racial information the United States. If necessary mission. (T h e Commission
to the attainment of that ob- would expire, under present
jective in a given locality or law, on November 8 of this
area, the blood centers may year.)
collect and hold blood in such
6 Strengthen several crimin-O
a manner as to give the phy- al civil rights statutes and prosician and the patient the right vide additional civil remedies to
of selection at the time of ad- persons deprived of civil rights.
ministration. The Red Cross
7 Extend to all members of
does not operate a regional the Armed Forces protection
BRADENTON, Fla. — (UPI) blood center in Louisiana or against bodily attack now af—Home runs by Henry Aaron Arkansas. When it is necessary forded to Coast Guard personand rookie Mack Jones ac- to ship blood into these states, nel. Attack on any serviceman
counted for five runs as t h this is done in conformity with in uniform would be a Federal
offense.
Milwaukee Braves trounced the applicable local laws."
Philadelphia Phillies 10-4 Sunday.
Aaron hit one of Ruben Gomez's pitches out of the park
with two men on base and
Jones connected against rookie
one
with
Baldschun
Jack
aboard. Each contributed a single as well to the Braves' 10hit attack.
Veterans Warren Spahn and
Lew Burdette of the Braves
gave up two runs apiece, the
latter on a home run by Bobby
Gene Smith. Spahn pitched
three innings and Burdette
Mon., Mar. 27 110-2-8 p.m./ Tues., Mar. 28 (10 a.m. only
four, then relief specialist Don
Children 75c — Adults $1.50
McMahon mopped up with two

4 SHOWS FOR NEGROES

TOR1UM

hitless innings.
FLOYD P.ATTERSON stands fours in vain efort to rise in Miami bout. Patterson re- with a sixth round knockout
over fallen Ingemar Johans- after sixth round knockdown tained his heavyweight title after two
minutes, 45 seconds.
son as latter comes to all
(UPI Telephoto)

Pick Virginia Union
Visitation Champions

CONFLICT IN

BLACK
AFRICA

E9.00 PER MONTH

155.
8.., yo. A Fine
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)

21 COLORFUL PAGES ON
A CONTINENT IN AN UPROAR!

Of All New Furniture
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES

Angola: ruthless exploitation of the black man
Africa and Prejudice in the U.S.
Christians Vs. Moslems
The Witch Doctor Vs. The Cardinal
Kings Vs. Democracy

Open 9 'Ti! 9
Free Delivery

U.S. Teachers in Africa
CoMintinism Vs. U.S.

FURNITURE BY

TODAY•• GET

FLEMING
3S74 PARK

FA 4-3767
•

LOOK,

VOL

Gruenther Says No
Bias In Red Cross

Braves Blast
Phillies, 10-4

wherever we go."
This year Spraggins finished
Union was awarded the CIA- with a 29.7 record. Eddie SimA's regular season champion- mons had a 17.6 and Jackie
ship at a conference meeting in Jackson with 18.9 record. Roger
Winston•Salem, North Carolina Gibs, Billy McLean, Robert
on Sunday, February 26. It was
Moore, Otis Gilchrist, Spencer
awarded under the ,Dickinson Durante and Warren Williams
rating system. Union had a
23.04 mark and edged out Win- finished with 10.4, 9.9, 3.4, 1.3,
.33 and 4.4, respectively.
The Virginia Union University of the happiest moments of my ston-Salem
Teachers College
In 1960 Spraggins was top
Panther Basketball Team ended life and thanks to all, especial- who had 22.7.
tip with a 19-2 seasonal record, ly the wonderful fans, that sup- At the Winston-Salem meeting scorer in CIAA and third in th
Nation in Small colleges (NAand was picked by the Central ported me and these fine boys." the 1961 "All CIAA" team was
IA). He finished with a 30.9 recIntercollegiate Athletic - Associa- He concluded in his statement picked and two plays from Untion as the 1961 Visitation Cham- to the press, "I hope we can ion were selected out of the ord. Prospects are that he will
go to the tournament at Win- five. The Union players are go to the "pros" after finishing
pions in the League. Thus,
Jackie (Jumping) Jackson of college this year.
Coach Thomas Harris brings to ston-Salem and do a good job;
Union the coveted title which but my fundamental interest is Brooklyn, N. . Y. and Warren The Union squad had a 92.
to continue to teach these boys, (Bruce) Spraggins of Williams- scoring average for the year
Was not easy to accomplish.
burg, Virginia. They are classi- against 80.5 for their opponents
In fact. the balding coach de- and if a good job is done in this fied as junior and senior,
re- for each game played. The team
clares. "This was one of the area, we will win some of the spectively. Others picked for
scored over 100 points in eight
toughest years in the twenty- games we play no matter how the team are Walter Ward,
games out of 26 played and
three I have been in the game; trying the competition may be. Hampton Institute: Lawrence
pushed in a record 117 against
but I must give all of the credit Of course we want to represent Hansock, Howard University; North Carolina College for the
to the fine young men on the our school and the CIAA well and Cleo Hill of Winston-Salem. highest in a single game.
team and to the new administration, which has supported me
wonderfully." He continued,
"Mr. L. D. Smith, our College
Business Manager, has supported the program in a way that
a college coach can appreciate,
I am indebted to him because
he is a very ilnportant part of
the new administration.
All I can say is "This is one
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Everybody profits . . . because

you belong •••
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The Publishei of this Newspaper is often asked what kind
of person you are? ... What you like and don't like? ..
What you buy and why? From whom and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked? Because the advertisers insist upon knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited ... and how many of them respond
to direct appeals made to them through their own newspaper.
Every time you Indicate to the business where you buy
that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you appreciate direct recognition of
you as a consumer whose trade is invited through your
own newspaper.

BUY FROM DEFENDER ADVERTISERS AND BE SURE
That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Courtesy!
Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!

Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To America's Fastest
Advancing Economical Group and Everybody Will Profit
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